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PREFACE

The purpose of this report is to provide a basis for
development of occupational safety and health standards for
diving contractors and divers working in the Great Lakes
area and to provide guidelines to regulatory agencies for
preparation of governmental regulations in commercial and
industrial diving operations. It is not intended that pro-
visions in this report or standard are to supercede any
governmental regulations, present or proposed.



INTRODUCTION

Persons involved in underwater diving operations are
subject to certain occupational risks. In order to protect
workers from unnecessary injury or unacceptable risks, certain
standards of medical fitness, operational procedure, and
equipment must be recognized and compiled. Such standards
must be specific and enforceable for adequate protection of
the individual worker, but. must not be so "unreasonable" as
to prohibit underwater work from an economic and. operational
requirement standpoint.

The various diver/operational categories that currently
appear to be significantly different include:

Recreational scuba diving
Recreational scuba diving instruction
Search, rescue, and related public
safety diving
Experimental diving involving human subject
experimentation and diving apparatus/
procedure research
Scientific/educational diving involving
primarily, but not exclusively, marine
environment research
Shallow-water inland or inshore commercial
diving
Deepwater or offshore saturation diving
Scientific saturation diving
Industrial saturation diving
Military diving

1!
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Diving technology is a rapidly expanding science, and
the variations in technique and task complexity experienced
throughout the industry are vast. For many years industry,
standards committees, federal agencies, scientific/educational
groups, diver's associations, and so forth have studied and
assessed regional differences in diving practices, personnel
requirements, and equipment. In addition to regional differences
in these areas, there is a significant difference in these
same areas between different diving groups or activities.
Although all divers do work in the marine environment and are
subject to the same inherent physiological effects of exposure
to hyperbaric conditions, there is a vast difference in the
extent of exposure, task complexity, and philosophy between
the various groups. A single standard should not be applied
to all underwater workers.



It is likely that two or more of the above categories could
be addressed in the same standard. However, it is unreasonable
to address all categories of civilian diving under one general
standard. The diving mode and philosophy of one group may be
so completely different from that. of another that the presen-
tation of a standard based primarily on the mode and philosophy
of one group may actually provide a basis for erosion of
the community consensus standard of safe diving practices of
the other group s!.

Consequently, this report is limited to:  l! diving in
commercial and industrial situations, �! operations in inland
and territorial waters of the United States defined as the
Great Lakes Basin, and �! shallow-water diving operations in
which the diver's working depth does not exceed 220 fsw and
compressed air is the primary breathing gas.



BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The most recent activity in the development of occupational
safety and health standards for diving was initiated on 8 August
1975 by a petition from the United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners of America, AFL-CIO, presented to the Secretary
of Labor. This petition stated that a situation of grave
danger existed within the diving industry and urged that an
emergency temporary standard be issued covering diving opera-
tions to protect exposed employees. Hearings followed and an
Emergency Temporary Standard  ETS! was issued on 15 June 1976
 Federal Register, Vol. 41, No. 116!. Diving contractors filed
suit in the U.S. Court. of Appeals of the Fifth Circuit and an
indefinite stay of the ETS was issued on ll August 1976 pending
a final decision on the validity of the agency's  OSHA! action.
The ETS was not enforced by OSHA.

A proposed permanent standard for Commercial Diving was
published on 5 November 1976  Federal Register, Vol. 41, No. 215!
and public hearings were scheduled in New Orleans during December
1976 and January 1977. A total of Sl individuals representing
virtually all facets of the diving community and supporting
groups appeared at the hearings as witnesses.

Based on a review of the record of the hearings plus
numerous items of information submitted to OSHA, a final
standard for Commercial Diving Operations was issued on 22 July
1977  Federal Register, Vol. 42, No. 141!. This standard is
to be effective on 20 October 1977, except provisions
requiring decompression chambers or bells. If such equipment
is not yet available, employers shall comply as soon as possible
thereafter but in no case later than six months after the
effective date of the standard. For further historical in-
formation on OSHA involvement in commercial diving standards
consult the Federal Register, Vol. 42, No. 141  Appendix B!;
Vol. 41, No. 215, and Vol. 41, No. 116.

lf the existing OSHA standard is, in fact, law, why is
this publication being prepared'P Regardless of the conclusions
of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, the
standard is not applicable to the entire diving community.
It is a commercial diving standard designed for operations
where surface-supply is the primary diving mode and the task
complexity and risk exposure are extremely greater than that
of other diving groups. There are fundamental weaknesses in
personnel requirements and operational practices as well as
unnecessary and unreasonable requirements imposed on other
areas of diving by the OSHA regulations. There is a basis for
variances from OSHA regulations as they now stand, especially
for scientific/educational diving.



The Department of Labor has only recently become involved
in the development of health and safety standards for diving.
The American National Standards Institute Z-135 Committee
activities began early in 1968 under the sponsorship of the
Marine Technology Society's Committee on Man's Underwater
Activities. Work continued on the development of commercial
diving standards until 1973 when, for a number of complex and
emotional reasons, work ceased. In 1975 a committee of the
Association of Diving Contractors reviewed the drafts of the
Z-135 standards and published its Manual of Safe Practices
in Commercial Divin 0 erations base large y upon the Z-135
work.

The Z-135 project was reorganized in 1974. Both OSHA
and the United States Coast Guard gave general encouragement,
particularly citing the importance of ANSI industry consensus
standard techniques. At the time of reorganization both
labor  the Carpenter's Union! and diving management took
a positive and supportive position. In 1976 and early 1977
the re-constituted ANSI Z-135 Committee combined. previously
proposed standards into a final draft standard which was
circulated in accordance with ANSI procedures for vote and
comment. The historical comments on the Z-135 Committee were
taken in part from testimony given at the OSHA Public Hearing
on American Diving Standards by Capt. W.F. Searle, U.S.N.
 Ret!, December 1976 at New Orleans.

It should also be noted that historically the various
procedural manuals of the United States Navy have provided a
basis of many of the standards of safe diving practices within
the civilian diving community. However, the scope and magnitude
of commercial diving has changed so radically during the last
decade, most industrial authorities agree that the U.S. Navy
standards and procedures, in themselves, are unacceptable
for application, in their entirety, to today's commercial
diving operations.

The scientific/educational diving community has operated
under community consensus standards for nearly two decades.
Scientific/educational applications of scuba diving developed
extensively at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Univer-
sity of California in the 195G's. Although several colleges/
universities, and research agencies used diving to varying
degrees in their programs, Scripps, under the early leadership
of Conrad Linbaugh and, later, James R. Stewart, took the
lead in scientific diver training, certification and the
development of health and safety standards for scientific/
educational divers. The University of California's The
Universit Guide for Divin Safet has served as a basxs for
the evelopment o numerous zvxng safety programs at colleges,
universities, and research agencies throughout the country.
This publication is periodically reviewed and revised by
University of California campus Diving Officers and Environ-
mental Health and Safety Officers.



On 27 March l973 representatives of diving safety boards
and committees of ten major institutions participating in
scientific/educational diving met at the University of Washington
in Seattle to discuss University diving safety. At that meet-
ing it was a consensus agreement that the Univeristy of Cali-
fornia standards for scientific/educational scuba diving safety
would continue to serve as a primary basis for scientific/
educational diving programs throughout. the country. A signif-
icant number of institutions presently adhere to these standards
with certain modifications for regional and operational vari-
ations in diving. The University of Miami developed a specific
diving training and safety standard which differs in specifics
but agrees in concept with that of the University of California.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration operates
under a separate and distinct standard specifically developed
for that agency's scientific divers.

Clearly, the scientific/educational community has and
adheres to specific and rigid diving health and safety standards.
The success of these standards is evident by the historically
low accident rate in scientific/educational diving operations.



STANDARD P RZ PARATI ON

The University of Michigan researchers are well aware of
the problems involved with both inshore and offshore diving
operations. An active diving program including hyperbaric
chamber operation, lake and ocean diving operations, diving
research, saturation diving and related activities has been
conducted at the University since 1966, In addition to
standard scuba used hy many scientific/educational divers,
surface-supplied diving apparatus of the type commonly used
by military and commercial offshore divers is used extensively
in the University's program. Based on ten years of operational
diving at the University of Michigan and a relatively compre-
hensive understanding of commercial diving, the authors are
in a position to objectively evaluate various existing standards.

Sources of Information

As previously stated there are considerable variations
in diving techniques, task complexity, and working environ-
ments throughout. the diving industry. Consequently, data for
this project was collected from a variety of sources. The
Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Admini-
stration Emergency Temporary Standard for Diving Operations
 Federal Register, Vol. 41, No. 116!, the Proposed Commercial
Diving Standards  Federal Register, Vol. 41, No. 215! and the
Commercial Diving Operations Occupational Safety and Health
Requirements  Federal Register, Vol. 42, No. 141! provided a
substantial amount of the information that is used in this
report.

In addition to the various OSHA proposed standards, the
OSHA/U.S. Coast Guard public hearings on the proposed standards
held in New Orleans on 16-21 December 1976 and 10-14 January
1977, provided extensive insight. into the views and opinions
of offshore and shallow-water divers, diving contractors,
large corporate and small business employers, instructors,
marine scientists, hyperbaric physiology and medicine special-
ists, equipment specialists, and other interested parties.
These hearings and the International Diving Symposium '77
provided an excellent opportunity to interview numerous divers,
contractors, equipment specialists, and others.

Dr. Somers served as a member of the American National
Standards Institute/Marine Technology Society Z-135 Committee
on Safety in Commercial and Professional Diving Operations.



Data from notes made during these committee meetings and
various draft standards provided considerable insight into
the opinions of contractors, labor, and other authorities.
It should be noted that the collective opinion of this
group of authorities did differ significantly in some areas
from that of OSHA.

In addition to OSHA, the current Z-135 Committee and
interviews, the following publications were also reviewed:

Association of Diving Contractors, "Manual of Safe Practices
in Commercial Diving Operations"  New Orleans: Asso-
ciation of Diving Contractors, 1975!.

Compressed Gas Association, "Methods for Hydrostatic Testing
of Compressed Gas Cylinders", Pamphlet No. C-1  New
York: Compressed Gas Association!.

Compressed Gas Association, "Standards for Visual Inspection
Of Compressed Gas Cylinder", Pamphlet No. C-6  New
York: Compressed Gas Association!.

Compressed Gas Association, "Suggestions for the Care of
High-Pressure Air Cylinders for Underwater Breathing",
Pamphlet No. P-5  New York: Compressed Gas Association!.

Compressed Gas Association, "Compressed Air for Human
Respiration", Pamphlet No. G-7.0  New York: Compressed
Gas Association! ~

Compressed Gas Association, "Commodity Specification for
Air", Pamphlet No. G-7.1  New York: Compressed Gas
Association!.

Department of the Interior, "Underwater Operations", BCF
Manual  Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, 1970!.

Federal Register  Department of Labor, Occupational Safety
and Health Standards, Vol. 36, No. 105, Part ll, 1971!.

Federal Register  Department of Labor, Occupational Safety
and Health Administration, Safety and Health Standards
for Maritine Employment Volume 37, No. 203, Part 11, 1972!.

Federal Register  Department of Labor, Occupational Safety
and Health Standards, Vol. 37, No. 202, Part ll, 1972!.

Federal Register  Department. of Labor, Occupational Safety
and Health Administration, Safety and Health Regulations
for Construction, Vol. 37, No. 243, Part ll, 1972!.



Flemming, N. and Miles, D.  ed.!, "Underwater Association
Code of Practice for Scientific Diving "  London:
Natural Environment Research Council, 1974!.

Galletti, J., "Proposed Safety Standards for Commercial
Diving Equipment", Undercurrents  January, 1970!.

Galletti, J., "Diving Equipment Standards", Recommendations
of the American National Standards Institute Z-135
Committee �972!.

Graziano, R. "Tarill No. 27: Hazardous Materials Regulations
of the Department of Transportation" �973!.

Hughes, M., "Diving Procedures Standard", Preliminary
Recommendations of the American National Standards
Institute 2-135 Committee �971!.

Interstate Electronics Corporation, "Oceanics Division
Diving Manual",  Anaheim, California: Interstate
Electronics Corporation, 1971!.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, "Diving",
NOAA Circular.

Neary, R., "Equipment Cleaned for Oxygen Service", Pamphlet
No. G-4.1  New York: Compressed Gas Association, 1959!.

Oregon State University, "Diving Guide"  Portland: Department
of Oceanography, Oregon State University, 1971!.

Schroeder, W. and W. Fife, "University Guide for Diving Safety",
Sea Grant Publication No. TAMU-SG-70-602  College Station,
Texas: Texas A 6 M University, 1970!.

Somers, L., "Diving Safety Bulletin", Technical Report 4
 Ann Arbor: Sea Grant Program, The University of
Michigan, 197l!.

Somers, L., "Research Diver's Manual", MICHU-SG-71-212,
Technical Report No. 16  Ann Arbor: Sea Grant Program,
The University of Michigan, 1972!.

Somers, L. and M. Nemiroff, "University of Michigan Hyperbaric
Chamber Attendant's Handbook", MICHU-SG-74-601  Ann Arbor:
Sea Grant Program, The University of Michigan, 1974!.

State of Michigan, Marine Safety Act of 1967 '

State of Oregon, "Commercial Diving and Compressed Air Work'
Chapter 25 of the Oregon Safety Code for Places of
Employment  Salem, Oregon: Workman's Compensation Board,'
1972!.



Stewart, J., "Procedures for Shipboard Diving and the
University Guide for Diving Safety" IMR TR-23, Sea
Grant Publications No. 15  La Jolla, California:
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, 1971!.

University of Southern California, "Diving Regulations",
 Los Angeles: Santa Catalina Marine Biological
Laboratory, University of Southern California, 1973!.

University of Washington, "Guide for Diving Safety and
Interim Implementation of Guide for Diving Safety"
 Seattle: University of Washington, Environmental
Health and Safety Department, 1972!.

U.S. Navy, "U.S. Navy Diving Manual", NAVSHIPS 0994-001-
9010  Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1970!.

U.S. Navy, "U.S. Navy Recompression Chamber Operator's
Handbook", NAVSHIPS 0994-014-5010  Washington, D.C.:
Department of the Navy, 1973!.

Format

The format used in the presentation of this standard
differs from that used by OSHA or ANSI/MTS Z-135. This
standard consists of the following sections:

Section 8: Decompression Chambers

Section 9: Recordkeeping Requirements

Section 1:

Section 2:

Section 3:

Section 4:

Section 5:

Section 6:

Section 7:

Purpose, Scope, and Application

Definitions

Personnel Qualifications/Requirements

Medical Requirements

General Operations Requirements

Self-Contained Air Diving

Surface-Supplied Air Diving
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Equipment requirements for self-contained air diving, surface-
supplied air diving, and decompression chambers were separated
into separate respective sections instead of having one section
on equipment. Many groups will use shallow-water scuba diving
exclusively and have no need for the sections on surface-
supplied diving or decompression chambers. The separation of
diving modes is less confusing and more convenient.

Where possible the wording used by OSHA in the final
publication of the Commercial Diving Operations Occupational
Safety and Health Requirement was incorporated into this
standard. In some areas the specific wording fxom proposed
standards of the ANSI/MST Z-l35 Committee was used.



DISCUSSION

Pur ose Sco e and A lication

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration
clearly designates that, by law, the Commercial Diving
Operations Occupational Safety and Health Requirements shall
apply wherever OSHA has statutory jurisdiction. Diving
outside of the Outer Continental Shelf is not covered by an
OSHA standard nor is diving in coastal or inland waters not
specifically designated as "United States and possessions"
as listed in Section 4 a! of the Act 29 U.S. 655. United
States citizens and employed divers operating in foreign
waters may be subject to regulations or standards imposed by
foreign governments. However, in many instances there are
no suitable standards enforced. Consequently, standards
should be extended to cover such situations so that the
employee and employer are protected by a standard equivalent
to those imposed within United States waters. This is ex-
tremely important in the Great Lakes since U.S. employed
divers may easily operate in Canadian waters. An employer
or employee could "technically" ignore the United States
OSHA standard on a basis of statutory jurisdiction and thus
endanger the health and safety of the diver.

The 22 July OSHA Commercial Diving Operations Standard
specifically applies to diving and related support operations
conducted with all types of work and employments over which
OSHA has jurisdiction, except in cases where exclusions from
the standard have been explicitly provided. Specific ex-
clusions have been provided where the nature of the diving
operation is such that inclusion in this standard would be
inappropriate, or where the safety and health of divers is
governed by rules or regulations of another federal agency.
The three exclusions are:

�! Instructional diving utilizing only open-circuit
compressed air scuba within the no-decompression
limits;

�! Search, rescue, and related public safety diving
by or under the control of a governmental agency;
and

�! Diving governed by the Protection of Human Subjects
Regulations of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare,  HEW! or equally effective rules or
regulations of another federal agency.

In earlier versions of the OSHA standard scientific/educational
divers whose operations utilized open-circuit compressed air
scuba and were conducted within the no-decompression depth-
time limits were excluded. In addition, no distinction was
made between the shallow-water inland or inshore diving
operations and the deep-water offshore diving operations.
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OSHA apparently concurred with the opinion of several
parties including the Construction Advisory Committee that
the record does not support a conclusion that "the work
conditions and risk exposure of scientific divers differ
measurably from those of commercial diving  p. 37655, Federal
Register, Vol. 42, No. 141!." It is further stated that
"no valid distinction can be drawn between commercial diving
and that performed by the excluded groups  scientific/educa-
tional divers!, because divers in both groups are employees,
both work in the same marine environment, and both are
subject to some of the same inherent hazards and physiological
effects. It has been stated that scuba diving is at least as
hazardous as surface supplied diving  p. 37654, Federal Register,
Vol. 42, No. 141!."

In our opinion scientific/educational diving operations
should be excluded from the present OSHA Commercial Diving
Operations Standard  Part 1910 of Title 29 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Subpart T!. The following reasons are
stated:

�! Based on data provided by Glen Egstrom, Ph.D.,
of the University of California, Los Angeles
Sea Grant Diving Safety Research Project �7
August 1976, personal communication! the accident
rate in scientific/educational diving is not
sufficient to warrant the imposing of rigid and,
in some cases, unreasonable or unjustifiable
standards by OSHA. During the period of 1965-
1975 13 colleges or universities and 24 other
scientific and research agencies documented
219,016 research dives, 15,149 training dives,
360 decompression dives and 7,697 recreational
dives, with only 4 pressure related accidents.
The accidents included 2 cases of decompression
sickness and 2 fatalities. The fatal accidents
included one surface drowning and one apparent
"congenital defect." Minor occurrences of ear
infections, cuts and abrasions, and so forth were
not documented.

�! The present OSHA standards impose some require-
ments that are unjustifiable and unreasonable for
the scientific/educational community to comply with.
Mandatory compliance will, in many instances, result
in alternative actions such as cancellation of
research projects vital to the study of the marine
environment because of unacceptable logistical and
economic burdens; severe limitations on the develop-
ment, and advancement of scientific educational

diving; and forcing researchers to pursue in-
water research activities "on-their-own-time"



technically outside of their scope of employment
thus circumventing both existing local agency/
university standards and OSHA standards and. thus
constituting potentially uncontrollable hazardous
situations.

The provisions of the present OSHA Commercial Diving
Operations standard are in some instances inadequate
and suggest acceptable standards of practice below
the present "standard of the scientific/educational
community." This is particularly significant in the
area of scuba diving and personnel training and
qualifications.

In contrast to commercial diving operations the
location and subsequent environmental conditions
are not generally determined by the particular task
and the diving operations are not generally conducted
under adverse environmental concCZtions. The scientific/
educational diver can select both the task and environ-
mental conditions consistant with his/her training,
physical condition, and experience. For the most
part, scientific/educational diving task assignments
and environmental exposure are rigidly controlled
by the university, agency, or individual diver.

In contrast to the surface-supplied diving mode
orientation of the commercial diving community, the
scientific/educational diver is oriented toward the
scuba diving mode. Consequently, procedures and
standards that are deemed unsafe or unreasonable
by the "commercial" diver, and in fact may constitute
significant hazard in commercial diving, are readily
accepted as "safe practices" by the scuba-oriented
"scientific/educational" diver.

With very few isolated exceptions, scientific/educa-
tional divers do not utilize construction tools,
handle explosives, or use welding or burning equip-
ment.

Scientific/educational diving operations are shallow
water oriented. Of 220,4ll dives reported in the
UCLA study previously mentioned, l9l,9S2  87%!
were conducted in depths of 60 fsw or less. Only
360 �.16%! involved decompression.
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 8! Because of the nature of underwater scientific
investigation, the scientif ic/educational diver
is rarely exposed to adverse sea states, great
depths, or heavy work loads, some or all of which
are common to the great majority of commercial
diving operations.

 9! The scientific/educational diver, with few ex-
ceptions, is not employed as a diver. He/she
is employed as a scientist, researcher, or scien-
tific technician. Diving is secondary to the
primary job description.

�0! The scientific/educational diving community has
operated under explicit, self-imposed diving regu-
lations or standards for over two decades. Most
universities, colleges, and research agencies en-
gaged in significant diving operations have published
and proven standards. Many have diving safety control
boards or committees and diving safety officers
or coordinators. Many base their standards and
diving programs on those developed and continuously
upgraded by the University of California. For the
most part these standards are more rigid than those
proposed in the OSHA Commercial Diving Operations
Standard. The success of these scientific/educational
diving community consensus standards is evident,
in part, by the very low accident rate in scientific/
educational diving operations.

Should the same standard apply to shallow-water diving
operations where air is the primary breathing gas as to the
offshore deep water diving operations where breathing mixtures
other than air are used more extensively'2 Many shallow-water
commercial diver employers object to being covered by the same
standard which is used for offshore diving operations.

The following comments taken from the Occu ational
Safet, and Health Re orterr Current Re ort 976! re lect
opinions consistent with those of many inland or inshore
small diving representatives:
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Juan F. Crofton, president of the Crofton Diving
Corporation, Norfolk, Va., said he 'does not object
to standards and rules as applied to the safety of
our personnel . . . but we do strongly object to the
federally proposed rules as they are not applicable
to the shallow water diving industry and are grossly
inflationary and could possibly force the dissolve-
ment of our corporation.'

'These standards are directed solely toward the
deep diving industry, the hazards of deep water diving,
and in no way reflect, the working conditions of the
shallow water harbor diving industry,' Crofton said.

C.F. Logan, president of the Logan Engineering
and Contracting Company, Jacksonville, Fla., criticized
the proposed standards for making no distinction be-
tween shallow water and deep sea divers. Logan said
these are 'two completely different professions.'

Jack S. Mixer, vice president of Logan Diving,
Inc., Jacksonville, Fla., disagreed with the proposed
medical requirements 'as being largely unnecessary
for sha.liow water diving, which composes all of my
business'� '

'Upon repeated request to OSHA, the Coast Guard,
and other knowledgeable bodies, 1 have not received
any evidence of any diving accident caused by non-
compliance with medical requirements,' Mixer said.

Crofton also disagreed with the medical require-
ments of the proposed standard. '>Je feel that a general
physical examination of a diver upon employment is
sufficient for shallow water diving and all other
physical requirements as specified in the proposed
standards are unnecessary,' he said.

QSHA's inflation impact assessment for the
proposed standard 'borders on the ridiculous,'
Wilson said. He noted that of the approximately
400 diving contractors in the United States, OSHA
only interviewed nine on the cost of the proposed
regulations.



Russell J. Judah, director of environmental
and industry affairs, Transcontinental Gas Pipe
Line Corporation, criticized OSHA's inf3.ation
impact assessment because it did not consider
the cost of additional equipment required by the
proposal. For example, he said that a fully manned
barge to support a diving bell would cost his company
$20,000 per day in rental fees and that OSHA did not
ta3.k about such costs in its assessment.

Gaspar, who said that his company usually
employs three to eight divers, said that he expected
his initial cost of compliance to be between $90,000
and $l00,000, adding that this would put him out
of business. His business is financed with a small
business loan obligating all of his assests, which,
Gaspar explained, would mean that he would 'probably
have to declare bankruptcy.'

After the initial costs, Gaspar estimated the
annual cost of compliance at $36,800.

'Don't take the attitude that industrial divers
will have to merge with other divers or go out of
business,' Gaspar said. Zn its inflation impact
assessment, OSHA found that ' a limited number of
firms may be forced to merge or go out. of business
as a result of the proposed standard.'

Harter, who is a small in-shore diving contractor,
estimated that his first year compliance costs would
be $53,000.

Judah said that any increased cost will be paid
by the public, not by industry, and noted that in the
case of his company it will mean higher prices for
natural gas.

Page lll2:

The Council on Wage and Price Stability criticized
the Occupational Safey and Health Administration's
proposed standard for commercial diving operations
because, it said, 'there is no evidence that the stan-
dards will measurably lower the industry's fatality
rate' and because the cost of compliance would hhve
a 'sever' impact on smaller firms.

The council also said that. 'OSHA's estimate of
annual costs of compliance appears to understate total
costs that wil3. be passed on to consumers' and that
the proposal may 'adversely affect the nation's
energy supply.'



William Lilley III, the council's acting director
urged OSHA 'to acquire a sense of perspective about
this issue. Here is an industry composed of a large
number of individual entrepreneurs, many of whom are
ex-divers. The divers are true professionals who
know well the risks attendent on their jobs; their
pay, ranging from $20,000 to over $45,000 per
year, reflects the skill and risk involved. If these
standards were effective in reducing those risks
an assumption which is questioned in this anaylsis
this high level of compensation might well be
reduced.'

The council made its statement on the proposed
standard before OSHA and the Coast Guard, at joint
public hearings in New Orleans, La, held to consider
the proposal  Current Report, January 20, p. 1080!.

Concern was expressed by the council that the
proposed standard's cost of compliance might put
small firms out of business and increase the concentra-
tion in an industry where the 10 largest firms already
employ more than half the divers currently working.
The other divers are spread out among more than 400
firms.

OSHA concluded in its inflation impact assessment
that the standards would cost $22 million per year,
but the council cited industry figures stating that
the cost may well exceed $70 million per year. The
council's statement, questioned OSHA's conclusion that
the cost of the standard did not require the prepara-
tion of an inflation impact statement.

The council noted that a large proportion of
divers are employed by petroleum firms to monitor
undersea pipelines and to respond to accidental
breakages. It then suggested that the imposition
of these standards might create a temporary short-
age of divers and suggested that the increased
expense could lead to lower maintenance on these
pipelines and thus to greater loss:ef energy and
frequent environmental threats through breakages.

The effectiveness of the proposed standard
was questioned by the council, which cited evi-
dence that many fatalities are attributed to
'human error.'



'It seems to us that first priority should be
given to the problem of developing properly trained
and responsible personnel, an issue which the standards
do not address,' the council said.

James C. Miller III, the council's assistant
director for governmental operations and research,
expressed concern about OSHA's overall approach,
stating that 'not only are engineering controls
less cost-effective than some means of financial
incentive  such as fines or penalties!, but the
idea that each work environment must be equally
safe and healthful ignores the realities of cost,
different preferences among workers about the
riskiness of the work environment and wages earned,
and the public's interest in having the greatest
impact on worker health and safety for the resources
spent.'

Mr. David L. Groover, Commercial Diving Service,
Grand Rapids, Michigan kindly supplied. the authors with his
comments relative to the Emergency Temporary Standard for
Diving Operations  Federal Register, Vol. 42, No. ll6, June
3.5, 1976!. Mr. Groover operates a small operation, engaged
almost strictly in construction diving on and around Lake
Michigan. Several of the comments directed toward the
Emergency Temporary Standard are also relevant to the present
OSHA Commercial Diving Operation Standard  Federal Register,
Vol. 42, No. 141, July 22, 1977!. It is probable that
Mr. Groover's comments also reflect the opinions of other
"small" diving firm employers operating in the Great Lakes
area. Mr. Groover clearly states, however that "the comments
are purely mine, based on my own opinions and experience;
I have not acted as a spokesman for any other one or organi-
sation  personal communication, 17 February 1977!." The
following comments are taken from Mr. Groover's comments on
the Emergency Temporary Standard:

Medical Requirements

I agree that perhaps for large-scale operations,
particularly those conducted offshore in deep water,
and those using saturation and mix gas techniques,
physicals of some sort should be carried out on
the divers. However, as my situation does not
involve such operations, I must reserve my comments
on that point of view, and present my own.

This is perhaps the most objectionable part
of the standard in regards to small operators such
as myself. My business is seasonal,  though I do
work the year round when there is work and I can
get it! and there is no way that I can keep a crew
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on a regular basis. Host of the jobs that do come
in, do so on very short notice, sometimes only a
matter of hours. In such cases, I must go the
rounds of any number of people who have and do
work for me, to see who can make himself avail-
able. There is certainly no time for extensive
medical prequalifications; and to give these
examinations to all potential employees at the
season's start, on the off chance that they
may work sometime during the year, is an econo-
mically impossible gamble.

On the other hand, these men are all quite
well known to me on a regular basis, including
non-commercial diving expeditions. One does
not have to be a doctor to determine whether a
man has sinus trouble, epilepsy, is drunk/ or
otherwise unsuited for work. Aside from that,
I, and every small operator with whom I am
familiar, are very discriminating about whom
we hire, as a matter of survival and. common
sense. Those of us who work on these levels
do not view the world from report folders,
memorandum sheets, and staff reports. Ne
work on the front lines, and can see with our
own eyes what is going on.

Again, I can not speak for large firms, but
this particular standard is a little ridiculus for
small operators; indeed, it is impossible regardless
of how well it looks on paper.

Safe Practices Manual

In general, for certain items, this is a good
idea. However, the wording ... 'develop and main-
tain a safe practices manual and shall follow the
procedures set out in such manual for all diving
operations' tends to eliminate the flexibility
which divers need in order to work and ensure
their own safety. It is also in conflict with
the statement contained in the preamble to the
Standards that recognizes that '... no single set
of procedures can anticipate all operating situa-
tions. Sound judgement,, an ability to recognize
present or developing hazards, and maximum attention
to personnel safety must continue to be the corner-
stones of safe diving operations.'
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The above sentence contains a lot of truth-
Each and every diving job is different; no two are
ever exactly alike, and no set of rules or proce-
dures is ever going to cover all situations. For
this reason, it is virtually impossible to develop
a specific safe practices manual.

At the same time, small firms such as mine do
not command a large staff of Harvard graduates capable
of authoring a work of literary art. Nor can we
a ford the 'uxury of hiring consultants for such
in-house work. This does not mean that we are
incapable of burning off a mooring cell or floating
a barge, but it does mean we can not give precise,
step-by-step operat.ional details beforehand.

I do agree that lists of emergency aid, first
aid suppliers, fire-fighting equipment, and general
or specific  as practicable! directions for given
emergencies, such as those listed, are desirable.
But foreseen emergencies are almost always circum-
vented, and unforeseen emergencies must be handled
as they have been in the past, by having capable
people with 'sound judgement' on the scene. Judge-
ments must be made to reflect reality, rather than
hoped-for conditions.

As for pre-dive instructions, no one begin~
a job without first lea ning as much about it as
he can.

Scuba Divin Budd S stem/Comments

In principle, I agree that phones should be
used if possible, but there are circumstances when
a lone SCUBA diver, without the aid of a tender
or buddy, can or must be used. Such instances include
dives around a dock, in the old ditch, etc., where
the diver need only stand to get out of the water.
Also, even in open water, under good conditions,
a lone SCUBA diver may be safer. I will even be
specific � in pitch darkness due to heavy silt, etc,
a buddy diver is of little help, if any, value. At
the same time, the risks of fouling a signal line
are increased, which may hold the diver down. This
is a rule that should not be strictly enforced under
given circumstances, which have to be determined at
the time.

I strongly advocate the mandatory use of a life
vest, and a line from the diver to a surface float
if he is required to operate at any distance from
his platform. Personally, I have more faith in a
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surface float than a buddy diver, but, again, all
this has to reflect the conditions present at the
time, and can not be adequately reckoned with
beforehand.

Scuba Diving Air Su l Re uirements

I agree with this for bottom times, but feel
that a diver should be able to utilize auxiliary
tanks tied off on the decompression line for use
in decompressing. He need not even change tanks,
merely insert the regulator in his mouth. This
procedure is routine to anyone who calls himself
a diver.

Ventilation Re uirements for Surface-Su lied
Helmets and Masks

We g as d.ivers, have little or no contro 1 of this
except to buy appropriate equipment. I agree with
the ventilating requirements, but feel that this
should be directed more to the manufacturers.
Also,  and I am not qualified to state with any
certainty! it may be that some of the newer, light-
weight open-circuit rigs on the market today,
though they may not be able to pass 4.5 cfm, never-
the-less do meet the requirements of a diver just
the same.

Two-Wa Audio-Communication Re uirements

This is fine, and almost always done. However,
I must point out two points for consideration.

First, I fail to see a significant difference
between a hat diver's umbilical and a SCUBA diver' s
signal line for the purposes of relaying signals;
why should one require a phone and the other not?
Admittedly, the phone is more desirable and practical,
but there is a certain inconsistancy in the rules
here.

Secondly, under certain conditions, such as
the old ditch again, a phone is not necessary, though
I can not myself see a hat or mask not being provided
with one. The point is, that the rule applies a
blanket provision to all hats/masks under all conditions,
with no allowances for specific conditions which may
allow that the absence of a phone does not detract
from a safe operation. Please allow us some flexibility.
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Interval Narkin of Gas Hoses

This is good, but I do not see that it should
be anything but voluntary. Almost always, no more
hose will be out than is necessary to reach the
diver, and markings will not affect this distance.
Also, shallow water hoses are often short enough
that one can easily tell how much is out. I would
agree to marking long hoses  in excess of 300
feet! used for deep-water work.

Ox gen Cleanin of Hoses

I am not familiar with this, but assume it
involves mixed-gas operations; I use strictly air.

E ui ment Records

As for the equipment log, I do maintain a
system of records, but feel that your record
requirements are a little fax-reaching when
applied to small operators. We know all of the
items of our equipment individually, and well,
because we are the ones who use them. Again,
we run our affairs from the field, not a far-
distant office building, through a staff. I
know the history and condition of all my gear
without having to open a record file. I think
your records requirements could be toned down
a bit.
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Definitions

The list of definitions for the standard is relatively
extensive. The purpose in providing definitions is to clarify
the intent of specific terms as used in substantive provisions
of the standard. In some cases, the same word or term has
a different meaning, depending upon geographic location or
segment of the diving community using the term. For example,
"live boating" in commercial diving refers only to a surface-
supplied diving practice where a diver is working from a
vessel which is underway. On the other hand, the scientific/
educational diver uses "live boating" in the context of a
scuba diver towed behind a boat on an underwater diver' s
plane or shot line.

This report will be reviewed by many non-diving scientists,
government officials, university officials, and members of the
general public who are not. familiar with diving terminology.
In addition, many scientific/educational divers now subject
to OSHA standards are completely unfamiliar with commercial
diving terminology.

Personnel Qualifications

This is a very difficult section to prepare. Unlike the
scientific/educational diving community, the commercial diving
community does not appear to have a common standard of train-
ing or personnel advancement on a basis of experience. The
Z-135 Committee has prepared a protocol for training, diving
proficiency, and field experience. Unfortunately, at this
time, there is significant dissatisfaction with this portion
of the Z-135 standard. Imposing the scientific/educational
community standard on the commercial diving community would
be unacceptable. Consequently, we consider this as an area
that will require further study. In the meantime, the standard
requirements imposed by OSHA are included in this standard.
Unfortunately, the OSHA standard is not adequate to provide
guidelines for personnel training, qualification advancement
or task assignment. For more information on the OSHA position
on personnel qualifications see Appendix B.

Medical Re uirements

The medical examination is, in our opinion, an important
aspect of diving health and safety. Consequently, we support
the requirement for the annual medical examination. The
contents of the annual examination have been modified slightly
from that required by OSHA.
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One of the major deviations from the OSHA requirement
is the designation of who shall bear the expense of the
examination. OSHA requires the employer to bear all medical
examination and test costs. This is acceptable for larger
firms with relatively stable groups of diving employees.
However, this is a very difficult and often unreasonable
requirement for small firms which operate on a seasonal
basis or use independent divers on a daily basis. It. is
virtually impossible and impractical to expect an employer
to arrange for and bear the cost of examination for daily
employees or seasonal employees who dive on a limited basis.
In this case we feel that it is the responsibility of the
employee to provide the employer with a notarized copy of
his/her current medical examination report.

The medical requirement test which appears in this
standard are basic examination requirements. The chest
x-ray is necessary to detect. gross pulmonary abnormalities
and the physician is encouraged, at. his discretion, to use
pulmonary function evaluations. The standard EKG identifies
certain cardiac abnormalities not detectable by auscultation.
Many diving physicians prefer the use of a stress EKG for
persons working in strenuous occupations. A hearing test
is essential because hearing degradation is more probable
in diving and high noise level environments  in chambers!
than in many other industrial employments. Hearing is
essential if the critical voice communications requirements
specified in the standard are to be effective. Unfortunately,
the level of hearing degradation that is considered disqualify-
ing is not defined in either the OSHA or Z-135 standards.
This is an area worthy of further study. Eventually this
will have to be defined.

A visual acuity test is necessary to the extent vision
may be relevant to job performance. As in hearing, the
level of visual acuity that is disqualifying has not been
defined by either OSHA or Z-135 standards. The basic medical
examination and possible corrective measures. Vision is
critical for safety, especially when working at the dive
station as a tender, supervising overhead lifting, or for
scuba divers on the surface. On the other hand, the diver
working in poor visibility waters common to the Great Lakes
would generally not find visual deficiency restricting. It
is more vital that surface support personnel have adequate
visual acuity. A color blindness test has been indicated
because color coding is commonly used for piping and hose
markings. Although not disqualifying in itself, the person-
in-charge must be aware of color perception deficiencies so
appropriate work assisgnments or adjustments can be made.
Blood and urine tests are important because some conditions
such as anemia and diabetes are generally detected this way.
Diabetes can produce unconsciousness; anemia reduces work
capacity and therefore produces fatigue and exhaustion. A white
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blood count is an indicator for acute infections. The
sickle cell index test for hemoglobinopathies is included.
Abnormal hemoglobins produce sickling under conditions of
hypoxia, which causes blockage of blood vessels throughout
the body and injury to many organs and tissues; exposure
to low oxygen partial pressure might precipitate a sickling
crisis, which would be incapacitating underwater. Since
the incidence of cardiovascular disease and related mortality
is much higher in the over 35 age group, medical discretion
is to be used in the requirements for more complete testing
such as annual EKG and stress EKG.

Although there is considerable concern regarding the
qualifications of examining physicians, the use of several
physicians to obtain a qualification to work by majority
rule as indicated in the OSHA standard appears to be an
unacceptable practice. The OSHA regulation states,

If the examining physician has recommended a
restriction or limitation on the dive team
member's exposure to hyperbaric conditions,
and the affected employee does not concur, a
second physician selected by the employee
shall render a medical opinion on the nature
and extent of the restriction or limitation,
if any.

If the recommendation of the second opinion
differs from that of the examining  first!
physician, and if the employer and employee are
unable to agree on the nature and extent of the
restriction or limitation, an opinion from a
third physician selected by the first two
physicians shall be obtained. The employer's
determination of the dive team member's fit-
ness shall be consistent with the medical
opinion of the third physician unless the
employer and employee reach an agreement which
is otherwise consistent with the recommendation
or opinion of at least two of the physicians
involved.

Nothing in this procedure shall be construed
to prohibit either a dive team member from
accepting, or an employer from offering, an
assignment which is otherwise consistent with
at least one medical opinion while a final
determination on the employee's fitness is
pending.



Certainly, it is acceptable to request that the examined
diver seek consultation with other experts in the field of
diving medicine. However, any employee can probably find
a physician who will qualify him/her to dive. For example,
it would not be at all difficult to find two "less-informed"
physicians that would allow a pregnant woman to continue
diving throughout most of the term of pregnancy. Yet, in
the opinion of many authorities this constitutes an unaccept-
able risk to both the woman and the unborn child. Although
this is probably not a problem for the commercial diving
community, it is a definite consideration in other employments
such as the scientific/educational diving community. In-
cidentally, we have included pregnancy as a temporary dis-
qualification.

For more inforamtion on OSHA's position on diving
medical requirements consult Appendix B.

General 0 erational Re uirements

The general operational requirements of this report
parallel those stated by OSHA with some modification. The
following changes are noted:

 l! Inclusion of the requirement for maintaining a list
of addresses and telephone numbers of all employees and
appropriate relatives at the work location in the event
that special medical consent is required in handling an
injury.

�! The need for a physician to approve every first aid
kit used on a work location is impractical. Most text and
company manuals have appropriate lists of first aid supplies.

�! Mouth-to-mouth resuscitation is as good as the use of
a resuscitation bag. It takes special training and practice
to use the bag correctly and effectively.

�! The requirement for an oxygen breathing unit was added.
In the event of a shallow-water air embolism where a chamber
is not required on site, oxygen can make the difference
between probable recovery with minimum residual damage and
serious permanent impairment.

�! The OSHA regulation specifically states that the use
of the international code flag "Alpha" is to be used. as a
warning signal. The State of Michigan requires the use
of the American diver's flag. Most boaters will not know
the significance of the "Alpha" flag.
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�! The requirements for overhead lifting operations,
in-water welding and burning, underwater electrical equip-
ment, hand-held power tools and equipment, and explosives
have been supplemented with information from the Z-135
Committee standard.

�! Liveboating has been placed under the in-water procedure
section instead of being included as a separate section as
in the OSHA standard.

 8! The flying after diving requirement is more rigid than
the OSHA requirement.

Self-Contained Air Divin

Self-contained underwater breathing apparatus  scuba!
receives only limited use in commercial diving. However,
scuba is used extensively in scientific/educational diving.
Since OSHA clearly intends to classify scientific/educational
divers as commercial divers, scuba diving must be addressed
in much more detail in these standards. For purposes of
this standard only open-circuit scuba utilizing compressed
air breathing medium is addressed at present. However, one
must keep in mind that. several types of recirculating pure
oxygen and mixed-gas scuba are used in scientific/educational
diving and will possibly be employed in some commercial diving
operations in the near future. The topic of mixed gas scuba
diving will require additional study and preparation of
specific regulations beyond the scope of this standard.

The OSHA standard states a specific depth limit of 130
fsw for scuba diving. This is the limit generally recommended
for recreational divers. The U.S. Navy �973! also specifies
130 fsw as the maximum working limit for scuba. On the other
hand, MTS/ANSI Z-135 Committee  January 1977! approved a
maximum depth limit of 190 fsw for open-circuit air scuba
diving. The University of Miami authorizes diving up to depths
of 240 fsw on compressed air. In a letter to the Docket
Officer, Technical Data Center � December 1976! Mr. Stuart
McCormick and Dr. Narren Wisby state "that of the 4735 dives
conducted in the past five years in depths ranging from
10 fsw to 240 fsw there have been only four diving accidents;
three occurred 36 hours after decompression from a saturation
dive, and one occurred after a non-decompression repetitive
dive to 90 fsw. None of the accidents resulted in any
residual injury. Of these 4735 dives, 1322 �7.8%! were
decompression dives. There were no cases of decompression
illness associated with any of the decompression dives, ex-
cluding saturation diving." The saturation dive depth in the
above was, to my knowledge, approximately 50 fsw.
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In December 1976 Dr. Glen Zgstrom supplied me with data
collected from 37 scientific and research agencies for the
years 1965-1975. This work was completed under the auspices
of the University of California, Los Angeles Sea Grant Diving
Safety Research Project. Of 220,411 scientific/educational
dives logged, 1891 �.3%! were in excess of 130 fsw and 328
�.16%! involved decompression. Only 4 pressure related

accidents were reported which included 2 cases of decompression
sickness, and 2 deaths. The deaths included one surface
drowning and one diver with a possible congenital defect.
The second death occurred on a "deep" cable survey at night
 depth not. specified! .

Most, if not all, of the above mentioned dives were
conducted using open-circuit air scuba. In light of these
impressive figures one may subjectively conclude that
"imposing a stringent depth limit on scientific/educational
scuba diving" is unjustified. Naturally, these figures do
not represent the sum total of all scientific/educational
diving in the United States nor do they include all of the
accidents. However, I feel they are representative. The
UCLA data shows an incidence of 1.1 deaths per 100,000 ex-
posures in scientific/educational diving. Depth does not
appear to be a significant factor in scientific/educational
diver mortality.

One must understand that the University of Miami,
University of California, and many other universities and
research agencies have imposed strict training, qualification,
and procedural regulations on their divers for years. The
programs and divers are well controlled.

The recommendation of the 190 fsw depth limit for
specifically trained and authorized scientific/educational
scuba divers must not be construed to include approval of
recreational scuba diving beyond a depth of 130 fsw. Recrea-
tional scuba divers generally lack the training, rigid program
control, supervision, and support facilities necessary for
deep diving authorization. Under such conditions scuba diving
beyond 130 fsw is considered an unacceptable risk.

The requirement for a more stringent depth limit for
commercial scuba diving may well be justified. Commercial
divers are in general not as competent and experienced in
scuba diving as the scientific/educational diver. The
commercial diver may also attempt. to use scuba in an environ-
mental or task situation or procedural manner that is completely
inconsistent with the accepted practices in the scientific/
educational diving community. As long as the OSHA standards
include jurisdiction over scientific/educational divers, the
limits for scuba must be extended.
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The OSHA standard states that scuba diving shall not be
conducted �! against currents exceeding one knot unless
line-tended or �! in enclosed or physically confining spaces
unless line-tended. In routine scuba diving line-tending
is generally only associated with under-,ice diving.

Scuba divers often "drift" dive in currents with a
boat overhead, a pick-up boat downstream, or selected and
separate entry and exit points. Working or swimming against
a current in excess of one knot, is not recommended. However,
the "unattached" drift diving technique is a very useful
and safe technique in research activities and select environ-
ments. If the diver s! must return to the precise entry
point, then line-tended techniques may well be indicated.
One must keep in mind that line-tending techniques are not
commonly associated. with scuba diving and therefore indiscrimin-
ate application of such a regulation may actually constitute
a hazard. ln any case a number of factors control the selection
of technique. The matter of line-,tending should be left to
the discretion of the person-in-charge.

Diving in enclosed confined spaces such as underwater
caverns involves use of a lightweight safety line reeled
out by the diver. The safety line is not designed to "pull
the diver back" nor is it attached to the diver; it is a hand-
held guide line. Conventional line&ended diving techniques
are considered inadequate and, in some cases, extremely
hazardous by cave diving authorities. The scuba cave diving
line technique is also considered adequate for entry into
wrecks and underwater structures.

The OSHA standard also is inadequate in the area of
scuba equipment. Scuba and. associated scuba diving equip-
ment must meet certain minimum requirements in both mechanical
function and maintenance. Within the recreational and
scientific/educational diving communities a common standard
of selection and care does exist. Failure to apply this
standard to commercial diving would be unfortunate.

For example, there is apparently no federal regulation
that requires the internal inspection of a scuba air cylinder
on an annual basis. Yet this is a standard practice in the
scuba diving community. Annual visual cylinder inspection
is recommended in this standard.

Emergency floatation equipment is covered to some degree
in the OSHA standard. However, that standard fails to
address floatation capacity or inspection protocol.
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The standard of performance of scuba diver depth gauges
does differ from that of the pneumofathometer used in
commercial diving. Realistic accuracy requirements are
recommended in this standard.

Probably one of the most awkward areas of scuba diving
procedures specified in the OSHA standard is the apparently
unrestricted application of the line-tended scuba diver.
Line-tending of scuba divers where a single diver is involved
is for the most part an unacceptable and, in some situations,
an extremely hazardous procedure. The OSHA standard apparently
endorses line-tended scuba diving  single diver! up to their
specified limit of 130 fsw.

The American National Standards Institute - Marine
Technology Society Z-135 Committee on Safety in Commercial
and Professional Diving Operations not only endorses line-
tended scuba dives, apparently to the depth of 190 fsw,
but also suggests that a single diver can operate to the
same depth with no direct connection to the surface or
accompanying diver as long as a wireless communications
system and a "means of positive location" is used. Positive
location means can be interpreted as "bubbles breaking the
surface within visual sight of the diving station." Most
scuba diving authorities consider such practices as unacceptable.
Unfortunately, endorsement of such procedures in the OSHA
and Z-135 standards could encourage both recreational divers
and scientific/educational divers to adopt previously unaccept-
able diving techniques and procedures. A significant safety
hazard would thus exist.

Both OSHA and Z-135 fails to address mid-water scuba
dives and open-sea or open-lake scuba diving. These activities
do require added precautions.

Surface-Su lied Air Divin

Surface-supplied diving is covered more extensively in
this standard than in the OSHA standard. Many small company
divers have traditionally used heavy gear in the Great Lakes
and the modern equipment has only been introduced relatively
recently. Consequently, it is considered that the Great
Lakes diver and employer will need more guidelines than their
offshore counterparts.
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The limits have been extended for diving without a
chamber. Most diving is shallow-water, no-decompression
diving. However, occasionally inspection dives are re-
quired beyond 100 fsw and, in some cases, decompression is
required. Historically, the incidence of decompression
sickness among Great Lakes commercial divers has been
relatively low. Very few companies own chambers in the
Great Lakes area. It seems impractical to require a
chamber on location for one or two deep inspection dives.
On the other hand, the few companies that. do deep diving
on a routine basis do provide chambers for employee protection.
We feel that some employer discretion must be exercised
in this area of protection for employees. If the dive
location is a considerable distance from a treatment facility,
then a chamber should be available on the job location.

We do not feel it is necessary to discuss each element
of the surface-supplied air diving requirements since they
parallel those recommended by OSHA and/or the Z-135 Committee.
Unlike scuba diving, our surface-supplied requirements
are relatively consistant with current practices in the
commercial diving community.

Decom ression Chambers

A separate sect.ion has been prepared on decompression
chambers. The decompression chamber is relatively uncommon
in Great Lakes diving operations. We feel that both
employers and employees need more comprehensive guidelines
in this area. The requirements given in this standard are
more or less in accord with those specified by OSHA and/or
the Z-135 Committee.

Recordkee in Re uirements

The recordkeeping requirements are essentially the
same as those required by OSHA.
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Purpose, Scope and ApplicationSECTION 1:

The purpose of this standard is to provide guide-
lines which shall be considered as minimum reason-
able requirements of safety in shallow-water com-
mercial and industrial diving. It is not intended
that provisions in this standard are to supercede
and governmental regulations, present or proposed.

l.2

This standard applies to every place of employment
within the inland and territorial waters of the
United States defined as the Great Lakes Basin
where diving and related operations are carried
out.

1.2.1

This standard applies to shallow-water diving
operations in which the diver's working depth does
not exceed 220 fsw and compressed air is the
primary breathing gas.

1.2. 2

This standard establishes minimum requirements for
the safety of divers in commercial and industrial
diving work and employments, including industry,
construction, ship repair, shipbuilding, ship-
breaking, and longshoring.

1.2 ~ 3

This standard does not apply to any diving
operation:

1.2.4

Performed solely for instructional purposes, using
open-circuit, compressed-air scuba and conducted
within the no-decompression limits;

1.2.4.l

Performed solely for recreational purposes;1.2.4.2

1.2.4.3 Performed solely for scientific/educational
purposes;

Performed solely for search, rescue, or related
public safety purposes by or under the control
of a governmental agency; or

1.2.4.4

1.2.4.5 Governed by 45 CFT Part 46  Protection of Human
Subjects, U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and. Welfare! or equivalent rules or regulations
established by another federal agency, which
regulate research, development, or related purposes
involving human subjects.
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A lications in emer encies

An employer may deviate from the requirements of
this standard to the extent necessary to prevent
or minimize a situation which is likely to cause
death, serious physical harm, or major environmental
damage, provided that the employer:

Notifies the Area Director, Occupational Safety and
Health Administration within 48 hours of the onset
of the emergency situation indicating the nature
of the emergency and extent of the deviation from
the prescribed regulations; and

Upon request from the Area Director, submits such
information in writing.
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SECTION 2: Definitions

As used in this standard, the listed. terms
are defined as follows:

Acute alcoholism: an episode of repeated or continuous ex-
cessive consumption of alcoholic beverages over a relatively
short period of time.

Acute astrointestinal s ndrome: refers to nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea, or any combination, with abrupt onset and persisting
a few days or less.

Air diver: a diver who, while executing his diving duties,
utilizes air as a breathing medium.

Air divin su ervisor: an individual qualified to supervise
air diving operations and a diving team functioning on an
underwater project and who is currently, or has formerly been,
a quali fi ed diver.

Ascent time: the time interval between starting ascent and
arriving at surface pressure.

ASME: refers to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

ATA: an abbreviation for atmospheres absolute, a unit of
pressure equivalent to ambient gauge pressure in atmospheres
plus 1 atmosphere.

ATM: an abbreviation for atmosphere, a unit of pressure
equivalent to 760 millimeters of mercury  mm Hg! or l4.7
pounds per square inch  psi!.

Bottom time: the time interval between leaving the surface
and beginning ascent back to the surface.

the pressure at which the containment vessel
lly fail.

Chronic: existing for a prolonged period of time.

Chronic alcoholism: repeated or continuous excessive con-
sumption of alcoholic beverages over a prolonged period of time.
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Closed-circuit: a system by which the diver breathes a gas
supply that is recirculated through a carbon dioxide absor-
bent with periodic manual or automatic replenishing of oxygen.

Commercial divin : diving which is performed as a part of
general industry, construction, ship repairing, shipbuilding,
shipbreaking, and longshoring.

Cetic: an adjective meaning an enclosed hollow space.

Decom 'on: the reduction of environmental or ambient
pressure to atmospheric pressure.

Decompress'on dive: a dive during which the diver must stop
at a given dep h or depths in accordance with U.S. Navy
Decompression Tables and cannot proceed directly to the
surface at the prescribed rate.

Decompression schedule: a time-depth profile with a specific
bottom tame and depth, for which a specific pressure reduction
or decompression time sequence has been calculated.

Decom ression sickness: a physiological condition with a
variety of symptoms which may result from the formation of
gas or gas bubbles in the blood or body tissues of divers
during or subsequent to ascent or other pressure reduction.

Decompression table: a set of decompression schedules
computed on common parameters.

the diver only when the diver inhales.

Diabetes: a physiological condition involving excess sugar
xn the blood.

Disconnect switch: a safety switch, located at the surface,
by which power can be quickly removed from the underwater
cutting/welding lead.

Diver: an employee engaged in work using underwater breathing
apparatus which supplies compressed breathing gas at ambient
pressure from a self-contained or remote source.

Diver/tender: an individual qualified to conduct limited
underwater work under the supervision of a full qualified
diving personnel and tend divers.

Divin bell  o en!: an open vessel designed for transporting
the diver to and from the work site and not designed to be
operated with an internal pressure differentials
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Diving bell  pressurized!: a closed pressure vessel designed
for transporting the diver to and from the underwater work
site and operated with an internal differential pressure at
least as great as the pressure at the working depth.

which his umbilical unit connects and by which he can be
lifted, with the harness distributing the load.

Diving supervisor: the person responsible for planning the
dive, instructing the crew, making certain all necessary
equipment is available and functioning properly, taking all
necessary precautions against foreseeable contingencies, and
is responsible for safety of the operation.

DOT: refers to the Department of Transportation  formerly
designated on cylinders as ICC!.

Drug addiction: the inability, either physiologically or
psychologically, to function without the use of a drug or
medication.

Dru intoxication: ill or undesirable effects caused by
excessive use of a drug or medication.

~Dr suit  variable volume!: a diving suit capable of being
inflated for buoyancy or insulation which maintains the
diver's body essentially dry.

ile tiform disease: a disease characterized by convulsive
seizures.

Field ex erience: field days  offshore, inland lakes, harbors,
rivers! directly participating as a diver, supervising divers,
operating diving equipment or surface tending divers engaged
in underwater operations.

Filter: a device used in gas supply systems to remove
moisture, oil, and particulate matter from the breathing gas.

Free-flow s stem: a gas supply system that supplies gas to
the diver by continuous flow.

FSW: the abbreviation for feet of seawater, a unit of
pressure generally defined as 1/33 of a standard atmosphere,
which represents the pressure exerted by a foot of seawater
having a specific gravity of 1.027, equal to approximately
.44S pounds per square inch. This pressure unit is used in
freshwater diving since most diver's gauges and decompression
tables use fsw as the standard unit. Xn freshwater the
pressure at 34 feet is equal to that at 33 feet in seawater.



distinguised from temporary, flexible hoses.

Heart disease: any abnormal or morbid condition of the heart.

H d' ' : diving which employes the use of con-
ventional deep sea dress, including helmet and breastplate,
suit of rubberized canvas, and heavy weighted shoes.

Helmet: diving apparatus constructed of hard material which
completely encloses the diver's head and keeps it dry.

Hi h ressure air: air supplied at a pressure in excess of
500 psi.

H perbaric chamber  also recom ression chamber or decom-
com ression chamber!: a pressure vessel suitable for, and
in used in, recompression-decompression of divers.

H perbaric conditions: refers to pressure conditions in
excess of surface pressure.

Lead diver  diver in char e!: a diver who by virtue of
experience and proficiency is qualified and responsible
for the conduct of a diving operation when a designated
supervisor is not assigned or present.

Life-su port e ui ment: equipment designed to provide the
diver with an appropriate respirable atmosphere and other
protection as required.

is under power and not anchored. The diver may be under
tow on a diver's plane or shot line or he may be followed
by the boat to which he is tethered while swimming or
walking on the bottom.

air supplied at a pressure of less than
ps'

Mask: a breathing and protective apparatus which covers
the diver's face and is secured to the diver's head by a
strap or harness assembly.

appropriate for diver breathing at a given depth range and
with given apparatus. Unless otherwise specified all
breathing gas referred to in this document shall be air.

uties, utilizes mixed gas as a breathing medium.
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Mixed-gas divin : a diving mode in which the diver is
supplied with a gas mixture other than air.

Mixed- as su ervisor: an individual qualified to supervise
mixed-gas diving operations and a diving team functioning on
an underwater project and who is currently, or has formerly
been, a qualified diver.

Neurolo ical decompression sickness: decompression sickness
involving the brain, spinal cord, or nerves.

No-decompression limit: the time-depth combination which
indicates that a diver can safely ascend to the surface
at a prescribed rate without. stopping to decompress.

Non-return valve: a one-way check valve installed at the
hose-helmet or -mask attachment point or elsewhere in
the diving system, which is designed to prevent pressure
loss should the hose be severed or the gas supply be interrupted.

~Obesit : a conduct of excessive body weight and fat content,
generally accepted as 20% over the recommended level for a
given height, weight, age, body type, and sex.

0 en circ it: a system by which the diver inhales breathing
gas directly from the supply and exhales or exhausts directly
into the surrounding water.

OSHA: refers to the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-
tration.

0 l ' : a special cleaning procedure to remove
contamination in apparatus used in supplying oxygen under
pressure. This is a precaution used to prevent oxygen
related ignition or explosion.

Ox en com atibilit : the ability of a substance to come
into contact with high-pressure oxygen without. ignition.

Ox gen service equipment: equipment or components which
store or convey a gas having an oxygen concentration of
40% or greater.

Ox gen toxicit : the adverse physiological response to
excessive partial pressure of oxygen.

P A P ' t' : a standard x-ray technique wherein the
x-rays are emitted from behind the individual toward the front.

Partial pressure: that portion of the total gas pressure
exerted by a particular constituent of the gas mixture.
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Personnel lock: a chamber compartment through which person-
nel pass from air pressure environment to another.

Pneumofathometer: a depth measuring device indicating depth
in fsw, consisting of an open-ended hose fixed to the diver
or diving bell, with the other end connected to an air supply
and pressure gauge at the surface.

Pressure: defined as force per unit area. Xn diving, pres-
sure denotes an exposure greater than surface pressure � ATA!.

PVHO: the abbreviation for "pressure vessel for human
occupancy", a pressure vessel designed to contain human beings.

Qualified diver: a person medically fit for diving, trained
or experienced in diving who possesses the mechanical skills
and technical knowledge required for safe and satisfactory
completion of a given underwater task. The diver must be
able to show satisfactory proof of training and/or experience.
He shall possess a diving logbook with recorded diving
experience and/or letters from past employers or instructors
attesting to his diving proficiency and experience. He must
comply with the certification requirements given in this
standard.

Rack/console o erator: an individual qualified to operate
a gas rack/console.

Receiver: a pressure vessel designed for the storage of gas.
Zn conventional diving this is generally a low-pressure
reserve tank located between the breathing gas source and
the diver's hose connection.

S f t f tor: the ratio of burst pressure to working
pressure when used in reference to pressure vessels, piping,
hose, and other pressure containing apparatus common to
diving.

Saturation dive: refers to a dive during which the personnel
have been exposed to a given pressure for a sufficient. amount
of time for a state of equilibrium to be established between
the body and the breathing atmosphere.

Saturation habitat: a fixed or movable system of single or
multiple PVHO's in which divers live under saturation condi-
tions on the sea floor and from which they make working
excursions.

SCUBA: a self-contained underwater breathing apparatus.
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Self-contained diving  or scuba divin !: a diving mode which
allows the diver to carry his own breathing gas supply and
be independent of the surface with regard to breathing gas.

Semi-closed circuit: a system by which the diver breathes
a gas partially from the supply and recirculated gas from a
breathing bag or canister after it has passed through a
carbon dioxide absorbent.

Standb d'ver: a qualified diver who is suited up and
prepared with proper equipment for the dive involved to
enter the water immediately in the event of an emergency
or upon orders of the diving supervisor.

Surface decom ression: a special diver decompression pro-
cedure conducted ~n a deck decompression chamber in accordance
with procedures given in the U.S. Navy Manual.

Surface su plied: refers to a system by which the diver is
supplied with breathing gas through a hose from the surface.

Tender: a person possessing the mechanical skills and tech-
nical knowledge of setting up and operating the diver's gas
supply  compressor and/or gas storage unit! and all other
diving equipment. He shall be conversant with the use of
appropriate decompression and repetitive dive tables and
familiar with various diving injuries and appropriate first
aid. He shall be skilled in tending the diver's hose assembly
while the diver is submerged and sending and receiving hand
 line! signals.

Timekeeper: a person responsible for keeping the diver' s
tame and completing the information required for the diving
record.

Treatment table: a time-pressure-gas profile which is
calculated to eliminate the symptoms of decompression
sickness.

Umbilical assembl  life-support hose bundle!: a composite
of hoses/cables or separate cables extending from the surface
to the diver or diving bell which supplies breathing gas,
power, heat, depth measurement, safety line and/or communi-
cations, as necessary.

attached to adjust buoyancy or provide negative buoyancy.

Workin ressure: the normal maximum operating pressure
exerted by a medium such as a breathing mixture.

Work site: a vessel or surface structure from which dives
are supported and/or the underwater location where work is
performed.
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Personnel Quali f icationsSECTION 3:

General3.1

Each dive team member shall have the training
and/or experience necessary to perform tasks
assigned in a safe and proper manner.

3.1.1

Each dive team member shall have training and/or
experience in the following:

3.1.2

Techniques of the assigned diving mode;3.1.2.1

3.1.2.2 The use of equipment, systems, and tools
relevant to the assigned task; and

Diving operations and emergency procedures.3.1.2.3

3.1.3 All dive team members shall be trained in cardio-
pulmonary resuscitation and first aid.

Dive team members who are exposed to or control
the exposure of others to hyperbaric conditions
shall be trained in diving-related physics and
physiology.

3.1.4

3 ' 2

3.2. 1

The employer shall not require a dive team member
to be exposed to hyperbaric conditions against
the employee's will, except when necessary to
complete decompression or treatment procedures.

3.2.2

The employer shall not permit a dive team member
to dive or be otherwise exposed to hyperbaric
conditions for the duration of any temporary
physical impairment or condition which is known
to the employer and is likely to affect adversely
the safety or health of a dive team member.

3.2.3

Each dive team member shall be assigned tasks in
accordance with the employee's experience and/or
training, except that limited additional tasks may
be assigned to an employee undergoing training pro-
vided that these tasks are performed under the
direct supervision of an experienced dive team
member.
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Desi nated erson-in-char e3 ~ 3

The employer or an employee designated by the
employer shall be at the dive location in charge
of all aspects of the diving operation affecting
the safety and health of dive team members.

3. 3.1

The designated person-in-charge shall have the
experience and training in the conduct of the
assigned diving operation.

3. 3.2

Em lo ee res onsibilit3.4

3.4.1

Each diver has the responsibility and privilege
to refuse to dive if, in his/her judgement:

3.4.2

Conditions are un f avorable;3.4.2.1

He/she is not in proper physical or mental
condition for diving;

3.4.2.2

He/she would violate the dictates of proper diving
safety procedures or this standard.

3.4.2.3

The employee is responsible for reporting
immediately to the designated person-in-charge
any equipment malfunction or discrepancy in
safety proceDures.

3.4. 3

Divin after illness or in'ur3.5

No diver shall be allowed to dive following decom-
pression sickness exhibiting CNS or vestibular
symptoms or following a pulmonary barotrauma
unless he/she has received medical clearance
for diving from a physician recognized as qualified
by the employer.

3.5.1

No diver shall be allowed to dive following ex-
tended hospitalization or illness unless he/she
has received medical clearance for diving from
a physician.

3. 5.2

It shall be the individual diver's responsibility
to maintain himself/herself in good physical
condition and at a high level of diving proficiency.



Medical RequirementsSECTION 4:

General4.1

The employer shall determine that dive team
members who are, or are likely to be, exposed
to hyperbaric conditions are medically fit to
perform assigned tasks in a safe and healthful
manner.

4.1. ~1

The employer shall verify that each dive team
member who is, or is likely to be, exposed to
hyperbaric conditions has complied with all
medical examinations required by' this standard.

4.1. 2

All medical examinations required by this
standard shall be performed by, or under the
direction of, a qualified physician.

4.1.3

The medical examination requirements of this
standard shall be provided for in the following
manner:

4.1.4

The employer shall provide each dive team member
who is, or is likely to be, exposed to hyperbaric
conditions with all medical examinations required
by this standard at no cost to the employee; or

4.1.4.1

The employee shall provide a current certified
or notarized copy of his/her current. annual
medical examination report as required by this
standard before exposure to hyperbaric conditions.

4.1.4.2

The employer and the employees or their designated
representatives shall determine the policy for
medical examination payment.

4.1.5

The employer shall bear the cost of any test
specified by the employer which is beyond the
requirements of this standard.

4.1.6

Fh sician ualifications4.2

4.2.1 Examining physicians shall be familiar with the
physical requirements and medical aspects of diving.
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Fre uenc of medical examinations4.3

Medical examinations shall be provided:4.3.1

4.3.1.1 Prior to initial hyperbaric exposure with the
employer, unless an equivalent medical examination
has been given within the preceding 12 months
and the employer has obtained the results
of the examination and an opinion from the
examining physician of the employee's medical
fitness to dive or to be otherwise exposed to
hyperbaric conditions;

At one year intervals from the date of initial
examination or last equivalent examination;

4.3.1.2

After an injury or illness requiring hospitali-
zation of more than twenty-four �4! hours;

4.3.1. 3

Following decompression sickness with vestibular
or central nervous system involvement or pulmonary
barotrauma; or

4.3.1.4

If the employer has doubts as to the employee's
medical qualification to continue diving.

4.3.1.5

Information rovided to examinin physician:4.4

4.4.1

A summary of the nature and extent of hyperbaric
conditions to which the dive team member will be
exposed, including diving modes and types of
work to be assisgned.

4.4.2

A summary of the examiner's diving-related work
history. and

4.4.3

A medical history provided by the diver.

Content of medical examination:

4.4.4

4.5

Medical examinations conducted initially and
annually shall consist of the following:

4.5.1

Medical history;

Diving-related work history;

4. 5.1.1

4. 5.1. 2

A copy of the medical requirements of this standard;
and
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4.5.1.3

4. 5.1.6

4. 5.2

4.6

4.6.1

4.6.2

4.7

4. 7.1

4.5.1.4

4.5.1.5

4.6.1.1

4.6.1.2

4.6.1.3

Basic diver's physical examination;

The test required in Table

Any additional tests or requirements imposed
by the employer as dictated by specific activities
and

Any additional tests that the physician considers
necessary.

Medical examinations conducted after an injury or
illness requiring hospitalization of more than 24
hours shall be appropriate to the nature and extent
of the injury or illness as determined. by the
examining physician.

Ph sician's written re ort

After any medical examination required by this
standard, the employer shall obtain a written
report prepared by the examining physician
containing:

The date and location of the medical examination;

The results of the medical examination; and

The examining physician's opinion of the employee's
fitness to be exposed to hyperbaric conditions,
including any recommended restrictions or limita-
tions to such exposure  see Appendix A!.

The employer shall provide the employee with a
copy of the physician's written report.

Determination of em lo ee fitness

The employer shall determine the extent and nature
of the dive team member's fitness to engage in
diving or be otherwise exposed to hyperbaric con-
ditions consistent with the recommendations of the
examining physician's report.
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TABLE I. - Tests for diving medical examinations

Initial

Examination
Annual

ExaminationTest

Chest X-ray  PA projection!

Visual acuity

Color blindness

Audiogram  Hearing Test!

X

Pulmonary Function  VC and
FEVl!

X �! �!EKG  Standard 12 L!

EKG  Stress!

Hematocrit or hemoglobin

Sickle cell index

White blood count

Urinalysis

Bone and joint x-ray series

X

�! �! �!

�! If medically indicated; at physician's discretion.

�! Required at 3 year intervals.

�! Annually over the age of 35.

�! If required by employer for specific diving activities.
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SECTION 5:

Safe Practices Manual5.1

5.1.1

Contents

5.1.2.2

5.1.2.2.4

Pre-Dive Procedures5.2

5.2.1

5.2.2

5.2. 2.1

5.2.2.1.1

5.2.2.1.2

5.2.2.1.3

5.2.2.1.4

5.1.2

5.1.2.1

5.1.2.2.1

5.1.2.2.2

5.1.2.2.3

General Operations Requirements

The employer shall develop and maintain a
safe practices manual which shall be made
available at the dive location to each dive
team member.

The safe practices manual shall contain a copy
of this standard and the employer's policies
for implementing the requirements of this standard.

For each diving mode engaged in, the safe practices
manual shall include:

Safety procedures for diving operations;

Equipment procedures;

Assignments and responsibilities of diving
team members;

Emergency procedures for fire, equipment failure,
adverse environmental conditions, illness and
injury.

The employer shall comply with the following
requirements prior. to each diving operation,
unless otherwise specified.

A competent designated person-in-charge  lead
diver or diving supervisor! shall be delegated
the authority to take charge of each diving
operation at the dive location.

The designated person-in-charge shall:

Maintain the provisions of this standard;

Maintain additional safety provisions specifically
established by the employer;

Assure that all diving is conducted in accordance
with accepted procedures and practices; and

Under no circumstances tolerate violation of
these standards or other designated/accepted
diving safety practices.
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Emergency Aid5.2.3

5.2.3.1

5.2.3.2

Employer offices;5.2.3.7

5.2.3.8

5.2.4. 2

5.2.4.3

5.2.4.4

Planning and assessment;5.2.5

5.2.5.1

Diving mode;5.2.5.1.1

5.2.5.1.2

5.2.3.3

5.2.3.4

5.2.3.5

5.2.3.6

5.2.3.9

5.2.4

5.2.5.1

A list shall be maintained. at the dive location
of the telephone or call the number and location
of the following:

Primary and alternate decompression chambers
 if not at the diving location!;

Accessible hospitals;

Available physicians;

Available means of transporation;

The nearest U.S. Coast Guard Rescue Coordination
Center and facilities;

Name, location, and telephone number of nearest
relative of each employee; and

Other emergency facilities in area of operation.

First, aid supplies:

A first aid kit appropriate for the diving operation
and location shall be avialable at the dive location.

Nhen used in a decompression chamber, the first
aid kit shall be suitable for use under hyper-
baric conditions.

An American Red Cross Standard First Aid Manual
or equivalent and a manual or specific instructions
on first aid for diving accidents shall be avail-
able at the dive location.

An emergency oxygen breathing unit shall be available
at all dive locations.

Planning of a diving operation shall include an
assessment of the safety and health aspects of
the following:

Surface and underwater conditions and anticipated
hazards;
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5.2.5.1.3

5. 2. 5.1. 4

5.2.5.1.5

5.2.5.1.6

5.2.5.1.7

5.2.5.1.8

5.2.5.1.9

5.2.5.2

Emergency procedures.

Hazard activities.5.2.6

5.2.6.1

5.2.7.1.3

5.2.7.1.4

5.2.7.1.5

5.2. 7

5.2.7.1

5.2.7.1.1

5.2.7.1.2

Breathing gas supply including source, purity,
quantity, and reserves;

Thermal protection requirements;

Diving equipment and system;

Dive team assignments and physical status of
dive team members;

Repetitive dive designation or residual inert
gas status of dive team members;

Decompression and treatment procedures  including
altitude corrections!; and

The designated person-in-charge shall inform
the vessel's master, work site foreman, and/or
designated personnel of all diving operations to
be conducted from the vessel or structure,
emphasizing pertinent safety factors and coordin-
ation with other activities.

To minimize hazards to the dive team, diving
operations shall be coordinated with other
activities in the vicinity which are likely
to interfere with the diving opeeration.

Employee briefing.

Dive team members shall be briefed on:

The task to be undertaken;

Safety procedures for the diving mode;

Any unusual hazards or environmental conditions
likely to affect the safety of the diving operation;

Emergency aid procedures; and

Any modification to operating procedures
necessitated by the specific diving operation.



Prior to making individual dive team member
assignments, the employer or designated person-
in-charge shall inquire into the diving team
member's current state of physical fitness,
restrict diving activities of individuals
suffering from obvious illness or abnormal
physical conditions contraindicated in diving.

5.2.7.2

Dive team members shall be informed of the
procedures for reporting physical problems or
adverse physiological effects during and after
the dive.

5. 2.7.3

Equipment.5.2.8

5.2.8.l Equipment to be used must meet the specifications
set forth in this standard.

All life-support and associated equipment including
mask, helmets, umbilical assemblies, thermal pro-
tection, scuba, floatation units, and compressors
shall be inspected and determined to be in proper
operating condition prior to each dive.

5.2.8.2

5.2.8.3

All hoses supplying the diver's life support
equipment shall be protected against probable
damage.

5.2.8.4

Except when heavy gear is worn or in scuba diving
 not line tended!, each diver shall wear a
safety harness.

5.2.8.5

Adequate thermal protection provisions shall be
made to minimize body heat loss or gain during
the dive.

5. 2. 8.6

A multi-lock decompression chamber capable of
recompressing a diver at the surface to a
minimum depth of l65 fsw shall be available
at the dive location or within 2 hours travel
time from the dive location for:

5.2. 8. 7

Surface-supplied or scuba air dives to depths
deeper than l30 fsw; and

5.2.8.7.1

An. adequate and appropriate primary and contingency
air supply shall be available for the diving
operation.



5.2.8.8

5.2.8.9

5.2.8.10

5.2.8.11

Warning signal.

Diving station.

5.2.10.2

Procedures durin dive5.3

5.3.1

5.2.8.7.2

5.2.8.7 ' 3

5.2.9

5.2.9.1

5.2.10

5.2.10.1

Dives beyond the no-decompression limit.

If stage decompression in excess of 30
minutes is required, a decompression chamber
must be available and xeady for use at the
work site.

Protective clothing shall be worn by divers
whenever marine life, sharp objects, or abrasive
surfaces present a potential hazard.

Surface personnel shall wear approved personal
floatation equipment, safety hats, and safety
shoes whenever the nature of the operation
demands.

A sharp knife shall be carried by the diver
either closed or in an appropriate scabbard
at all times while in the water.

A safe means of entering hnd exiting the water
appropriate to the dive platform, environmental
conditions, and nature of the dive shall be
provided.

An appropriate warning shall be displayed at the
dive location in a manner which allows all-round
visibility, and it shall be illuminated at night
when divers are operating in areas capable of
supporting marine traffic.

Adequate diving stations from which safe diving
operations can be conducted shall be provided
at the entry/exit location on all platforms,
structures, or vessels used for diving operations.

Platforms, structures, or vessels used for diving
operations shall be determined as adequate and
safe by the designated person-in-charge.

The employer shall comply with the following require-
ments which are applicable to each diving operation
unless otherwise specified.
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Water entry and exit.5.3.2

5.3.2.1 A means capable of supporting the diver shall be
provided for entering and exiting the water.

The means provided for exiting the water shall
extend below the water surface.

5.3.2.2

A means shall be provided to assist an injured
diver from the water.

5.3.2. 3

Communications.5.3. 3

5.3.3.1 An operational diver � surface voice communications
system shall be used for all surface-supplied dives.

An operational, two-way communication system shall
be. available at the dive location to obtain

emergency assistance.

5.3. 3.2

Overhead work and lifting operations.5.3.4

5.3.4.1 For all lifting operations conducted while a diver
is in the water, a workable communications system
must be established between the dive team and
the crane or winch operator.

5.3.4.2

The diver in the water shall be advised prior
to any movement of the load.

5.3.4.3

For all crane operations in which the diving team
member giving instructions to the diver in the
water is out of visual contact with the crane
operator, and on all cranes of 100 tons or more
capacity, an audio communications system shall be
established between the two parties.

5.3.4.4

Under normal conditions, divers will not be
required to dive if work is being performed
by other personnel directly over the diver unless
the dive team is satisfied that the overhead work
does not pose a hazard.

5.3.4.5

Xn-water welding and burning.5.3.5

5.3.5.1 Personnel designated to operate welding and burning
equipment shall be properly instructed and familiar
with all precautions necessary for safe in-water
welding and burning.

The crane or winch operator shall accept instructions
only from a designated person.
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F 3.5.2 A positive operating current supply switch to
interrupt the current flow to the welding or
burning electrode shall be:

Tended by a dive team member in voice communica-
tion with the diver performing the welding or
burning; and

5.3.5.2.l

Kept in the open position except when the diver
is welding ox burning;

5.3.5,2.2

Of adequate capacity to handle the maximum
electrical current of the power supply and be
enclosed to prevent electric shock to the operator.

5.3.5.2.3

The welding machine shall be grounded and a ground
wire shall connect the machine directly to the
work.

5.3.5.3

Welding and burning cables, electrode holders,
and connections shall be capable of carrying the
maximum current required by the work, and shall
be properly insulated.

5.3.5.4

Precautions shall be taken to prevent contact,
between power supply cables and welding cables
in such a way as to create a potential short.

5.3.5.5

A.C. power supplies of less than 500 Hz output
shall not be used for welding or burning.

5. 3.5.6

Rubber gloves or other insulated gloves shall
be used by divers performing welding and burning
operations.

5. 3.5.7

Welding and burning gas supplies.5.3.5.8

5.3.5.8.l

Regulators shall be used only for the gas for
which they were intended.

5.3.5.8.2

Regulators shall be maintained and tested by
qualified personnel.

5.3.5.8.3

Prior to welding or burning on closed compartments,
structures, or pipes which may contain a flammable
or unknown vapor or in which a flammable vapor
may be generated by the work, they shall be vented,
flooded or purged with a mixture of gases which
will not support combustion, except for hot tap
operations.

5. 3.5.9

Compressed gas cylinders shall be handled in
accordance with accepted safety procedures and properly
secured to prevent damage to cylinders and valves
or injury to personnel.
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5.3.6.2

5. 3.7.2

Explosives.

5.3.8.2

5.3.8.3

5. 3. 8.4

5.3. 8. 5

Decompression tables.

5.3.6

5.3.6.1

5.3.7

5.3.7.1

5.3.8

5.3. 8.3.

5.3.9

5.3.9.1

Underwater electrical equipment.

When e3.ectrical apparatus is employed underwater
which requires operating potential in excess of
36 volts, ground fault interrupters shall be
insta13.ed, where practical, on the electrical
supply circuit.

When technical considerations preclude the use of
ground fault interrupters on underwater electrical
circuits in excess of 36 volts, isolation trans-
formers shall be installed on the electrical
supply circuit.

Hand-held power tools and equipment.

Hand-held electrical tools and equipment shall
be de-energized before being placed into or
retrieved from the water.

Hand-held power tools shall not be supplied with
power from the dive station until requested by
the diver.

Explosives shall be handled only by specially
qualified and appropriately licensed personnel.

Explosives shall be transported, stored, and
used in accordance with this section and the
app3.icable provisions of sections 1910.109 and
1926.912 of Title 2.9 of the Code of Federal
Regulations.

Blasting caps shall not be connected to the
primacord until the diver is out of the water.

Electrical continuity of explosive circuits shall
not be tested until the diver, is out of the water.

Explosives sha3.1 not be detonated while the
diver is in the water.

Decompression, repetitive, and no-decompression
dive tables  as appropriate! shall be available
at the dive station.



Dive profiles.5.3.10

5.3.10.1 A depth-time prof ile, including when
appropriate, any breathing gas changes,
shall be maintained for each diver during
the dive including decompression.

Liveboating.5.3.11

5.3.11.1 Employers engaged in diving operations involving
liveboating shall comply with the following
requirements:

5.3.3.l.l,l Limits.

5.3.3.1.1.1.1 Diving operations involving liveboating shall
not be conducted:

5.3.11.1.1.2 With an in-water decompression time of greater
than 120 minutes;

5.3.11.1.1.3 Xn rough seas  beyond sea state 3!;

5.3.11.1.1.4 Zn other than daylight hours; or

5.3.11.1.1. 5 From a vessel of insufficient maneuverability.
5.3.11.1.2 Procedures.

5.3.11.1.2.1 The propeller of the vessel shall be stopped
before the diver enters or exits the water.

5.3.11.1.2.3
Precautions shall be taken to properly lead
the diver's hose away from the vicinity of the
vessel's propellers and to prevent loss of
the depth control in the event of loss of
vessel control.

5.3.11.1.2.4
Two-way voice communication between the
designated person-in-charge and the person
controlling the vessel shall be available
while the diver is in the water.

5.3.11.1.2.2
A device shall be used which minimizes the
possibility of entanglement of the diver's hose
in the propeller of the vessel.
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5.3.11.1.2.5 The tender shall be specifically qualified in
liveboating tending.

5.3.11.1.2.6 A standby diver shall be available while a
diver is in the water.

5.3.11.1.2.8
The vessel operator shall be qualified. to the
satisifaction of the designated person-in-
charge.

Post-dive rocedures5.4

The employer shall comply with the following
requirements which are applicable after each
diving operation, unless otherwise specified.

5.4.1

Precautions.5. 4.2

5.4.2.1 After the completion of any dive, the employer
shall:

Check the physical condition of the diver;5.4.2.1.1

instruct the diver to report, any physical
problems or adverse physiological effects in-
cluding symptoms of decompression sickness;

5.4.2.1.2

Advise the diver of the location of a decom-
pression chamber which is ready for use; and

5.4.2.1.3

Alert the diver to the potential hazards of
flying after diving.

5.4.2.1.4

A diver shall remain awake for at least one
hour after completion of any dive.

5.4.2.2

For any dive beyond the no-decompression limits
or deeper than 100 fsw, the employer shall in-
struct the diver to remain within access of a
decompression chamber and competent operator for
at least two hours following completion of the
live.

5.4.2.3

5.3.11.1.2.7
A self-contained emergency breathing air
supply shall be carried by each diver engaging
in liveboating operations.



5.4.2.4.2

5.4.2.4.3

Record of dive.

5 ' 4.3.1.1

5.4.3.1.2

5.4.3.1.5

5.4.3.1.6

5.4.3.1.7

S.4.3.1.10 Employer's name and address.

5. 4.3.2

5.4.2.4

5.4.2.4.1

5.4.3

5.4.3.1

5.4.3.1.3

5.4.3.1.4

5.4.3.1.8

5.4.3.1.9

Flying after diving shall be limited to:

No flying for a minimum of two hours following
a no-decompression dive providing that all
dives performed in the previous 12 hours were
also no-decompression dives.

A maximum of 800 feet altitude during the
first 12 hours following a no-decompression
dive.

No flying for a minimum of 24 hours following
a decompression dive.

The following information shall be recorded and
maintained for each diving operation pressure
exposure by both the employer and the employee:

Name of dive team member including designated
person-in-charge and member assignments;

Date, time, and location;

Diving modes and equipment used;

General nature of work performed;

Estimated underwater and surface conditions
 visibility, water temperature, sea state, current,
and atmospheric temperature and conditions!;

Maximum depth and bottom time for each diver;

Repetitive dive group designations or time
of last pressure exposure;

Any unusual conditions;

Signature of designated person-in-charge; and

For each dive beyond the no-decompression limit
or deeper than 100 fsw, the following additional
information shall be recorded and maintained:
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5.4.3.2.1

5.4.3.2.2

5.4.3.2.3

5.4.3.3

5. 4. 3.3.1

5.4.3.3.2

5.4.4.1.2

5.4.4.1.3

5.4.4

5.4.4.1

%.4.4.1.1

Depth-time and breathing gas profiles;

Decompression tables designation  including
modification, if any!; and

Elapsed time since last pressure less than 24
hours or repetitive dive group designation for
each diver.

For each dive in which decompression sickness
is suspected or symptoms are evident, the following
additional information will be recorded and
maintained.:

Description of decompression sickness symptoms
 including depth and time of onset!; and

Description and results of treatment.

Decompression procedure assessment.

The employer shall:

Investigate and evaluate each incident of decom-
pression sickness based. on the recorded information,
consideration of the past performance of the
decompression schedule used, and individual
susceptibility;

Take appropriate corrective action to reduce the
probability of recurrence of decompression
sickness; and

Prepare a written evaluation of the decompression
procedure assessment, including any corrective
action taken, within 45 days of the incident of
decompression siLkness.
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Self-Contained Air DivingSECTION 6:

6.1

6.1. 1

6.2

6.2.4

6.3

6. 3.1

6. 3.1.1

6.3.1.2

6.3.2

6.3.2.1

6.3.2.2

6.3.2.3

6.2.1

6.2.2

6.2.3

Employees engaged in scuba diving using
compressed air breathing medium shall comply
with the following requirements, unless other-
wise specified.

Limits

Scuba diving shall not be conducted:

At depths greater than 190 fsw;

At depths greater than 130 fsw or beyond the
no-decompression limits unless a decompression
chamber is available and ready for use within
2 hours travel time from the diving location;
or

If stage decompression in excess of 30 minutes
is required unless a decompression chamber is
available and ready for use at the work location.

Scuba regulators shall comply with the following
requirements:

All demand regulator components shall be of
sufficient. design and construction to operate
at. the maximum pressure of the cylinder unit
on which the regulator is used.

All scuba regulators shall be inspected and
designated satisfactory annually by an approved/
qualified person, or more frequently if the
regulator is used for deep or unusual diving
operations or exhibits signs of malfunction.

All scuba shall be equipped with a submersible
pressure readout gauge. The submersible pressure
gauge shall comply with the following requirements:

Be within + 5% of full scale accuracy over the
entire gauge pressure range;

Be equipped with a means of relieving internal
case over pressure without explosively ejecting
the gauge lens or bursting the case; and

The pressure hose shall not show signs of cuts
or abrasions extending to the hose reinforcing
braid and not leak air through the braid fiber.
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6.3.3

6.3.3.4

6.3.3.5

6.3.4

6.3.4.1

6.3.4.2

6.3.4.3

6.3 ' 4 ' 4

6.3. 4. 5

6. 3.4. 6

6.3.3.1

6.3.3.2

6.3.3.3

All scuba shall include a low-pressure warning
device or reserve breathing gas supply consisting
of:

A manually activated reserve;

A submersible pressure gauge;

An independent reserve cylinder with separate
regulator or connected to the breathing apparatus;
or

An audible low-pressure warning mechanism; and

If the scuba is equipped with an integral low-
pressure warning mechanism, the mechanism shall
activate at a cylinder pxessure of not less
than 250 psig.

High-pressure cylinders used for scuba shall
comply with the following:

Cylinders shall be designed, constructed, maintained,
and stamped in accordance with the requirements
of the U.S. Department of Transportation for trans-
portable high-pressure cylindexs  applicable provisions
of 29 CFR, Sections 1910.166-171.

Scuba cylinders shall have safety relief devices
in accordance with applicable Department of Labor
and/or Department of Transportation specified
safety codes.

Scuba cylinders shall be inspected internally and
externally for rust, corrosion, and damage
annually in accordance with C.G.A. Pamphlet C-6,
and hydrostatically tested in accordance with
DOT specifications every five years or more
frequently if subjected to damage or signs of
significant rust or corrosion are evident.

Scuba cylinders shall be inspected/tested by
an approved/qualified person.

Scuba cylinders shall be stored in a ventilated
area and protected from excessive heat.

Scuba cylinders shall be secured from falling.
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An approved emergency gas inflatable, floatation
device or buoyancy compensator shall be required
for all scuba dives. Emergency floatation units
shall comply with the following requirements:

Provide a minimum buoyancy of 25 lbs. when fully
inflated at the surface;

Be gas tight and capable of holding a pressure
of 2 psig for 2 hours when the over-pressure
relief valve is blocked;

Be equipped with a device for manual inflation
from a compressed gas supply and an oral infla-
tion-deflation tube;

Be equipped with an over-pressure relief valve
capable of relieving a fully inflated unit when
released by itself from 33 fsw without sustaining
structural damage to the unit;

Be so designed that it will turn an unconscious
diver into a face-up position and support the
head out of the water;

Be equipped with an inflation source separate
from the breathing gas supply;

Be inflated by manual activation of the inflation
system at least once every 6 months or 30 dives,
whichever comes first, and must hold full inflation
for 2 hours.

All depth gauges used for scuba shall be selected
so that the maximum scale depth is at least 30 fsw
in excess of the intended use depth. The depth
indicator shall comply with the following require"
ments:

gach depth gauge shall comply with an accuracy of
l percent of full scale depth at 20 fsw and

not exceed � 3 percent of full scale the maximum+

at maximum depth;

Each depth gauge shall be calibrated against a
master reference gauge of � .25% accuracy when
new, every six months thereafter, and when there
is a discrepancy greater than 2% of full scale
between any two equivalent gauges.
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All scuba used for dives in excess of 100 fsw,
in enclosed or physically confining spaces, or
around nets shall be equipped with an auxiliary
breathing unit.

All scuba harnesses and weight belts shall be
equipped with a quick release device which
allows the scuba or weights to be rapidly
jettisoned with either hand in an emergency,
unless otherwise specified.

Scuba divers shall have a knife in their possession
at, all times while diving. The knife shall be
carried in a suitable scabbard or in a closed
position when not in use.

Air compressors and supply systems for charging
scuba. cylinders shall have:

Operation and maintainance in accordance with
the manufacturer's instructions and specifications
unless such instructions or specifications shall
result in infraction of the purity standards for
breathable compressed air.

An operation and maintenance record maintained
for all compressors and including operating time,
repairs, type and number of filters used, oil
consumption and changes, filter replacements,
air analysis and other pertinent details.

Air pressure fittings, hoses, plumbing, and
pressure system components with a maximum burst
pressure rating specified as four times the
maximum intended working pressure.

The air intake to the compressor so located as
to prevent contamination of the air by noxious
gases or materials.

Filters and separators incorporated into the
diver air supply system to remove moisture,
oil-mist, particulates, and noxious orders.

Respired air supplied to a diver shall not contain:
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6.3.10.6.1 A level of carbon monoxide  CO! in excess of
20 ppm

6.3.10.6.2

6.3.10.6.3 A level of oil mist in excess of 5 milligrams per
cubic meter;

Detectable gross moisture, dust, or particulates;
and

6.3.10.6.4

6.3.10.6.5 A noxious or pronounced order.

The output of air compressor systems shall be
tested for carbon monoxide, odor, and oil droplets
every six months or 25 hours of operation, whichever
comes first, by means of samples taken at the
connection to the distribution system, except that
non-oil lubricated compressors need not be tested
for oil mist.

6.3.10.7

Compressed gas cylinders shall:6.3.10.8

6.3.10.8.1 Be designed, constructed and maintained in
accordance with the appropriate provisions of
29 CFR, Sections 1910.166-171;

Be stored in ventilated area and protected from
excessive heat;

6.3.10.8.2

6.3.10.8.3 Be secured from falling; and

Have shut-off valves recessed into the cylinder
or protected by a cap, except. when in use or
manifolded  scuba diving cylinders excluded!.

6.3.10.8.4

6.4 Procedures

Self-contained divers shall use only open-.circuit
scuba and air or equivalent. breathing media.

6.4.1

A scuba diver shall be accompanied by another
diver in the water in continuous visual contact
during the diving operation except as provided
for below:

6.4.2

When visibility is limited and continuous visual
contact is impossible, the divers shall be linked
together by a short line; and

6.4.2.1

A level of carbon dioxide  C02! in excess of 1000 ppm;
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6.4.2.2

6.4.3

6.4. 5

6.4.6

6.4.7

6.4. 8

6.4.3.l

6.4.3.2

6.4.4

A single scuba diver may dive to a depth of 15 fsw
using a surface-tended line providing that the
water is clear enough for the diver to be seen
from the surface at all times.

Surface tended scuba divers shall wear a safety
harness with:

A positive buckling device; and

An attachment point for the surface tended line.

A depth indicator and watch/timeing device shall
be required for all scuba dives to depths exceeding
50 fsw.

The scuba cylinder pressure shall be determined
immediately before each dive.

The planned time of a scuba dive  including de-
compression! shall not exceed the gas supply
duration of the apparatus in use, exclusive of
reserves.

For any mid-water scuba dives where the bottom
depth exceeds l30 feet, the diver must be equipped
with a buoyancy compensator and a depth gauge and
a marked line shall be suspended from a boat or
surface float.

During open-sea or open-lake scuba dives  beyond
normal swimmer distance from shore!, a small boat
shall tend the divers.
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SECTION 7:

General7.1

7.1.1

Limits7.2

7.2.1.2

7.2.1.3

7.3

7.3.1.2

7.3.1.3

7. 3.1. 4

7. 2.1

7.2.1.1

7. 3.1

7.3.1.1

Surface-Supplied Air Diving

Employers engaged in surface-supplied air diving
shall comply with the following requirements,
unless otherwise specified.

Surface-supplied air diving shall not be conducted:

At depths deeper than 190 fsw, except that dives
with bottom times of 30 minutes or less may be
conducted to depths of 220 fsw;

At depths greater than 130 fsw or beyond the no-
decompression limits unless a decompression chamber
is available and ready for use within two hours
travel time from the diving location; Or

If stage decompression in excess of 30 minutes
is required unless a decompression chamber is
available and ready for use at the work location.

Air compressor and supply systems.

Compressors used to supply air to the diver must
be independent of any other operation, unless an
adequate contingency air supply is maintained
under direct control of the diver's tenders.

The air supply system shall be of sufficient design
and capacity to provide a minimum supply of 4.5 cfm
measured at the diver's working depth.

The system shall supply air at a hose pressure of
at least 50 psi over ambient pressure for dives
to less than 100 fsw and 100 psi over ambient
pressure for depths in excess of 100 fsw.

A compressor used to supply divers air shall be
equipped with an air receiver or volume tank.
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The air receiver or volume tank shall be equipped
with a check valve on the inlet line, a pressure
gauge, a pressure relief valve, and a drain valve.

7.3.1. 5

Air receivers and volume tanks and safety relief
devices used with compressed air systems shall
conform to ASIDE and/or other required and applicable
codes and certifications; they shall conform to
U.S. Coast Guard specifications and be so certified
when used on job sites within U.S.C.G. jurisdiction.

7.3.1.6

All pressure fittings, hoses, plumbing, and pressure
system components shall comply with a maximum
burst pressure rating specified as four times the
maximum intended working pressure.

7.3.1.7

Air compressors shall be operated and maintained
in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions
and specifications unless such instructions or
specifications shall result in infraction of the
purity standards for breathable compressed air.

7.3.1.8

An operation and maintenance record shall be
maintained for all compressors and shall include
operating time, repairs, type and number of filters
used, oil consumption and changes, filter replace-
ments, air analysis and other pertinent details.

7.3.1.9

The air intake to the compressor shall be so
located as to prevent contamination of the air
by noxious gases or materials.

7.3.1,10

Filters and separators shall be incorporated into
the diver air supply system to remove moisture,
oil-mist, particulates, and noxious odors.

7.3.1.11

Respired air supplied to a diver shall not contain:7.3.1.12

7.3.l.12.1 A level of carbon monoxide  CO! in excess of 20 ppm;

A level of carbon dioxide  CO2! in excess of 1000 ppm;7.3.1.12.2

7.3.1.12.3 A level of oil mist in excess of 5 milligrams per
cubic meter;

7.3.1.12.4 Detectable gross moisture, dust, or particulates; And

7.3.1.12.5 A noxious or pronounced odor.
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7.3.1.13

When air for surface-supplied diving is supplied
from a high-pressure cylinder system, the volume
of air contained must be sufficient to complete
the dive with a minimum of 30% safety factor
without requiring recharge.

7. 3.1.14

For any surface-supplied dive, a secondary
supply of sufficient capacity to complete the
diver's decompression must be available at the
surface to be used in event of the failure of the
primary supply.

7.3.1.15

Compressed gas cylinders shall:7.3.1.16

7.3.1.16.1 Be designed, constructed and maintained in
accordance with the appropriate provisions of
29 CFR, Sections 1910.166-171;

Be stored in a ventilated area and protected
from excessive heat;

7.3.1.16.2

7.3.1.16.3 Be secured from falling; and

Have shut-off valves recessed into the cylinder
or protected by a cap, except when in use or
manifolded  scuba diving cylinders excluded!.

7.3.1.16.4

Helmets and masks shall comply with the following
requirements:

7.3. 2

Helmets and masks shall be used in accordance with
the limitations specified by the manufacturer
of the equipment unless the equipment is tested
under new conditions in a manner equal to or more
rigid than performed by the manufacturer.

7.3.2.1

Helmets and masks shall be equipped with non-
return valves made of materials resistant to
corrosion in sea water between the air supply
hose and the helmet or mask to prevent sudden
loss of air pressure if the hose is severed.

7. 3.2.2

The output of air compressor systems shall be
tested for carbon monoxide, odor, and oil droplets
every six months or 50 hours of operation, which-
ever comes first, by means of samples taken at
the connection to the distribution system, except
that non-oil lubricated compressors need not be
tested for oil mist.
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7.3.2.3

7.3.2.4

7. 3.2. 5

7.3.2.6

7 ~ 3 ~ 2-7

7.3.3.1.1

7.3.3.1.2

7. 3.3.1. 3

Be kink resistant.;7.3.3.1.4

7. 3. 3.1. 5

7.3.3.1.6

7.3.3

7. 3. 3.1

All control, non-return, and exhaust. valves
in the diving unit when properly supplied and used
in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications
shall be capable of passing air at a rate of
4.5 acfm.

Helmets and masks except for oraL-nasal masks,
shall have a minimum ventilation rate capability
of 4.5 acfm at any depth at which they are
operated.

Helmets and masks attached directly to "dry-type"
diving dress shall be equipped with manually
operated exhaust valves to facilitate rapid
discharge of air in order to minimize the possibility
of blow-up.

All modifications which may affect the performance
of the helmet or mask must be approved by the
employer or the manufacturer of the equipment
prior to use and verified by tests equal to or
more rigid than those performed by the manufacturer.

Helmets and masks shall be equipped with reliable
surface-diver oral communications equipment.

Dive air supply hoses and umbilical assembly.

Breathing air hoses shall:

Have a bursting"pressure at least equal to four
times the working pressure;

Have a minimum working pressure of l00 psig
lus the maximum ambient pressure at the depth

o the dive;

Be of a size capable of the required flow rates
for the system or equipment used;

Be marked with a serial number for record
purposes;

Be taped, capped, or plugged when not in use
to eliminate the possibility of foreign material
entering the hose.
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Hose fittings shall:

Be constructed of sea water corrosion resistant
materials;

Have connections of a type that are resistant
to accidental disengagement from the compressor
or air source;

Be attached to the hose with clamps or devices
that are constructed of sea water resistant materials
and that cannot be accidentally loosened;

Be capable of sustaining a 200 lb tensile load
on the hose attached to the fitting without
showing signs of slippage; and

Have a working pressure at least equal to the
working pressure of the hose to which they are
attached.

Umbilical assemblies shall:

Be marked at ten foot intervals to a length of
l00 feet beginning at the diver's end and at
50 foot intervals thereafter;

Be constructed of kink-resistant components;

Include a pneumofathometer hose when used for
diving in excess of 30 fsw;

Be fitted with a device for attaching the assembly
to the diver's harness.

Umbilical assembly inspection and testing shall
include:

Visual inspection for abrasion of the outer cover,
exposed reinforcement, fitting slippage or mis-
alignment, fitting damage, fitting corrosion
shall be performed prior to each diving day
and following exposure to unusual stresses or abuse.

Pressure testing of breathing air hoses at least
once annually to the rated working pressure.

Gauges and timekeeping devices.
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7. 3.4.1

7.3.4. 2

7.3.4.3

7.3.4.4

Weights and harness.7.3.5

7.3.5.1

7.3.5.2

7.3.5.2.1

7.3.5.2.2

7.3.5.2.3

7.3.5.2.4

7. 3. 6. 2

7.3.6

7.3.6.1

Gauges indicat,ing diver depth which can be read
at the dive station shall be used for all dives
greater than 30 fsw.

All gauges used to determine diver's depth shall
have at least a + 1% of full scale accuracy.

Each depth gauge shall be dead weight tested
or calibrated against a master reference gauge
every six months or when there is a discrepancy
greater than 2% of full scale between any two
equivalent gauges.

A timekeeping device shall be available at each
dive station.

Except when heavy gear  deep sea diving outfit!
is worn, divers shall be equipped with a weight
belt or assembly capable of quick release designed
to prevent accidental release.

Except when heavy gear  deep sea diving outfit! is
worn, each diver shall wear a safety harness
with:

A positive buckling device;

An attachment point for the umbilical assembly
to prevent strain on the mask or helmet;

A lifting point to distribute the pull force of
the line over the diver's body.

Capability to withstand a minimum of 500 lbs.
linear pull.

Buoyancy control equipment.

A dry suit or other buoyancy changing equipment
not directly connected to the helmet or mask
shall be equipped with an exhaust valve.

Exhaust valves used on buoyancy control equipment
must be capable of exhausting the full volume of
the suit or vest plus 10% during an ascent rate
of 60 fpm.
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Self-contained emergency air supply systems.7.3.7

7. 3.7.1

The first stage of regulators attached to on-off
valves on masks or helmets shall be equipped with
an over-pressure relief valve.

7. 3.7.2

Procedures7.4

The minimum personnel requirements for surface-
supplied air diving are as follows, unless other-
wise specified:

7.4.1

Qne diver and one tender shall be required for
dives to 100 fsw or less.

7.4.1.1

A standby diver and tender shall be required for
dives to depths greater than 100 fsw or beyond
the no-decompression limits.

7.4.1.2

A diver shall be stationed at, the underwater
entry point when diving is conducted in enclosed
or physically confining spaces.

7.4. 2

For dives deeper than 60 fsw or beyond the no-
decompression limits:

7.4.3

A secondary surface air reserve shall be provided
which will insure the diver of a minimum of five
minutes continuous operation at working depth in
the event of primary supply failure.

7.4.3.1

The diver shall be equipped with a self-contained
reserve air supply which will provide five minutes
of air at working depth, except when heavy gear
is worn.

7.4.3.2

Except when heavy gear is worn, a self-contained
air supply shall be carried by the diver whenever
the configuration of the dive prevents ascending
directly to the surface.

7.4.4

Self-contained. emergency air supply systems shall
be of a capacity sufficient to provide at least
five minutes at working depth and must function
independently of surface control or surface reserve
supply.
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The self-contained air supply shall be of
sufficient capacity to permit exit from the
structure and completion of decompression.

For heavy gear diving deeper than 100 fsw or
beyond the no-decompression limits:

An extra breathing air hose capable of supplying
air to the diver in the water shall be available
to the standby diver.

An in-water stage shall be provided to divers in
the water.

Satisfactory surface-diver voice communications shall
be provided for all surface-supplied dives.

A standby communication system shall be available
for dives deeper than 100 fsw or beyond the
no-decompression limits.

A protective hard-hat type safety helmet shall be
worn by divers using a mask where overhead hazards
or obstructions are evident.
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Decompression Chambers

Decom ression chamber desi n and construction

Decompression chambers manufactured after the
effective date of this standard shall be constructed
in accordance with applicable ASME Unfired Pressure
Vessel Codes.

Decompression chambers used on vessels and structures
within the U.S. Coast Guard jurisdiction shall
be U.S.C.G. certified and shall be tested and in-
spected as required by the jurisdictional authority.

Except for small portable emergency chambers a
decompression chamber shall:

Have a minimum inside diameter of 48 inches except
existing chambers with a minimum diameter of 40
inches may be used until 1982;

Have at least two compartments or locks designed
so as to permit transfer of personnel and supplies
to the outside while the main compartment remains
pressurized;

Accommodate more than one person; and

Be capable of recompressing the diver at the
surface to a minimum depth equivalent. of 165 fsw.

Piping, tubing, and fittings shall comply to the
following unless otherwise specified:

All permanently installed piping or tubing shalL
have a design bursting pressure of at least four
times the working pressure.

Each chamber compartment shall be equipped with
appropriate valves to enable the outside attendant
to control the supply and discharge of compressed
air and oxygen.

Chamber piping and valves shall be so located
as to provide adequate ventilation and eliminate
dead air spaces.

The inner compartment or working compartment of
the chamber shall be fitted with an emergency safety
pressure relief device which may be activated by
the compartment occupants in event of over-
pressurization or disability of the outside attendants.
The uses of automatic pressure relief devices is
optional.
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8.1.4.5

8.1.4. 6

8.1.4.7

Oxygen piping and fittings.

B.l. 5.3..1

8.1.5.1,2

8.1. 5. 1. 4

8.1.6

8.1.6.F 2

8. 3. ~ 6. 1- 3

8.1.6.1.4

8.1.5

8.3,.5.1

8.1.6.1

8.1.6.1.1

The inner compartment or working compartment of
the chamber shall be fitted with an emergency
safety pressure rel.ief device to prevent damage
from over pressurization.

Internal exhaust out3.ets shall be fitted with
an antisuction device or positioned to prevent
suction of hands or materials into the exhaust.
system.

Air pressurization line outlets inside the chamber
and exhaust lines inside and outside the chamber shall
be equipped with noise muffling devices.

Oxygen piping and fittings shall conform to the
following requirements unless otherwise specified:

Equipment used with oxygen or mixtures containing
more than 40% oxygen by volume shall be designed
for oxygen service.

Components exposed to oxygen or mixtures containing
more than 40% oxygen by volume shall be cleaned
of flammable materials before use.

Hard piping, fittings, and tubing in oxygen service
shall be of corrosion resistant materials.

Oxygen systems over 125 psig sha3.1 have slow-
opening type on-off valves.

Decompression chamber equipment.

Each decompression chamber shall be equipped with:

A view port at least four inches in diameter
3.ocated in such a position. so as to permit observation
of a3.1 occupants of each habitable compartment
from the outside.

An externally mounted depth indicator  gauge! for each
habitable compartment visible at the operating
station.

An inner or working compartment depth indicator
 gauge! for each habitable compartment visible
to the occupants.

An effective means of oral communication between the
outside attendant and the occupants of the chamber.
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8.1.6.1.5

8.1.6.1.6

8.1.7-1.1

8.1.7.1.2

8. 1. 7. 1. 3

8.1.7.1.4

8.2

8.2.2

8.2. 3

8.2.4

8.1 ~ 6 ~ 1.7

8.1.6.4 ' 8

8.1.7

8.1.7.1

A means to maintain the atmosphere below a level
of 25% oxygen by volume.

A built.-in breathing system with a minimum of
one mask per occupant.

Illumination capability to light the interior.

A means for extinguishing fire.

Fire prevention.

Fire prevention measures shall include:

Equipment, fixtures and furnishings used inside
hyperbaric chambers constructed of non-combustible
materials whenever possible.

Chamber lighting equipment designed to eliminate
possibility of electrical malfunction leading to
ignition of components or chamber atmosphere
contamination.

Only fire retarding paint used on the interior of
the chamber.

Combustible accessory equipment used in decom-
pression chambers being kept to an absolute minimum.

Decom ression chamber ressurization and ventilation

The primary pressurization system for a hyperbaric
chamber shall be of sufficient capacity to allow
pressurization to a depth of 33 fsw within one
minute under actual working conditions.

The system shall be capable of ventilation at a
rate of four acfm per occupant at depth in an air
breathing atmosphere.

A chamber used for pressurizing personnel shall
have two independent and separate sources of air.
One air source shall be independent of primary
electrical power. The secondary source may consist
of a low pressure air compressor powered by an
internal combustion engine or generator system or a
high pressure air storage system.

An emergency or secondary system shall be of
sufficient capacity to pressurize the chamber to
165 fsw and ventilate the chamber for one hour in
accordance with the specified minimum ventilation
rates for one patient and one attendant.
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The emergency or secondary air supply system
shall be periodically activated to insure workability
of the equipment in an emergency. The pressure
of the high pressure storage system shall be
periodically checked and must be retained within
L0% of the total capacity of the system.

8.2. 5

The air intake of compressors used for pressurizing
and. ventilating hyperbaric systems shall be main-
tained in the same fashion prescribed for diving
compressors.

8.2.6

8.2.7

Decom ression chamber maintenance8.3

Hyperbaric chambers shall be maintained free
of refuse, discarded materials, grease, dirt
and unnecessary equipment at all times.

8.3.l

Chamber depth indicators  gauges! shall be dead
weight tested or calibrated against a master
reference gauge every six months, whenever the
chamber is moved, or whenever a malfunction is
suspected. Calibration sheets shall be maintained
on file and correction tags or labels attached
to the gauge.

8. 3.2

Chamber references and su lies8.4

Treatment tables, treatment gas appropriate to
the diving mode, appropriate first aid supplies
and timekeeping devices shall be available at
the chamber stat.ion.

8.4.l

Hyperbaric chamber air supplies shall be periodically
analyzed to insure that the air is within the
limits designated for diving in this standard and
a record shall be maintained of all tests.
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SECTZON 9: Recordkeeping Requirements

Personnel records9.1

9.1.1

9.1.1.1

9.1.1.2

9.1.1.3

9.1.1.3.1

9.1.1.3.2

9.1.1.3.3

9 ' 1.1.5.2

9.1.2

Nedical records9.2

9.2.1

9.2.2

9.1.1.4

9.1.1.4.1

9.1.1.4.2

9.1.1.4 ' 3

9.1.1.4.4

9.1.3..4.5

9.1.1.5

9.1.1.5.1

Personnel records shall be maintained by the
employer.

Personnel records shall contain the following
information:

Complete personal and employment history of
all divers and diving support personnel.

Technical training records including:

Federal service qualification certificates;

Diving school certificate of completion; and/or

Employer training program completion statements
or equivalent of proof of competency.

Field experience records including:

Employment records;

Written statements from other employers;

Written statements from commanding officers or
diving officers;

Field operation records; and/or

Zndividual personal diving records.

Proficiency dive records including:

Company field operations records; and/or

Federal service operations records.

Personnel records shall be retained for a
minimum period of five years after termination
o f employment.

The examining physician shall provide a complete
report of the medical examination and associated
tests to the employer.

The medical records shall be retained by the
employer for a minimum of five years.
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Divin record retention9.3

Diving records  Section 5.4.3! shall be retained
by the employer for a minimum of one year, except
five years where there has been an incident of
decompression sickness.

9.3.1

9.4

Decompression procedure assessment evaluations
shall be retained by the employer for five years.

9.4.1

Divin e ui ment records9.5

Diving equipment inspection, testing, maintenance,
and repair records shall be retained in accordance
with the following unless otherwise specified:

9. 5.1

Helmets and masks shall have:9.5.2

Specifications and test procedures supplied by
the manufacturer on file for each unit.

9.5.2.1

A record of all test, modifications, and maintenance
for each unit.

9.5.2.2

Pressure test records shall be maintained for all
breathing air hoses and fittings  Section 7.3.3.4.2!.

9.5.3

Records shall be maintained on all compressors
maintenance and repairs  Section 7.3.1.9!.

9.5.4

Records shall be maintained on all gauge cali-
brations and correction tags attached to the
gauge  Section 7.3.4.3 and 6.3.6.2!.

9.5.5

Records of all decompression chamber pressuri-
zations, maintenance, tests and repairs shall be
maintained for a minimum of five years.

9. 5.6

Accident recordin and re ortin9.6

The employer shall record and report occupational
injuries and illnesses in accordance with require-
ments of 29 CFR Part 1904.

9.6.1

The employer shall record the occurrence of any
diving related illness which requires any dive
team member to be hospitalized for 24 hours or
more, specifying the circumstances of the
incident and the extent of the injuries or
illnesses.

9.6.2

Decom ression rocedure assessment evaluation retention
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Records of hospitalizations shall be retained
for five years.

9.6.3

Availabilit of records9.7

Upon the request of the Assistant Secretary of
Labor for Occupational Safety and Health, or the
Director, National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health, Education and Welfare or
their designees, the employer shall make available
for inspection and copying any record or document
required by this standardI

9.7.1

9.7.2

After the expiration of the retention period
of any record required to be kept for five years,
the employer shall forward such records to the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

9.7.3

In the event the employer ceases to do business:9.7.4

9.7.4.1 The successor employer shall receive and retain
all dive and employee medical records required
by this standard; or

If there is no successor employer, dive and
employee medical records shall be forwarded to
the National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health, Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.

9.7.4.2

Upon request of any employee, former employee
or authorized representative, the employer shall
make available for inspection and copying any
record or document required by this standard which
pertains to the individual employee or former
employee.
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APPENDIX A

CONDITIONS WHICH RESTRICT OR DISQUAL'IFY AN INDIVIDUAL FOR

DIVING AND EXPOSURE TO HYPERBARIC CONDITIONS

The following disorders are considered as a basis for absolute
disqualification for occupational exposure to diving or hyper-
baric conditions:

Epileptiform disease.

Chronic inability to equalize sinus and/or
middle ear spaces.

Cystic, obstructive, cavitary, or restrictive
disease of the lungs.

Seriously impaired pulmonary function.

Significant central nervous system disease.

Cardiac abnozmalities  e.g. pathological heart
block, valvular disease, intraventricular
conduction defects other than isolated right
bundle branch block, angina pectoris, arrhythmia,
coronazy artery disease!.

Malignancies  active! unless treated and without
recurrence for five years.

Psychotic disorders.

Chronic alcoholism.

Drug addiction.

Significant hemoglobinopathies

The following conditions ox disorders may restrict, limit, or
disqualify an individual for occupational exposure to
hyperbaric conditions depending upon severity, presence of
residual effects, response to therapy, number of occurrences,
diving mode, or degree or duration of isolation:

Diabetes.

Obesity.

History of serious neurological decompression
sickness.

Conditions requiring continuous medication for
control.

Frequent fainting spells.

Peptic ulcer disease.

Visual acuity deficits.

History of seizure disorder othex than early
febrile convulsions.

Pregnancy.
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The following conditions or disorders may be a basis for
temporary restriction or disqualification from occupational
diving or exposure to hyperbaric conditions:

Acute alcoholism and/or drug intoxication.

Acute gastrointestinal syndrome.
Acute infections  e.g. skin, upper respiratory,

ear! .

Recent incident of decompression sickness or
pulmonary barotrauma.

Perforated typmpanic membrane.
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APPENDIX B

COMMERCIAL DIVING OPERATIONS

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

PART 1910 of Title 29 of

the Code of Federal Regulations,

Subpart T
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7IIe ~ber
CHAPTER XVII � OCCLH'ATRM4AL SAFETY

ANO HEALTH AOMIHISTRA7IOBL NE-
PARTMEHT OF LABOR

COMMERCIAL DIVI{4G OPKRATlOHS
Occupational Safety end Health

Requirements

AGENCY: Occupational Bsfetxr aud
Health Administration, Deyartnxent of
Labor,

ACTION: Final standard.

SU6IIMil RY: Tixts final starward estab-
lishes mandatory occupstk!xxsl safety
and health requirements for corn~1
Nving operations. It reflects OSHA's de-
termination, based on evidence that has
been placed in the public record of this
rulemsktng proceeding, that o znmer-
cisl diving operations involve st4uxtfhmnt
hazards to employees neces dtsttng Fed-
eral regulation. By this inst standard
the Occupational Safety snd Health Ad-
xninistrstton has established safety and
health standards for personnel and
medical requirements, operations proce-
dures, equipment, procedures and re-
quiremente. and reeorrlkeeptng.

EFFECTIVE HATE: g!eaoler Sl, 2977.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON-
TACT:

Mr. Joseph J. Lslteoca, Oflice nf
Standards Developxnent, OSHA, Tixtrd
8trcet snd Constitution Avenue NW.,
Room N-8718, Wru htngton. D.C. 20210
�02-528-7086!.

SUPPLEMIBFZARY INFO R5 KATION:

I. Pzocznvaax. Hxzrozv

On August 8, 1975. a petition by the
United Brotherheod ef Carperxtexa and
Joiners of America, APL~0, was pre-
sented to the Becretsry of Labor, stating
the petitioner's belief that s situation of
grave xtsnger existed within the diving
industry and urging that sn emergency
temporary standard  ETC! be Besued
with respect to diving aperstions to pro-
tect exposed employees. An informal
fact-Sndtng hearing was convened by
OSHA in Washington, D.C., Navexnber
11-14, 1975. Based on the evidense gath-
ered snd evaluated br OSHA. erlth the
assistance of sn inter-agency federal task
force snd several independent experts.
the Assistant Sccretery ef Labor for %oc-
cupational Ssfet,y arxd Heal{h 4etrsr-
mined, in accordance with section 6 c!
of the Act� that an ETS was appropriate
to protect employees engaged tn corn-
mercisl Neing frx!ex occupational expo-
sure to gmre 4aaam.

On June 15, 1976, the Assistant Secre-
tary issued an KXS for Igtvtng Opera-
tions �1 FR 24272! as Subpart T cf 99
CFR Part 1910. I 1910,401 et seq�pur-
suant to sections 6 c! and 8 c! of the
Act, Secretary of Labor's Order No. 8-'l6,
and 29 CFR Part 1911. The evidence and
findings supporting Issuance of the ETS
end s Nscusston of tts provisions sre set
f orth at 41 FR 24272-24285.

The ET8 wss to have been. effective on
July 15, 1976. However, foihrr conga tem-
porary stay, the U.8. Court of Appeals for

RULES AND REGULATIONS

the Irifih Chcutt issued an tndefh!tte stay
cC the ~  m August 11 pending a final
decision on s suit filed by several diving
contractors challenging the validity of
the agency's action, Tag{or Dlr!{rrg and
Salvage Ca., Inc, ef al. v. U.S. Department
of Labor, Civil Action No. 76-2886  CA 5,
1976! . Pursuant to the Court's order, the
ET8 wss not enforced by OSHA. For the
reasons stated in the Fz !zzax. Rzoxsrzz
notice published an November 6, 1976
441 FR 48742!, the ETS wss withdrawn.
As a result, the Court, Nsmtssed the
rruit on the grounds that the issues
zrxtsed bv the case were moot.

In formulating the proposed perma-
nent standard, OSHA reevaluated the
underlying evidence snd the substantive
provisions of the ET8 tn conjunction. with
inf or!nation made available to the agency
subsequent to publication of the ETS. In
this task, technical support was pr~
by individuals from the U.S. Coast guard,
the U.S. Navy, the National Institute for
Occupational Safety snd Health
 NIOSH! of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, the Nst{rxud
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
{NOAA! af the Department of Cam-

znerce, snd the Bmtthsonisn Institution.
Xnrrsrnuch as many diving operations

are closely associated with. or related ta,
construction activities, OSHA considered
it appropriate prior to forxnulstian of s
proposed permanent standard to seek the
advice and recammendat tons of the
agency's Advtsory Committee on Con-
struction Safety and Health  the Advi-
sory Committee!, established under the
Construction 8afety Act. This action wss
taken pursuant to 29 CFR 1911.10 snd
29 CFR 1912.S. All svsttsble materials
were {!resented ta the Advisory Commit-
tee. In August 1976, the Advisory Com-
mtttee met 'to discuss materials and in-
formation relating to the occupational
safety s.nd health aspects of conunerctal
diving operations. On August 9 s,nd 10,
the Advisory Committee considered the
provisions of the KZ8 snd the back-
ground materials contemplated for In-
clusion in the new proposaL On August 26
and 27, the Advisory Committee recon-
vened to consider an 08HA draft tcchni-
cal proposal which wss prepsr xt in ad-
zance fer Bhe Advisory Committee and
ehnultrrncousty xrrade available to the
public. The Advisory Committee made its
eeaoxnrnendst{ons to OSHA at that thnL
Xn rLevetoptng the proposed permanent
standard, 08HA considered all the rec-
ommendations of the Advisory Commit-
tee in addition to public comments pre-
sented during its proceeNngs.

gite fxrrryaeed permanent, standard and
notice of h~ wss published in the
th!!zest Rgaxzfzz on November 6, 1976
{41 FR 48960!, with necessary corxectians
xnsde on November 12, 2976 �1 FR
50008!. A similar notice of hearing wss
issued by the U.S, Coast Guard on the
same date �1 FR 48989! . Public hearings
on the propasal were held with the joint
part;icipatian of the Coast Guard in New
Orleans. La., on December 16-21, 1976,
and January 10-14, 1977. A total of
eighty-one tnNvtduats appeared at the
h~ ss witnesses. Among the wit-
nesses were otfshore and shallow water

4ltVing ContraCtOrs, targe CarpOrate Snd
anall business employers, reprcsentsttves
from the affected warkforce including
4kvers, supervisors, snd surface support
pexzonneL Nving instructors, ms,rine
mtenttsts, experts in hyperbaric medicine,
 Living phystologists, equipment special-
4ets, and other interested parties. Public
participation wss representative of vir-
tually the entire diving community. The
verbstixn transcript af the hearings, as
well es numerous comments snd exhibits
submitted to OBHA before, during, snd
after the hearings, were made part of the
rulemsktng record. The hearing record
wss artgtnstty scheduled to close on Jan-
uary 31, 1977, but st the request of several
parties. it wes kept open to February 28,
1977, Before the close of the record.
OSHA met with each af the major parties
reyeesentcd at the hearings for the pur-
pose of suggesting issues to be addressed
in their respective written post-hearing
comments.

This final standard ts based on
a careful canstderation of the en-
tire record tn this preceeding. in-
cluding materials submitted for the
fact-ftndtng hearing, materials relied
rm in the ETS, information sub-
nrttted to and recamxnendstions of the
Advisory Committee, materials refer-
enced in the proposal, snd the record af
the informal rulemsking hearing includ-
ing the transcript exhibits snd pre-hear-
ing and post hearing written comments.
Copies cf the of5cist ttst of hearing ex-
hibits, comments, and notices of intent
to appear st the hearings can be obtained
from the Docket Office, Rm. S-8212, U.S.
Department of Labor, Third snd Consti-
tution Avenue NW�Washington, D,C.
20210 �02-623-7894! . References to ex-
hibit or czrmment numbers whtch appear
in thte preamble are based an the num-
bering system in that list, Reference to
{raz script pages which appears in the
preamble are based on the pagination of
the certified ~rtpt of the informal
public hearings on the prop eed stand-
axri for commercial diving operations.

XX. Nsrr!zz ov THz DxvIÃG INDvsrsr

Commercial divers perform s variety
nf underwater tasks snd are engaged in
diving throughout the country's coastal
+alma the Outer Continental Shelf, in
many  xf the nations' rivers snd inland
hLkes, ss well ss in artificial snd indus-
trial waters. A March 1976 analysis made
hy KOAA indicated that there were ap-
xrroxtmately 2,300 commercial divers i!r
the United States as af January 1973.
The NOAA study estimated the diver
poputstton in the Gulf of Mexico alone
to be 905 full-time and 460 part-time
Civers  ETS Ex. 12! .

The structure of the commercial div-
ing industry is such that approximately
90 percent of sll of?share operations are
errnducted by 23 contractors wha employ
aver half of the country's commercial
rftvare. In adNtlon, there are spproxi-
xnstely 400 small and medium size diving
exenp uxtes, whose work is principally
east{lined to relatively shallow waters in
harbors and hQand wsterwsys,

Prior to R$80 almost stt commercial
Nvtng in the United States WLs con-
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ducted in hart!ors and inland wa~s,
snd canslsted ~ of construction,
repair and ~ work. H~, with-
tn the psst fifteen years, tn conjunctttm
with the national search for energy end
mineral resources, new areas located tn
coastal waters snd further offshore areas
have been opened for exploration and
development. Divers are utHtld exten-
sively tn sH phases of the otfehore oB
h dustry � exploration, construction, and
production.

Whfle the majority of inland snd har-
bor diving occurs at depths less then 100
feet of seawater  fsw!, tfte offshore diver
worM at depths which range from very
shaUow to 800 fsw or more, and occs-
sionaHy to 500-I000 fsw. Technology ts
sufficiently mh~ced to enable diving to
depths exceeding l,000 ~, Based on the
current trend in offshore oi exploration,
deeper and longer working dives can be
anticipated,

XXX. THE D1I%B'5 WoRK ENVIEoxeeewT

Divers are called upon to use their
sktHs tn activities Bach 88 construction,
repair, selvage, sctenttflc observation, in-
spection, ptpe laying; and rescue opera-
tions.

Commercial tftvtng involves exposure
to a high degree of risk, The diver's work

' environment ts tnherentty hazardous.
Many divers are subjected to the dangers
commonly associated with marlthne snd
construction wortL Their work often in-
volves such operations as welding snd the
m~tton of heavy objects. Xn addi-
tion, many times Chey work in tsatstton
for relatively long periods of thne and are
exposed to decompression-related
juries and illnesses.

Xn diving, several techniques and
modes are uttiteed. ~tr appropriate-
ness for any particular situation depends
on a number of factors, including depth,
thne, nature of the operation to be per-
formed, snd the experience snd techni-
cal capst!tltthM of lhe person involved,
Each has unique operational advantages
and poses special hsesrde.

SCUBA diving. where the divers carry
their own breathing gss supply, ts used
prtmarQy for inspection and search ac-
tivities, Diver inwater mobQity and ease
of operation sre its principal assets. How
ever. the posettdHty of the diver's getting
lost in zeisttan to the dive locstton  tw�
the vessel or surface iran which the dive
ts conducted!, the limited breathing gss
supply, and the usual absence of voice
communttsLtttms lhnit the usefulness of
SCUSA ln commercial activities snd pose
hasards whtch can largely be avotded by
using the suri'sce-supplied mode.

Surface-supplied diving is more can-
man than SCUBA dtvtsg far commercbd
operations. Tbte method involves supply-
ing the warktng diver with the bresthjng
gas, either str er mixed gss, threugh a
hose, from a source located st the dive
locatt m. This method of eupplldng the
diver with life suyyoa4 sHowe monttor-
ing of the diver, who te tethered and in
conununlcstton with dive location, A
major safety lhnitation af this mode ts
the duration of tnwster exposure, ~
diver working tn the water ts continu-
ously subjected to temperatures, currents
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and Other adverse factors sf the work
~ gwlronment. Xn addition, tf s diver te
decamp~ in the water, these factors
are tntenstfted by the additional expcetne
restored by this procedure.

When a dive te psrttctxlarty deep or
lengthy, these inherent hasarde maRe the
use ef a diving beH appropriate. A dtv-
tng beH is s device which sHows the
diver to be trsnsparted to aud from the
underwater worksite in an enchased, dry
compartment. It msy be preesurieed
 closed!, or it msy be unpreesurtred
 open!. With s bell, the diver. when
tethered to the bell, hss s shorter umbH-
ical or life support bundle than if surface
supplied, ie closer to a place of refuge,
snd can be decompressed ln the relative
safety of an enclosed environment.

Mixed-gas diving is carried out with
mixtures of oxygen snd gases such as
helium and/or nitrogen; sn oxygett-
heltum  helicx! mixture is meet com-
manly used. LKtxed gae rephces air as the
breathing mixture when the increased
partial pressure of nitrogen in the com-
pressed air becomes narcotic, Gmee-
quently. mixed gss is used during deeper
and sometimes during longer dives.
Mixed gse is used commerctaHy in con-
junction with surface-suppHed, beH snd
sstur ation diving.

Saturation diving, ln which the body
tissues become saturated with inert gae,
te used in situations where the diver wiH
be exposed to hyperbaric  or high pres-
sure! underwater conditions for lang pe-
riods of time. For examX!te. for diving
depths exceeding 400 fsw with wortttng
times over two hours, saturation diving
te commanly nsed. The advantage of sat-
uration is that once the diver'e body tis-
sues become essentiaHy saturated with
inert gss at any given depth, no addi-
tional decompression time is needed re-
gardless of the length af time the diver
etsye s,t that depth, because additional
time spent st pressure results in little
additional gss uptake. However, the sat,-
uration mode usually involves very long
periods of decompress' snd' isolation
for the sif ected dtvere. This can be physi-
olcgicsHy snd, ln some cases. psychologi-
caHy wearing.

Ltvebosting te a technique in which s
surface-s~ diver Is supported from
s vessel which is underway. This gives
the diver greater mobtHty an the bottom
for tasks such ss pipeline inspection than
wouM be possible tf the Nver were
tethered to a flxed vessel or surface
structure. Because the vessel te underway,
however, Dvebosttng poses the potential
~ of hose entanglement in the turn-
tng propeHere.

Whatever the diving technique or mode
used. divers must rely completely on ex-
ternal Hfe-support systems while work-
ing under severe perforntance limitations
to perform their tasks. ~ such as
environmental, psychologtcsl and physi-
ological stress, makeshift or poorly de-
signed tools and inadequate training can
further hnpede the Aver'e etforte. A
close working relationship between the
diver snd surface support. peceonnel must
be ~hed, and an eetperienced,
trained person must be present snd in
charge of each diving operation. The

dive team must be trained or experienced
in the diving mode to which it is assigned
and the uee of the toots nomesry to
perform tte tasks. 'Ihie is especially true
of divers, because many of the work tasks
they perform underwater, such as burn-
ing, wehttng, and using explosives, are
themselves hassrdous. Xn addition, divers
se.d others who are Hkely to be exposed
to hyperbaric conditions and underwater
exposure must by phystcaHy fit, Xt is es-
sential, therefore, that a high level of
training, experience, fltnese, and super-
vision prevail for each diving operation.

In addition to having qualified per-
sonnel who are medically fit, a dive team
must foHow sound operating procedures
to promote the diving operation'e safety
snd efttctency. Advanced planning ie es-
sential to the proper selection of tech-
niques and equipment which wiU achieve
maximum safety under anticipated can-
dttions, especially when the exact candi-
%ons to be encountered are not fully
known in advance, Effective planning re-
quires a thorough evaluation of what
the diver must do to complete the job
as weH se anttcipsttan of present or
developing hassrds. Environmental con-
~ often affect the choice of diving
procetbnes and frequently determine
whether diving can be carried out safely.
Sea state, ees snd air temperatures.
weather conditions, underwater visibility
and currents, and the nature of the bot-
tom aU have significant influenc au
diving saf~. snd these factors need
to be evaluated prior to and throughout
any diving operation.

Proper planning for emergencies and
devetopruemt of appropriate contingency
plane are essential to the safety of all
diving activities. Xn sn emergency many
forms of outside sid may be required.
Careful conetderaticn must be given to
potential emergencies before any opera-
tion is undertaken, so that necessary sid
may be obtained se quickly as pceeiMe.
Moreover, means for emergency trans-
portation must be considered and made
available, Bees use the dive team's isola-
tion can transform any accident or in-
jury into s serious medical emergency,
there is steo a need for flrst sid training
and careful sdsmmed ptsntdng so that
personnel may respond to such emer-
y enctes in a manner which reduces the
likelihood of aggravated injury aud iH-

Other safety precautians must- be
r mttnely incorporated into the diving
operation. Examples of precautions
Which are neeewuLry under certain Candi-
tions, are maintaining the divet tn
thermal balance, having sufficient
breathing gas reserves in csee of failure
sr depletion of the primary source of
supply, snd providing a standby diver
to aid the working diver promptly when
tnwater sestetsnce te aa~uy. Simi-
larly, whenever diving outstde the no-
decompression time depth limits is
planned, appropriate decompression ta-
bles designed to return the diver to the
surface safely must be foHowed. Xn the
event that decamp~ sickness does
develop. a ~resston chamber, oxy-
gen or treatment gas mixtures. and
treatment tables and instructions must
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be readQy svaQabIe to treat this condi-
tion eifectively.

The contribution of comprehensive in-
struction and effective amununtcak?en ta
safety js not Hmited to emergency or
contingency situations; many tgrpes of
communications are vital to safe diving.
Whether used to warn other vessels in
the area that s diving operation is under-
way, to summon emergency aid, or to
coordinate operations between the diver
snd the dive location or bell, reliable
two-wsy communication is essential.

The equipment used in a diving opera-
tion is also critics?. It must be in proper
operating condition snd carefully in-
spected prior ta use in diving aperstions.
Par example, compressors must be well
maintained and located away from
sources of contamination locations. The
safety tmpHcations of equipment faQure
or misuse for the diver warrant the
greatest attention to equipment condi-
tion snd suitability.

IV. PKTSIOLOG?cdL Hazas DB

Divers are particularly, and in some
cases uniquely. exposed to certain kinds
of physio?og?ca? hazards. On any dive, a
diver is exposed to such potentiaQy
harmful physics? agents as pressure,
breathing gss, and water, One pervasive
variable js the element of depth. In-
creased depth means an increase in the
pressure exerted on the diver's body, 1
atmosphere �4.7 pounds per square
inch! for every 33 feet of depth, While
every increase in pressure does not
neoessarQy create a proportionately
greater physiological risk, many diving
hazards are inherently pressure-related.

In a hyperbaric environment, the in-
creased pressure of the breathing gas
forces more gas to be dissolved in the
body than js the ease st atmospheric
pressure, Subsequent ascent to a lesser
ambient pressure can cause much of this
absorbed gss to come out of solution in
the form of bubbles, which are the cause
af decampressicjn sickness and other
diving-related disarders, either directly
or indirectly. The probsbiHty of these
Nsorders is ndnimized by controlling the
ascent rate of the Nver.

The tenn decompression sickness is
sppHed to a disease which may occur as
the resu!t of s reduction in ambient
pressure. The symptoms vary from mild
Real pain or ~ of the skin to neu-
rolog?ca? effects or coQapse with un-
consc jousruss. Decompression sickness
sympriems ~ occur shortly after
comp?etion of a dive or other pressure
exposure, or before reaching the surface
from deeper dives.

Serious deeampression- sickness may
involve pernument or residual damage
to the central nervsam system  CNS! or
ta the audio-vestibular system. Decom-
pression s'ickness involving the audio-
vesMbujsr system may be manifested as
parted or total hearing loss, s ringing
of the ears, or s sudden severe Nzziness
and nausea. This type af decompression
sickness occurs more often during de-
compression from very deep dives.
Among the symptoms inNcating poea&?e
CNS involvement are numbncss, Nzzt-
ness, nausea and vomiting, w~,
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abdomttud pain, vjsua? Nsturbs noes,
speech Nj5eQty, shock and uncon-
scloemem.

ReseRzp& using ultrssontc monitoring
during daempressjon hss produced
convincing evidence that some bubbles
may exist during most decompressions,
ev«n K the ahsence of overt symptoms
o! decompression sickness, These bubb?es
may damage the ltnings of the Mood
vesse?s and cause changes in the b1ood
itself. EventusHy, they may also cause
other subtle physiological effects on var-
ious organs of the body.

17jvers as s class are also subjected to
increased risk of skeletal damage. There
bs evidence that this damage, known as
dysbaric osteonecrosis, is decompression-
related, the result uf gas bubbles trapped
in bane tissue which cause the death of
such tissue, Dysbsric osteonecrosis msy
appear ss a benign lesion of s long bone,
but a lesion situated critically at or
near a joint may cause structural faQ-
ure, which results in painfuI lbnitation
of movement and eventual loss of joint
function, At the present time, ways to
prevent dysbaric osteonecrosjs entire?y
are unknown, and it is also not possible
to relate the occurrence of osteonecrosis
to any particular diving exposure with
certainty,

Divers are subject to other decompres-
sion-related medical problems. An ex-
ample ts gas embolism, the resuit of gss
being forced into the bloodstream, which
is usually caused by a diver holding the
breath while ascending. This gas acts
as an obstruction, or embolus, which
blocks the proper Bow of blood to the
brain or spinal cord. EmboHsm causes
«ueh serious symptoms as weakness, dis-
orientation, visual and hearing disturb-
ances, dizziness, nausea�shock or uncon-
sciousness; it may be fata? or result in
permanent damage unless recornpres-
sian is sccompHshed immediately. Simi-
larly, gas may a?so leak into the pleural
cavity or Qow under the skin and collect,
around the heart or in the chest, and
may cause collapse of a lung.

Other problems may arise if the pres-
sure in the rigid cavities of the body are
not eq~. This conNtion is known
ss barotraums or squeeze. If the pres-
sure imbalance ts great, enough, rup-
tured blood vessels or other tissue dam-
age may result This form of bsrotrsuma
most commonly affects the middle ear,
but msy a?so occur in the sinuses, teeth,
or lungs. Similar eifects can result from
unequal pressure between the ambient
env?ronm«nt and spaces enclosed by the
mask or folds of the suit.

In addition to the hazards caused, di-
.rectly or indirectly, by the hrcreased
pressure divers are also exposed to a
number cf h~ because they breathe
campressed sir or srMcjal gas mix-
tures and must. rHy on specM equip-
ment to furnish the gas  compressure,
pressure. vessels, valves, hoses. masks,
regulators, and hehnets!. Among &e
potentisI dangers, the»e ~ted with
oxygen present the greatest hazard in
Nvtng. lf the parCM pressure of oxygen
tn the brest?dng Injxture is tocj law,
axygen defMenm  h,ypoxjs! wfQ result:
this condition can produce unosnsctous-

ness without warning, snd can be fatal
if not corrected, Excessive oxygen
the inspired breathing gss can cause
convulsions resembling those of epQepsy;
pro?onged exposure to somewhat lower
lave?s of oxygen may cause lung irrita-
tion which increases if exposure con-
tinues,?n addition. excessive nitrogen in
the inspired breathed gss can produce
narcotic or anesthetic effects which im-
pair the diver's cognitive function,

The possible presence of contaminants
in the breathing gss is another hazard
associated with diving. Several poten-
tisHy harmful contaminants have been
found in air suppHed to divers from
engine-driven afr compressors. These
contsminants csn be picked up by a
compressor intake or be produced by the
compressor itself. The most significant
one is carbon monoxide, which combines
with the blood's hemoglobin and inter-
feres with oxygen transport to the tis-
sues, This can result in reduced cognitive
function; if the level of carbon monox-
ide is high enough, death can resu1t.
Carbon dioxide, while' a normal metab-
oHte snd not toxic st low leve?s, can
cause unconsciousness snd convulsion if
it accumlates in a breathing system,
sspecia??y during exertion. Oil mist
causes coughing and nausea, and if it
reaches a lung, can damage its sensitive
lining and lead to the development of
lung edema.

In addition, divers are exposed to the
hazards inherently associated with water
as a work environment, as well as those
which accompany other physically de-
manding and stressful occupations. The
normal hazards of such work are com-
pounded by the fact that the diver is in
the water, limited in mobiHty and visi-
bQity, working with heavy objects and
somethnes restricted to a physic agy
confining space. The possibility of seri-
ous traumatic injury is therefore always
present.

V. Susnrhav hllD EXPLaBJITIDN or THz
Srsrsaasa

The standard applies to all diving op-
erations conducted in connection with
ail types of work and employment
within OSHA's jurisdiction unless spe-
cjQcally exempted. Because of the inter-
reIated nature of every diving oper ation,
it hss been necessary to include require-
ments which address personnel qualiQ-
cations and assignments, medical fit-
ness. operational procedures, both gen-
«raily and by diving mode, equipment,
and recordkeeping. The approach taken
hss been to develop a standard which,
based on the Ml record of this proceed-
ing, promotes employee safety and
health by providing for safe snd health-
ful worldng conditions so far as possible,
is technically carrect, and is techno?ogi-
csHy and economjcaHy feasible. The
major issues raised in the proceedings
as well as the purpose and rationale
of each requirement of the standard is
addressed in the section-by-section dis-
cussion which foQaws this introductio~.

No serious question has been raised
covering the technological feasibility of
the standard. The techniques, equipment
and procedures mandated by the stand-



szct sre known ta zend used hy substan-
tial portkx!s af the commercial Nvtng
tndustxy today, 'Xb the extant that there
wtH be any difficulty in coxnplytng with
the standard by the eifecthre date, the
difficulty wlH stem fram short-tezm
shortages af same types af ectutpment
and not from any fafessthtHty af the
standard. To s gxest extent, these passi-
ble shart-tezm supply pzablexas have
been remedied hy pxuviNng delayed ef-
feCtive dates tn the Stcux bXzd far same
of the et utpment rectutrements, Based
on evidence tn the record Lud in con-
sideration of the thne period that hss al-
ready elapsed since the notice af pro-
posed zulexasktng snd the hexcrtngrt She
etaxxdazd accordingly reczatres exaplayeze
to comply ss scan as pcsxsftde txat tn no
case later than 6 months after the effec-
tive date  9 manths after the publication
date! with provisions where decampres-
eian chambers or beHs are required and
such ectutpment is not yet svsftsble  Tr.
174-6; Kx, 48! . Izx the extent Chat even
after this period s3 employers may nat
have been able to obtain the necesscLry
ectutpment, the pravisiaus for tezaparsry
vsztsnaes in section 6 b! �!  A! af the
Act are spprapria te snd adequate to pro-
vide the rceef necessary.

Ixx considering the ecancrmic impact of
the stendszct, OBHA hss ratted aa its K-
fts~ Impact Assexsrmexxt  IIA!  Ex,
27! snd evidence in the recozd presexztml
by professional economists, individual
esapKyexs and others connected with the
industry. Prior to the proposal, OBHA
prepared within the time and ~es
available to it an X%A in accordance
with Kxecattve Order No. 11831 �9
PR 41561, November 28, 1874!. OMB
Circular A-16rf  Janusxy 38, 1975!, Bec-
zetxxry's Order No, 15-75 �0 PR 54484,
November 84, 1975!, and the U.B. De-
partment of Tabor Temporary Directive
Sa. 1  November 17, 1975! . Based an the
data coHected in the HA, OSHA was able
to conclude that the proposed standard
wss nat a "major" sation whtch would
nceemttate further inflationary impact
evaluation, because the threshold cri-
teria cata~ by the enabling orders
were nat exceeded.

The prapoxsxl invited information, data
end Cxexuaente Canoerntag amnoznic
8easgxtttty and iaftsttansry txnpact for
presentation st the hearings; snd testi-
maxxy was heazd an the subject. A pcmel
which was sponsored by the major in-
dustry group azxd which had been con-
tracted by them ta sex!duct a east hn-
psat survey presented testtmaxxy chal-
leaging the methodology aud conatus}am
ef the DA and tntxeduatng their awn
asst esttxaages af the hsxpsat af the pza-

' peeed staxxcRard CTr. 8854-1817!. Aftrsr
&e hearings, CNHA hacf Arthur Y'sung 8r
Ca its eacxncsxxtc aacxxuttxxnt in thts mat-
ter. review igxfs aztt88ue axxd a xgxnGar
me iy Om Oecxxxc8 ea Wage sxxd Price
Blabgtttg  Ra. 287!; th4s xwvlew wes an-
gered txxta She seeezd  Rx. 888! . The In-
dustry eeezxsoste txasxs8 tgxen cd~ted
xwxxn the esxalysls af the CNIE eeaxxexxttc
ena4haat ~. 3821. Saseg ee ~ szxat-
~ of Ss exixxttssst. OSKA has cgster-
uxtxml that the ifA actecfusLtcgy acfdreseed
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lhe xg!ectflc threshold criteria and prop-
erly cancltucM that they were not ex-
ceeded.

A 5ncftng of s non-major izdlstionsry
impact ts not necesssrHy equivalent to
s ftnNng of economic fessthfltty, psr-
ttculazty when s relatively smsH indus-
try is hxvolved. OBHA hss therefare con-
sidered the economic impact of this
standard an the regulated industry, M
assesstng economic impact, only the ln-
azexaentsl impact af the standard vts a
vts current and projected tndustxy prac-
tice is ~t; that ts, ualy costs hn-
pased on employers which would not
otherwise be incurred can be considered.
In making this determination. the
agency must zely on whatever data an
costs, revenues, praflts, sad xaarket
structure exists in the record, as weH
as its knowledge of current snd expected
industry practices, In approaching the
data that hss been presented, OSHA rec-
ognlxrss that at the tbne the data wss
collected, many of the employers sur-
veyed either by OSHA or the industry
contractor, snd particularly the smaH
bmdness emplayezs, hsd an inaccurate
snd often exaggerated canceptlan of
what the proposal would recyuire
ltt83, 1912!; xLzxd, secondly, there wss
tnsufgctent appreciation of t2xe extent
to which diving companies waald sh esdy
be in compliance with the stazsisrd
given their standard operating proce-
dures  Tr. 19 	-12!.

The XXA esthnated an aunuslised
vesrly cost af 822 miHian for the entire
industry, an estimate which wss, if any-
thing, hxtentianslly biased an the high
side because it did nat take into account
s report by a major contractor that there
would be na slgniflcsnt economic impact
 Ex, 27, p. HI-4!. T2xfs flgure csn be
aampszed ta the estbnated total domes-
tic xevenues af less than 8100 million, The
indastry-sponsared ststfstictsn was of
the opinion that, because of the sample
stxe used, there wss a 26 percent chance
that the DA cost esttzustes were over or
understated by as nmch as 30 per cent,
 TR. 1861, 1889!, which would pbxce the
snnuaflsed yearly east in s range of sp-
proxtnxatefy 814.7 mHHon to 839.8 mil-
Han; while the snslysfs af the fjEKA eco-
xxoxaic consultant, after review af a sur-
vey presented by the major tndustxy
gxxxap af its xxxembezehip CKTB Post-
Heartng Comment 18!, tuNcstes that the
XIA esthnste of total ~fc revenues
appears warranted,

Ry aaxxtrast, the iadustry ecaaaxntc
psucg estimated the total anxmsl cost, of
cesxxpltsnce to be 8343 xntHton to 8403
xxxRLcm  T%, 1885! . It prcsxented no pre-
stse estimate af total revenues far the
hxdcertxy es a whale, but tncttcated that
they certainly exceeded 8100 xxxtWcm tn
domestic sales and 8300 xxxSlton in worM-
wide sales  TR. 1873, 1864; Rx. 188!.
Vnfoztunstrety, the bsckgracxnd txzfarxas-
tion for the companies it surveyed snd
~ wtxtcfx its estjxxxetse «ere baaed wss
xxet angered txxta tbe recaxxL so that care-
Cgl mxajyets af the ~staus prcassxtect
4 scat paseSQe. Ia sckSttan, several ixxctt-
vtchxal sespkayexe whe ciasstisst tham-
~ ekves ss amah baslnessxnm perfarxntng

mostly shaHow-water diving testified in
geuend terms that the economic iznpact
af the stszstsrd would be stgntflcant on
their individual ftzms  TXL 692, 62~4
722-3, 1262, 1274. 1277, 1414, 1416-7, 1421-
4, 1689, 1693-6!, but naae provided an
~ed breakdown of costs or wss wfll-
ing ta divulge revenue or profit tnfor-
xnation  Tr. 1423-4!, and none was in a
position to project cost impact for the
industry as a whole or any particular
se=tor. No evidence wss presented on
profits within the tndustzy, either lndl-
vidusfly or industry-wide; snd given the
lack of puMtcly held corporations in the
inclustry, no such evidence wss tnde-
pendently available. The information
provided by the industry, snd over which
ft wss uniquely in control, wss therefore
of limited usefulness,

Much of the substantive testtmoxqr at
the hearings and in the record con-
cerned actual industry practice and in-
Ncated that it Nd not differ signiflcantly
fram much of the prapassl; reference to
such testinlony fs made wllen appropri-
ate in the section-by-section dfscusstan of
the standard. Examination of the most
eaxaxaan industry manual  RXS Ex. 4! ~
which is endorsed and used by apprexi-
axstely balf the industry and nearly sH
the a%>hare caxxtractors. can5rzas this
te-be true.

Xa considering cast hnpsct, it shou@i
also be mxrgntsed that there are ctfffer-
eaces between this standard snd the pro-
posal. Par exemple, costs associated with
flzst aid trahdng snd supplies, medical
examinations, compressor systems, and
zecordkeeping should generally be lawer
than wss true of the proposal; while
there msy be same increased casts with
regard to standby divers, reserve breath-
ing suppHes, and decompression cham-
bers, On the whole, however, the cast im-
pact of the standard has probablv been
reduced because care has been taken to
eitmtnste those itexas of the proposal
identified ss "Bsbfltty traps:" other re-
Cfutremente haVe been modifie Or de-
leted to accord with evidence presented
fn the record; whenever possible to do so
without comproxaising the safety and
health of emplayees, it is left to the em-
ployer to seek the most cast-effective
means of s~g s particular perform-
ance requirement; and close attention
has been paid to recammendstlaas from
tnNvidusls with practical experience in
the industry and parttcularly to evidence
af current industry practice. Moreover,
there ehauM be no dtspropozttanate im-
pact on market structure, because the
nature of the standard ts such that the
greatest cost impact of the standard will
be felt by the portion oi the industry
heat able to bear the cost, xxsxnely the
lamer offshore contractors who do
axcsrtty deep diving in conjunction with
the oS industry and should be able to
pass cxx xxsLxch af the cost to theh' client
industry  Ex. 138!; whfle the cost im-
pact cux the ~ caxxt~~rs who do
aheeL ~veiy jdxaHow-water work
w4tt be cxxrzeepaxxdtngty lees, PtnaHy, to
the extent igxa8 trexnparary supply battle-
zxeaks can be sxxttctpated chxe to the fnf-
tta1 start-up costs ef cxxxapttsuce with
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certain capital cost requirements of the
standard, the extended effective dates for
these requh ements should eliminate that
potential «bort-term p~ Accord-
ingly, OSHA fs aMe to determine that
the standard fs both technically and eco-
nomically feasible.

In so concluding, OSHA has, of course,
aLso considered the benefits which wfii
accrue from compliance with the stand-
ard fn the reduction of injuries, illnesses,
and fatalities and the accompanying re-
duction fn tangfble and intangible so-
cial costs. Evfdence that deaths, injuries,
and flhusssee have occurred as a result
of the h Lsands associated with diving is
found throughout the records  ETS Exs.
34, 41, 42, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52; ET8
Post Hearing Comments 13, 14; Exs. 17,
82, 76, 100; Comments P, V, MM!: much
af the statistfcal information presented
hss been compiled in a single document
by OSHA  Ex, 448! . While no dollar fig-
ure is possible, OSHA belfeves that the
benefft to be derived from the standard
fs sfgnfffesLnt and serves .the legislative
mandate of the Act.

Xn addition, OSHA is able to reaffirm
fts determination �1 FR 48959! that the
standard is not a major Federal action
sfgnfffcantjy affecting the qualfty of the
human environment and that an envi-
ronmentsl fmpsct sts.tement fs fheref ore
not required. The only potentfal, hnpact
that has been raised relate to fts effect
au the offshore ofl industry. The IIA
found that there would be virtually no
hnpact on either the nation's energy
supply or demand, and no impact on
supplies of critical materials as a result
of the standard  Ex, 27, IV-7!. There
was testimony by &e industry economic
panel that the standard could result in
same margfnal ofl wells becoming eco-
nomically infeasible and an incresse fn
the mobflfsation time for the diving in-
dustry which would cause pipelfnes and
wells nee ffng repairs to be shut down
for Longer periods of time  Tr. 1869,
1871; Ex. 182!. However, this assump-
tion fails to take into account the fact
that, the increased costs to the diving in-
dustry compared to the economic costs
of lost production, particularly «hen
enured in light of demand for ofI and
the ability of the ofI industry to absorb
an increase in the cost of dfving services,
is such that no sfgnfffcant impact on en-
ergy supplies, and hence on the environ-
ment, can reasonaMy be anticipated  Ex.
128!. It is also noted that the st mdard
permits deviation from its requirements,
fn emergency situations, to the extent
necessary to prevent major environmen-
tal damage.

1, Scope sfsd oppffcstfo»  I 2020.402! .
The starward applfes wherever OSHA
has statutory Jurisdiction, Consequently.
unless specfffcslly excluded from the
standard, diving in any natural or arti-
ffcfaI inland body ef water, as well as
diving along the coast of the United
States and poasessdons Listed in Section
4 a! of the Act. 29 U.S. 655, ~ within
the Outer Contfnental Shelf surround-
ing them, is costumed. Dfvfng outside of
the Outer Oontfnental Shelf fs not cov-
ered by this ~C.
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The starved applies to dfvfng and re-
lated support operations conducted fn
connection with all types of work and
employments over which OSHA has ju-
risdiction, except fn cases where exclu-
sfan from the standard has been explic-
itly provided. For this reason, and to
avoid any possible ambiguity, the stand-
ard is not only adopted as a s~ of
Part 1910 of 29 CPR  general industry!,
but fs also incorporated into Parts 1915
 ship repairfng!. 1916  shipbuilding!,
1917  shipbreaking!, 1918  longshor-
ing!, and 1926  construction!. Sections
803 and 804 of 29 CFR Part 1926, which
apply to compressed afr and decompres-
sion in construction work, do not apply
to divfng operations in view of the spe-
cific provisions in Subpart T which deaL
with these subjects as they pertain to
diving. Nor does the standard apply to
agricultural operations within the mean-
ing of Part 1928  agriculture!.

Pursuant to Section 4 b!�! of the
Act, the standard does not apply to work-
ing conditions over which other Federal
agencies exercise statutory authority to
prescribe or enforce standards or regu-
lations affecting occupational safety and
health. OSHA has been advised of the
U.S. Coast Guard's intention to publish
proposed reguIatfons, wfthin its area of
jurfsdfctfon, on commercial dfving op-
eratfons.

Specific exclusfons have been provided
where the nature of the diving opera-
tions is such that inclusion in this stand-
ard would be inappropriate, or where
the safety and health of divers is gov-
erned by rules or regulations of another
Federal agency. The three exclusions
are:  I! Instructional diving utilizing
only open-circuit compressed air SCUBA
withfn the no-decompression 92fmffs; �!
search, rescue and related public safety
dfvfng bv or under the control of a gov-
ernmental agency; and �! diving gov-
erned by to the Protection of Human
Subjects regulations of the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare
 HEW! or equally effective rules or
regulations of another Federal agency.

In addftion, pursuant to Section 3�!
of the Act, employees of Federal agencies
of the United States government are ex-
cluded from the jurisdiction of the
standard, Instead, such employees woul i
be pmtected in accordance with Section
19 of the Act under which it is the re-
sponsibility of each agency which en-
gages in diving operations to establish
and maintain an effective and compre-
hensive safety and health program
which fs consistent with thfs standard.
Because of the nature of this standard,
OSHA recognfses that certain Federal
agencies such as the UJB. Coast &nard
and those within the Department of De-
fense have unfque activities and obliga-
tions which may require adjustments to
this standard consistent with their div-
fng operations.

~ parties, and the Construction
Advisory Conunfttee. have argued
~ any exclusions from the stand-
ards. and particularly against those
which apps Lred fn the proposal for fn-
structfonaI and scient fffc/educational

divers whose operatfons utilized open-
cfrcuit, compressed afr SCUBA and were
conducted wfthin the no-decompression
depth-time Ihnits. Their reasonfng was
essentially that no valid dfstfnctfon can
be drawn between commercial diving
and that performed by the excluded
groups, because divers fn both groups
are employees, both work in the same
marine environment, and both are sub-
ject to some of the same inherent haz-
ards and physiological effects of diving.
It has also been stated that SCUBA div-
fng fs at least as hazardous as surface-
supPlied diving  Tr. '?79, 797, 1391; Ex.
35. 178 p. 81! .

OSHA has concluded, however, that a
valid dfstfnctfon can be made between
the class of SCUBA instructors and that
of commercial divers, and that exclusion
of SCUBA instructors, fn the circum-
stances indicated, is warranted. The
comments presented by the sport and
recreational divfrig instruction groups
provide a convincing ratjonafe for such
a distinction  Ex. 148!. The diving in-
structor, who fs an employee; is student
oriented, not task oriented, The dive
site fs not determined by the location of
a particular job as ft is fn commercial
applications, where opera,tfons must of
necessity be conducted under environ-
mental conditfons which are often ad-
verse. The SCUBA fnstructor, by con-
trast, selects a location which fs usually
clear, shallow, and warm. Indeed, a
swimming poof is the dive site for most
SCUBA instruction. Such dives are dis-
continued if the slightest difficulty oc-
curs. BCUL3A instructors do not utilize
construction tools, handle explosfves, oz
use welding or burning tools. As s, result
of these factors, SCUBA instructors are
rarely exposed to adverse sea states,
temperature extremes, great depths poor
visibility, or heavy work loads, some or
all of which are common to the great
majority of commercial diving op-
erations.

However, O&HA recognizes that some
diving techniques or conditions pose
greater potential hazards than others,
regardless of the purpose of the dive.
Thus, this exclusion for instructional
diving hss been ilimited to a restricted
diving range, a particular specific mode,
and equipment. The exclusion from the
standard appLies only to instructional
diving which uses open-circuit com-
pressed air SCUSA and is conducted
within the no-decompression limits, The
stands,rd defines no-decompression Lim-
its as the depth-time Ifmfts of the "no-
decompression limits and repetitive dive
group designation table for no-
decompression air dives" of the UB,
Navy Diving Manual, or equivalent lim-
its which the employer can demonstrate
to be equally effective. No distinction per
se fs made between fnstructors of pro-
spective sport and recreational divers
and fnstructars cf prospective commer-
cial divers. However, by fts very nature,
the tf~ for commercial divers in-
volves diving that is surface-supplied.
uses mixed gas as a g gas, or
xwqufres deoxnpressfon; each of these
factors potentially increases the hazard
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of the operation. Once the instructional
environment exceeds the-specified Ifmfts,
the standard applies. Coverage of in-
structors who work outside these limits
protects the instructors' own heatth aud
safety, . and also serves to introduce
proper compliance with the standard at
the formal traffafng level.

In addition, it should be noted that
individuals engaged in recreational or
sport diving for their own personal en-
joyment, and not otherwise related to
theh respective employments, are not
within the jurisdiction of the Act, and
therefore are outside the scope of this
standard. On the other hand, SCUBA
diving for a coxumercial rather than in-
structfonaI purpose fs 'covered by the
standard, regardless of equipment or
depth-time range.

The second category to be excluded
from the standard is diving ~fons
performed solely for search, rescue, or
related public safety purposes by or un-
der the control of a governmental
agency. Although not in a class explic-
itly excluded by the proposal, OSHA has
reoefved a number of couunents from
persons engaged in divfng which is fn-
'cidental to police and public safety f unc-
tions, who have urged the specific exclu-
sion of this group from the standard
 Comments J, W,,AA, FP! and OSHA
has concluded that, such an exclusion
is appropriate. The "by or under control
af" language is intende f to make the ex-
clusion applicable to all divers whose
purpose ls to provide search, rescue, or
public safety diving services under the
direction and control of a governmental
agency  e.g., local, state or federal gov-
ernxnent! regardless of whether or not
such divers are, strictly speaking, gov-
ernment employees. Diving contractors
who occasionally Ijerform such services
privately on an emergency basis, and
who are not under the control of a gov-
ernmental agency engaging their serv-
ices, do not come under this exclusion.
This may. however, be covered-by the
provision concernfng application of the
standard in an emergency, which fs dis-
cussed below. In exempting these search
and rescue OperatfOnS, OSHA haS deter-
mined that safety aud health regulation
af the police and related functions are
best ckrried out by the fndividual States
or their political subdivisions.

In contrast to the proposal, the cate-
gory of scientific/educational diving is
treated separately fn the standard from
BCtJBA instructors because the record
does not adequately support a conclusion
that the work conditions and risk expo-
sure af scientific divers differ measurably
from those of commercial diving  Tr.
1789-80!. They are therefore generally
covered by the standard. A portion of the
scientific diving community fs, however,
excluded from this standard. Diving op-
erations which ars governed by 45 CFR
Part 46 do not come within the scope of
this standard; such operations involve
research and development or related sci-
entific activities xequfring human sub-
jects and receive HEW graxrfs ar can-
tracts. Compliance with the HEW regu-
lations is mandatory for such employers
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or contractors, and the regulations are
designed to promote safety and health,
Similarly,. any other Federal agency
which adopts rules or regulations that
are equally effective, i.e., shuilar in de-
sign, purpose. and effect to those of
HEW, wfII came under this exemption.
The exclusion fs appropriate and sup-
ported in the record on the grounds that
it would permit continued scientifi re-
search designed to extend the safe limits
of diving physiology and technology  Tr.
1318, 1335-7!. The long-term safety and
health interests of divers are best served
by the contfnuatfozf of this research, and
such diving cannot reasonably be ex-
pected to comply fn every res!feat with
a standard which fs designed. to reflect
current operational practice.

OBHA has received numerous com-
xnents froxn employers whose operations
are predominantly or exclusfvely con-
fine to relatively shallow wat'ers, re-
questing that their operations be ex-
cluded from the standard or at least be
treateif separately by e two-tiered stand-
ard. OSHA has determined that this
would not be appropriate. First, the rec-
ord indicates that shallow water divers
are often subjected to many of the same
hazards as the deeper water divers, and
occasionally to the increased hazards of
repetitive diving  Tr. 105, 748-9, 923-4,
9440-1, 1109: Ex. 178, pp. 13-16!. Sec-
ond, the itandard fs designed to xeffect
good operating practice, which is equally
relevant to shallow water divfng opera-
tions. Nevertheless, while a separate set
of provisians has not been created for
the shallow water diving sector, OSHA
has been sensitive to the need to pro-
mulgate suitable requirements for this
segxnent of the industry and has en-
deavored to provide appropriate distinc-
tions wherever ft cauld be done with-
out compromising employee safety or
health.

Zn addition to the exclusions dis-
cussed above, the emergency provision
has been included fn the standard be-
cause of the unique eituatians in which
the df dng industry is at times placed.
Contractor comments urged "that the
designated person in charge be given the
discretion to take whatever action he
deems necessary to cope with emergency
situations requiring immediate action, so
iong as he takes the proper precautions
to provide for safety under unusual con-
ditions"  Kx. 178, p. 7!. OBHA agrees
that in such emergencies the overriding
consideration should be the preservation
of life and the protection of the environ-
ment. The emergency provfsfan, which
reflects these concerns, is restricted
te permfttfng deviations from the
requirements qf tbe standard fn those
sftuations where death, serious phys-
ical harm, or major environmental
damage fs likely, but only to the
extent that such action is huxnedfate-
ly necessary to prevent or minimize
the harm. No exemption is provided
for situations where purely econoxnfc or
property damage fs likely, nor is the
emergency waiver intended to substitute
for the statutory variance procedures
 sections 6 b! �!  A!, 8 b! �!  C! . 6 d!,

and 16 of the Act! . This emergency pro-
vision anticipates the unique circum-
stances for which diving services are
sometimes needed and. thus obviates the
need for a continuous OBHA varis,nce
capability to make ad hoc determina-
tions fn emergency situations, as has
been recommended  Ex, 178, p, 5! .
Although temporarily exempt from in-
appropriate substantive portions of the
standard in such emergency situations,
the employer is required to notify the
OSHA Area Ofhce within 48 hours and,
upon request of the Area Director, to
submit a xecord of the notification, with
an indication and explanation of what
devfatiOnS fra!n the Standard were
taken as a result of the emergency, This
requirement wfII enable OSHA to moni-
tor the use of this exemption.

As fn all OBHA standards, the re-
sponsibility for compliance with its re-
quirements is placed upon the employer.
Throughout the proceedings, several in-
divMuals questioned why some legal re-
spomdbfifty could not also be placed di-
rectly upon employees, because the diver
must exercise a large measure of indi-
vidual respoxudbilfty and, while under-
water, fs to a large extent beyond the
direct control of the employer/supervisor
 TR. 143-4, 178, 1250-1, 1747-52!, How-
ever, while the Act directs each employee
to "comply with occupational safety and
health standards ' ' ' which are ap-
plicable to his own actfvities and con-
duct" � 5 b! !, there is no mechanism
under the Act by which such standards
can be enforced against an exnployee.
The leg&lative history  B. Rep. Na. 91-
1282, 91st Cong� 2d Bess, 10-11 �970!!
and case lsw  A.tf xntic 4- Guff Steuedores
v. OSHRC, 534 F.2d 541 �rd Cir. 1976! !
are clear that "final responsibility for
compliance with the requirements of this
act remain  sic! with the employer" and
Congress did not intend to confer on the
Secretary iof Labor! or the [Occupa-
tional Safety and Health] Commission
the power to sanction employees, because
the OSHA Act provides for "an enforce-
ment scheme directed solely at employ-
ers."

While placing legal responsibility for
compliance solely upon the employer,
OSHA has carefully endeavored through-
out the standard ta take the realities of
the diving environment into account and
to make the substantive requirements.
and hence the xespansfbflfty for corn-
pliance, consistent with the degree of
control the employer has over particular
aspects af a diving operation. Moreover,
performance of particular functions for
which the standard makes the employer
responsible may in fact be delegated to
the employer's designated person-in-
charge or to other employees; however,
such delegation does not dilute the em-
ployee's legal responsibility for compli-
ance wfth this standard.

2. DejftHtfoxxs  I! I 910.402! . The list af
definitions fn the standard has been
greatly reduced from that which ap-
peared in the proposal. The purpose in
providing deffnftfous for key terms is to
clarify the intent of these terms as used
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in substantive prov}a}ons of the stand-
sr* For instance, "dive jocstfoa" refers
only to the vessel oc surface from
which the diving opexatisa is oon
ducted, and never fo the underwater site
of the dive, Certa}n def}nit}ons which
sppiesred in the proposa} have been de-
leted because they were cons}dered iden-
tical to their oommon, unamb}guoxsx
xuesn}ngs  e~�"decompress}on." "ex-
haust valve"!: others have been deleted
because they no longer appear anywhere
in the standard  e.g�"ascent t}me," "hot
tapping," "PVHO"!, Of the def}ntt}ons
which rema}n, many have been nial}fled
in the interest of precis}oa end in accord-
ance with testimony snd ooxnments re-
ceived fn connect}aa with the hearings au
the proposal  M 149-152, 188-90, 1721-S,
193~, 1979-45, 2096-7; Xxe. 184, p. 8-9,
165, 1VS, p, 17-22!.

S. Persassel tfsali/}est}ass '� f Qf8=
4}0!, In the diving industry, exnpioyee
qual}float}One are Critical eo safety and
health stnce lack of adequate tratx}}ng
and experience has been one of the most
frequent contributing causes Co diving
accidents snd injur}es  Tr. 781-3, 84S,-
921-23, 1914. 2208; Rx. 17, 44, 82, 76. 77&
E}np}oyee safety and health can be xusx-
imfsed by estab}}ching basic ~ for
experience snd train}ng af part}c}pants
in diving operations  Tl', '761, 783, }366! .

TV}e standard speci}}es that ai} dfve
"team members, }.e., dfvexs and support

employees involved tn dfvtng opersttons.
including the designated pereon-in-
charge, must have experience or trs}ning
in the use of toois, equipment, systems,
techniques. operations and emergency
procedures which pertain to the}r as-
signed tasks and diving rsodes, i.e..
SCUBA, surface-supp}fed ah, or mtxed
gee. These required elements of experi-
ence or training are eesent}a}ty
changed from the proposal snd }s sup-
ported by testfxnoay  Tr. 1S4! . In sddt-
tfan, dive team members who are exposed
to or central the exposure of others, to
hyperbaric conditions  elf., a chaxuber
operator! must be izafned fn div}ng-
related physics snd physio}ogy. Training
}n diving-related physics wss specifics}}y
tnc}uded at the recommendattoa of s
hes;ring witness who noted that an un-
derstanding of the effects of pressure oa
gases fs ss essent}af to a basic under-
standing of diving ae ts knowledge af the
phystologtcs} effects of divfng  Tr. 134! .
However, under the standard's formula-
tion, for example, a beginning tender ar
other dive Cesm member who is not ex-
posed to hyperbaric conditions nor re-
sponsible for the exposure of others will
not be required to have th}s training.

The level of exper}ence or ~g re.-
quired by the standard depends upon the
psrttcu}ar funct}on an emplayee fu!ffl}s
on a dive team sxsd the d}vtng mode to
which the employee }s assigned.. For ex-
axnple, a tender employed in shallow a}r
diving would be required to have a basic
understanding of the breath}ng air sys-
tem and the operating snd emergencv
procedures which pertatn to th}s xnode
and the equfpment ~ted with lt. A
mixed.-gae diver, by oontrast, would be
zequfrest to have s greater degree of un-
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derstandfng, including a working knowl-
edge of m}xed-gse equipment, such as a
deconeu'essfon chamber, be}f and mixed-
gse breathing gse supply system, the op-
erations and exnergency procedures asso-
ciated with this diving mode and the
equ}pment used with it, snd an under-
etax}x}}ng of the phys}cs and phys}o}ogy
of Inixed gases. By a}}owing employee
qua}}}teat}ons tn these areas to be
achieved thxough either field experience
or clxusiroom training, or s combination
of both, the standard acknawledges in-
dustry practice, which is to train dive
team meosbers on the job, including those
who are graduates of forms} dtving
courses, j}goat divers begin as tenders and
advance to diving status after s year or
mare of fte}d experience  Tr. 606; Rx,
64Aii, Ex. 154, p. 10-19!.

Xn add}tfon, each diva team member
must be Cra}ned in cardtxq!uhsMxxary re-
suscttattaa and stsndszxt first aid, This
requirement rs7!}sees the proposal's re-
qufnmxemt that there be one person
trained in advanced first sid at every dive
location, and a diving psramed}c  Emer-
g sac y Medical Technician/Diving! at
the location of certain remote or psr-
~}y deep dives. %hoe fhe need for
f}rst a}d tra}n}ng ts widely reesgnixed,
there hss been cone}derabie testfmxxny
and comment that a diving' paramedic
 EMT/D! xwqutremeat }s both inappro-
priate and infess}b}e at this time  Tr. 77.
314, 845-6, 649, 1542-45, 1792-3, 1926-7,
2080-1; Camxoente B, 80; Ex. 178. p.
52-5! slthimgh some testimony support-
ed the cancept tn principle  Tr, 900, Q01,
98}-4, 1027-41! . OHHA has determined
that requiring all dive team xnembers to
be trained to handle basic trauma snd
breath}ng e~nctee offers the broad-
est possible protection to the greatest
number of personnel  Tr. V7, S}4, 645-6,
649, 717, 901, 1158-9, 127~, 1545, 1654,
1733, 2113, 2214-1V; Zx. 178, p. 51-2;
Ocean Systems letter~17-77, late sub-
mfa6m 3!. An American Red Cross
standard course �4 hours!. or equfvaleat
tratn}ng is specified because the coxnbi-
nation of both f}e}d experience and for-
mal instruction, is eansidered the best
method of ~ nece suey f}ret a}d
knowledge and skills. First sid snd car-
diopuhnonsry resuscitation caurses of in-
struct}on meeting the requirement in the
~rd are offered throughout the
country,

The requirement of the standard con-
cerning job assigxunents is ~ to that
for "employee tra}ning" tn the proposal.
It ls intended to assum that job assign-
ments are consonant with an employee's
experience snd trafn}ng. Dive team mem-
bers may receive such training an the job
when under the direct, supervfsfoa af an
employee already experienced fn the task
to be performed  Tr. 805-6, 924-5! .

The requirement that no exoployee be
e} posed to hyperbaric conditions sgs}nst
the employee's will derives from 8}mt!sr
prov}st axe in the proposal  I 1910,421 d!
�! snd  e! ! and is corudstent with tra-
ditions  and well-understood fndustry
praet}ce  Tr. 2107-4; Ex, 84A}v,l.2a2!.
Rowl AHÃ, notw}the}and}ng sn fnd}v}dua}'s
des}res, the standard snt}c}pate that tt

become neceeaxry Co pra}ong
diver's hyperbar}c exposure to complete
s decom}xreeetoa or treatment procedure
to avoid serious or fatal consequences
 Tr, 137M, 1746-52; Ex. 178, p. 58-9! .

axe rendu}xement that a dive team
member not be permftted to dive or be
otherwise exposed to hyperbaric condi-
t}ons for the duration of any physical
tmpsirxnent or condft}on known to the
employer and likely to affect adversely
the safety or health of a dive team mem-
ber derives from the "temporary impair-
ment or condition" section of the pro-
posaL Exposure with such se impairment
ar condition couM be detrimental to the
employee's health and possibly jeopard-
ise others, However, the "known to the
employer" language reflects the require-
ment that an employer must inquire
Into, and make an assessment of, the
phys}cat fttnees of the dive team member
before each dive. The }}st of specxftc fm-
pairmente from the proposal hss been
 Seto}ed because these were intended to
be merely t}lustrative, rather than a}t in-
clusive  Tr. 2186! .

The standard maintains the propose's
requirement that the employer designate
a person to be in charge of a}l aspects of
the diving operation a}fecting the safety
snd health of dive teaxn members, This
requirement was supported by hearing
testixnony which emphasized the impor-
tance of such s person to operational
safety  Tr. 142-4, 178, 1746-52, 1768-9;
Ex. 178, p. 28-7! . 'Xhe person who fuff}}fs
this function may be either fhe employer
or sn emplayee who has hsd experience
and training in the conduct of the as-
signed diving operation. Dependiug on
the siee of the diving operation, the des-
tgnated person-tn-charge msy either act
ae s fuH-time supervisor or msy carry
out this role in conjunction with other
duties at the dive location. The "affect-
ing the safety snd health of dive team
mexnbers" phrase has been added to clar-
ify that, }he requirement is not directed
to functions which sre unrelated to safe-
ty or health, such as payroll, contracting,
aud other management responsibilities.
The standard's requirement that the des-
ignated person-in-charge be experienced
and trained tn the conduct of the as-
signed diving operation derives from tes-
t}mony that such prior experience is cru-
cial to the safety of the operation snd
that lack of such experience hss resu}ted
in accidents snd fatalities tn the past
 Tr. 643-8! . The proposal would have re-
quired that the designated person-in-
charge be currently or formerly qualified
as a commercial or m}fitsry diver. This
was supported by some evidence st the
hearings  Tr, 619-20, 1264, 1429, 2105!.
However, this requirement has been de-
leted in favor of the general experience
re }}x}rement because of testimony that it,
ts not necessary in sll cases to have been
s diver to be an «ffect}ve supervisor, but
it is essential that the person must be ex-
perienced snd familiar with the opera-
tional aspects of the work  Tr. 94-5,
207-8, 435; Ex. 178, p, 27-4! .

4. i}f ex}}ca} re  a}remen}s  I 9 1 0.4} I ! .
'Axe med}csi requirements of this stand-
ard are priteed on the fact that diving
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basic«fly a high-stress occupation
performed under difficult envtrenmenta I
conditions, and that the sefet5r af the
diver and other dive.team members can
depend on the'health of the individual
diver, For this reason, OSHA carudders tt
appropriate to requtre mandatory medi-
cal examfnat,ians for employees fn this
~tton who are, or are ttkety to be,
exposed to hyperbaric conditions. In
sddttton, the requfresnent for medical
examinations iruplementa the purposr!s of
section B b! �! of the Act to deterudne
whether the health af such employee fs
adversely affected. by this occupattrmal
exposure.

As fn the propoea4 the employer is
ultimately respcsratble for deterrr!dntng
whether affected dive teszn mernbem are
medically fit to perform assigned tasks
tn a safe and healthful msrmer. However,
the decision ts to be based on the best
available medical opfnion.

Fur the employer tO have Sufficient in-
formation on which to base that deter-
mtnatfrm, the standard requires the em-
ployer to provide dive team members who
are, or are likely to be, exposed to hyper-
baric corrdttfons with medfc«I examina-
tforM at no cost to the employee. The
propound required examinations for "em-
ployees engaged ss divers or otherwise
subjected to hyperbaric conditions." It
hss been reconunended to OSHA that
only divers be provided with the required
exafuinations, a reconunendation which
would exclude atl nan-diving support em-
ployees from the medical requirements
 Ex. 178, pp. 23-4, 30-1!. However, the
standard ss written reflects the view,
expressed by a conuuercial diving physi-
cian at the hearings  Tr, 71!, that any.
dive team ruember who is to be exposed
to hyperbaric conditions should be medi-
cally fit beforehand, Being subjected to
pressure and undergoing decompression
sre stree re which warrrmt inclusion of
this group of, employees in the ruedtcal
requfrememts of the standard. For the
purposes of the standard, "aie, or is likely
to be exposed" applies to sny employee
who ls expend to dive, enter a decom-
pression chamber, or be otherwise ex-
posed to increased pressure, In addition
to divers, this requireruent would apply,
for example, to dive team members such
as tenders or designated persons-in-
charge who might reasonably be «xpected
to enter a decompressfon chamber to
treat, or sid in the treatment of, a diver
suffering from decompression sickness.

Objection has been raised to the re-
quirernent that employers bear the cost
af the exrrmtnatfons, particularly with
regard to the issue of provMing an exam-
ination for transient divers hired on a
teurporary bsats for specfftc jobs. Never-
theless any employer exposing employees
to hyperbaric conditions. except in emer-
gency attuations, would. be obligated to
psy for their medical examinations un-
lesa ft could be deruonstrated that an
equivalent medical ex~ion were
taken within the preceding 12 months.
 Tr, 714-7, 828; Ex. 178, p. 30! . ~ cost
of medical erramfnattona being borne by
the employer fs mandjrted by statute
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 l 8 b!�! of the Act! and reflects a
purpose that the nMsffcat fftnsrrs of all
employees ts the responsibility of the
employer.

There was conafderaMe testimony
about, the tmporlance af the physfctsn's
famftfsrtty and knowledge of diving rned-
fctne  Tr. 125, 878, 1011, 1381, IBBB!, snd
OSKA belteves such concerns are justf-
fted. Accordingly. ft fs expected that e
ployers will seek out and engage the
services of physicians who are knowl-
edgeable in the physiological effects of
hpperbartc canditfons, Such an under-
standing is fmportant to enable a physi-
cian to examine diving employees snd to
render an informed opinion as to the
fitness of sn employee based on an em-
ployer's fndicstion of likely hyperbaric
exposure and types af assigned work.
However, no specific qualifications for
the training of physicians performing the
required medical examinations are pre-
scribed, because there fs no formally
recognised sub-specfslty of hyperbaric
medicine at this time.

The requirement that ruedical exsrni-
nations be provided at one-year intervals
froru the date of the initial or last equiv-
alent examination reflects standard med-
ical practice  Tr, 70!. Since there witt
be a 90 day effective date for the stand-
ard, OSHA believes there witt be adequate
time to provide 'the required examina-
tions  Comment V!. Employees hired
after the effective date of this standard

ust be provided the examination before
being assigned to tasks requiring hyper-
baric exposure so that the determination
of fitness can be made before exposure.
As in the proposal, the standard permits
an employee who has had an examina-
tion within the preceding year which fs
equivalent to the one reZutred by the
standard to meet the examination re-
quirement. This will svofd unnecessary
medical examtnstfons.

The reexamtnattan requirement after
an injury or illness appeared in the pro-
posal, but the criterion for when such a
reexamination ts necessary hss been
modified in accordance with testimony
of diving physfclsns  Tr. 57-8, 73, 1849! .
The testimony recommended that hos-
pitalization in excess of 24 hours would
be proper and adequate, since tt reflects
current medical practice which requh'es
patients to be hospftatfrred for observa-
tion for a 24-hour period fn cases where
the seriousness of symptoms or signs is
undetermined. After the observation
period, those patients whose conditions
warrant hospital treatment are admitted,
while those whose fr!juries or illnesses
have resolved or are clearly mfnor fn
nature are discharged. The standard
therefore requires reexamtrmtton only for
that group of employees whose condi-
tions are medically Judged to warrant
such hrxrpital admittance, and t'urther
provides that the nature and extent of
such reexamination be determined by the
examining physician. After such a re-
exarnination, sn employee cannot be re-
aasigned rmttt the employer determfnes
that the employee ts fft to return to the
srrsttmed work based upon the physician' s
report.

The requirement that the employer
prrrvtde pke physician with certain basic
fnformstlan derives from a similar pro-
vtaton tn the proposal. as modified by
ttwttmony  Tr. '71!; this is consistent
with general OSHA policy. The examin-
ing physician must be supplied wfth a
copy of the medical requirements of the
standard. In addition, the employer must
provide the physician with a sumnuuy
statement of the nature and extent of the
hyperbaric conditions to which the dive
team member will be exposed. For in-
stance. such a statement might indicate
that a chamber attendant witt be ex-
posed to a pressure equivalent to 185 fsw
 BATA!, but would not be exposed to the
underwater work environment. The phy-
slcis,n must also be told by the employer
what modes of dfvtng snd what types of
work a dfver will be performing; such a
description might mote that the employee
wilt be diving in the saturation mode,
which requires prolonged exposure to
stressful snd isolated hyperbaric condi-
tions, or ts expected to perform heavy
construction work.

Each initial and annual examination
must include a medical history, a diving-
related work history, a basic physical
examination, the tests required by Table
I, and any additional tests the physician
considers necessary. In contrast to the
proposal. the required work hfstory is
lhuited to diving-related matters, be-
cause other details of work history would
not be relevant except to the extent they
have become a part of the medical hfa-
tory  Tr. 72! . The proposal's requirement
for "any testa deemed necessary to estab-
lish the presence or absence of sny ' ~ ~
dfsqualffylng conditions" has been de-
leted, 'Arts was done because the fntent
of that provision has been rn.et in the
stands,rd by leaving the physician the
discretion to administer other tests
deemed necessary by sound medical
practice, because the absence of a condi-
tion cannot be definitively established,
snd because the specific dtsqusltfytng
conditions of the proposal are no longer a
mandatory part, of the standard  Tr. 72,
1850; Ex. 178, p. 35-8!.

The required medical testa which ap-
pear fn Table I are basic e~tton
requirements and are somewhat modified
from those which appeared in the pro-
posal, The EKO  Standard 12I.! identi-
fies certafn cardiac abnorrr!slftfes not
detectable by auscultation  Tr. 85!. A
hearing test ts essential because hearing
degradation fs common in diving and
hearing is essential ff the critical vofce
communication requirements specified
in the standard are to be used effectively
 Tr. 86!. A visual acuity test ls neces-
sary to the extent vision may be relevant
to job performance. A color blindness
test is necessary because color coding is
commonly used for ptping and hose
markings; appropriate work assignments
or adjustments should be made if there
ts a proMem tn this area  Tr. 88!. Blood
«nd urine tests are important because
some conditi ms  anemia, diabetes! can
only be detected this way. Diabetes could
produce unconsctouarrem; snemfs re-
duces work capacity and therefore fa-
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tigue and exhaustion  Tr. 86!. A. white
blood count is an indication of acute in-
fection. The sickle test index tests for
hemoglobin opathies. Ahnorxusl herno-
globins produce sfcklfng under conditions
of hypoxia, which causes blockage of
blood vessels throughout the body and

. injury to many organs and tissues  Tr.
52& 1205!; exposure to low oxygen par-
hQ pressure xrrfght precipitate s sickling
crisis, which would be incapacitating
underwater, The chest X-ray detects
restrictive or obstructive Iung disease,
which is ~ous for a diver whose
pulmonary function is less than normal
because cf stress imposed by breathing
under Pressure; certain chest dfsarders
cannot be detected without an X-rsy  Tr.
84! . In addition. because the physiolog-
ical effects of the Derry aging process
begin to be detectable at, about age 35,
s single routine �2 Iesd! ERG is re-
quired at age 35 or over to estsblirh a
base-line record rrf heart function.

Medical tests which were required only
"when medically indicated" have been
deleted from the tables, since these and
other relevant mec ical tests and proce-
dures may be required at the discretion
of the physician after consideration of
the employee's wark and nre�lfcsl ~
snd the results of any other requhed
tests. The requirement that, aH divers
involved fn decompression dives undergo
a triennial Iong-bone snd joint X-ray
survey has been deleted from the stand-
ard because testimony on this issue was
contradictory -  Tr. 8$-98, 72-4, 643-5,
1059 � 65, 1204, 10WZ, 1397-9, 1651-3!,
and because of a reluctance to mandate
s periodic X-rsy Procedure as a diagnos-
tic technique where no established rela-

P between the procedure and ef-
fectfve treatment fs clearly estabffshed.
Siruilarly, the chest X-rsy is required
only initially; whether to require it at the
annual reexamination is left to the
discretian of the Physician.

The report written by the examining
Physician has been modifled from that
requfrecl by the proposal to include the
overall results of the examination only,
rather than the test rorulfs, besause they
Would be dffffault far the exnplOyer tO de-
cipher and revealing such results could
perhaps be an infringement af the em-
Ployee's privacy  Tr. 17~!. In addi-
tion to the exrLmfnatfon r!esults, the re-
port must include the physician's opinion
of the emplbyee's fitness to be exposed to
hyperbaric conditions, including any rec-
ommended restrictions or Hxuftstfons to
such exposure. The intent, of this pro-
vfsfon is that a medical condition ~
be disqualifying only to the extent
dictated by sound medical judgment, Per
exam;pie. the physician might recom-
mend that a diver with an ulcer could
dive without jeopardizing the individ-
ual's or another dive team xnamber's
health ar safety so long as the diver only
participates fn shsHow sir diving in a
harbor or hake, where r edited sfd is
readily accessfMe and the diver's de-
compression obligation is rsfnhnsl. On
the other hand,,a Physician weuCd prob-
ably insist that s mixed~ or saturation
diver be fn «xodent medfruri condition

NJKES ANO RKQlJLA'MMES

before declaring such a dfver fft to work
in such cfrcumstaaom

The employer s decision ou diving as-
signments must be consistent with med-
fcsl bpfnfon. Therefore, the function of
the Physician's medical report is to serve
ss s basis of the employer's determina-
tion. If the physician's opinion is that
sn employee is medicaHy fft, the em-
ployer should be sie to rely on that
opinion and assign the employee to
any task for whfch the exnployee is
otherwise quslffled. On the other hand,
ff the physician recommends s restric-
tion or Ifmftatfan on the employee's
hyperbaric exposure. C!8HA rec~
that, both the employer and employee
are Put in s difficult Position by the
standard's requirement that employees
who are medfcaHy unfit, as determfned
by the employer based on s mandatory
medical examination. not be permitted
further hyperbaric exposure. By its na-
ture, diving demands that employees
whose assignments require hyperbaric
expasure be medfcsffy flt, It is recog-
nized that ~ medical conditions
may be incompatible with dlvfng; per-
sons with these conditions who continue
to be exposed jeopardize not only their
awn Hves but may risk the lfves of others
as weH, OSHA must also be cognizant of
the employees' countervailing rights to
be protected fn theh choke of occupa-
tion. The agency must endeavor not to
create, through a health and safety
standard, a situation which restricts en-
try into a profession or allows em-
ployees to be dismissed for a cause which
fs less than s~ial.

The proposal provided s procedure Co
be used if an adverse medical opinion,
based on certain mandatory disqualify-
ing conditions, led to sn employer's de-
terminstfon to wfthdraw an employee
from further hyperbaric exposure. This
decision gave the employee the right to
obtain a second opinion fram a physician
chosen by the employee. If the two medi-
cal opinions rendered were in disagree-
ment, the proposal's procedure would
have required that a binding third opin-
fon by s physician agreed upan by the
flrst two Physicians be obtained. This
procedure for the determfrrstfon of med-
ical fitness was endorsed by employee in-
terests. Who believe that ft Provided S
necessary safeguard against unwar-
ranted dfsquslfflcstion. On the other
hand, several objections to this proce-
dure were rrdsed at the hearings, First,
it was said that it would result in the
employment ox' retention of divers who
were marginally fit  Tr. 58-9, 1322-4,
1695-1701; Rx. 178, p, 43!. Second, ft
was argued that the employer,, who bears
the ultimate reepcsxsfhflfty and po4mtbd
liability for diver safety. should not be
required ta bear the cost snd be bound
by the opinion of a physician whom he
hss not consulted and in whom he msy
place Little confidence.  Tr. 78, 1322-4,
1438, 1642, 1675-8, 18999, Eg. 178, p. 44! .
Thix'd, it was argued Chat tbe flr'st exaxni-
natfon would often be conducted by the
physician who lmows the employee and
the psrtfouisr diving and medical back-
ground better than any other physician,

so that, if anything, the flrsC opinion
should carry more weight than later
xmes  Tr. 78-7, 1842, 1675; Ex. 178, p.
44!, Finally, ft was claimed that the
Procedure implied an unwarranted dis-
trust of physicfans and medical ethics
 Tr. 75,.1700, Ex. 178. p. 45!. However,
these arguments do not reach the f unda-
mental policy balance between the need
for a mandatory medical examination
and the employee's right to a thorough
medical assessment.

A second opinion by s physfcian se-
lected by the employee, provides s firmer
and broader basis on which to make a
determination of medical fltness, This
second opinion will beneflt both the em-
Ployer and the employee fn plsnnfng fu-
ture action. Moreover, it wfLL help pra-
tect the employee from being barred or
dismissed from employment or certain
job sssigrunents on the basis of a single
medical opinion which may be incom-
plete or inaccurate. In addition, peer
review msy result in the flrst physician
reconsidering the original opinion after
comparing the flndfngs of the second
physician. This requirement for s second
opinion is in fact not signiflcantly differ-
ent from current medical practice, since
testimony indicated that physicians
often consult with other Physicians
whenever a diflicult medical diagnosis or
s critical opinion fs made  Tr, 1707-8,
Ex. 178, p, 44!, snd patients often seek
s second opinion on their own. If there
fs a caucurrence between the medical
opinions, the employer must act con-
sistent with the medical opinions.

Where there fs a dffference between
the first snd second medical opinions,
ft is essential to provide a third deterrni-
nstive medical opinion in order to bal-
ance the requirement for a mandatory
medical examination with the employee's
aoroHary right to a thorough medical
assessment of potentisHy disqualifying,
limiting or restricting conditions, ~e
employer's sssignrhent shaH be consis-
tent with Che third physician's opinion.
However, the employer and the ern-
ployee are free to agree on an assign-
ment which is consistent wfth sny two
Phyr fcfans' opinions, AH medical examf-
nstions are ta be provided at the cost of
the employer.

Tfre proposal's list af disqualifying
conditions fs now fncluded in an appen-
dix, entitled "example of conditions
which may restrict or limit exposure to
hyperbaric conditions"  APpendix A!
which fs fntended to be advisory fn na-
ture. The Physician is alerted that the
conditions Usted may be restricting or
limiting depending on severity, presence
af residual effects, response to therapy,
number of occurrences, and the diving
mode, or degree snd duration of isola-
tion. This is in accord with testimony
 Tr. 76, 685-8, 1486!. The conditions
Listed are essentfaffy the ssxne ss those
which appeared ss mandatory disqual-
ifying conditions fn the proposal.
However, the appendix is not intend-
ed Co be bfrrclfng or exclusive. snd the
absence of a part~sr condition from
the list should noC be const md to
mean that the physician should rec-
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amrrrend rmtrictam m ftgNaaion far
a particular corsd8ion m ~ Che
phyrdHan frssn ~srsass5m terat a
particubrr IAyaieal ormdtttan ant W-
eluded in the appendix ehaatd be cause
for yrohlritiag or Imittng further hy-
perbaric emoeure hy the ~pkryee. The
~ tandard rvegairm that lhe sereamaended
sesbrkotbare ar -lbntsaalrms be veaeana-
My related ts the ssstsrre and eassnt of,
ergrrarne CO hytreri~ eSSSditaens-

5. 8afe practices srarreal ff LN0~0!.
'XXre requirvsnent CCrst Cbe esaployer de-
vHop and maintain*ufo praeticm man-
rral is shawm Co a emaparaMe prorhden
hr the propesaL Testimony supparted the
bnportruree of such a document le oper-
ational diving safety f Tr. 134-d. 178, lpg-
97, SN-l!, and indicated Chat Ct is gen-
eral industry practice Ce have one avail-
able  Tr. 178, ipg-7. 404. 1715-9, l'J89-
70!. The eapr ent does veCect
however, Ces~ which rresarnnended
that the manual wradd be snme manage-
aQe and useful if made specNe in the
psrticulsLr diving modes used ivy ihe ssn-
ployer ETr. 1479, 1499-lMl. l~: gx.
178, p. 48-7!. %7re regelremesrt fs also
more speHCc as so wha4 Cnpccs ihe man-
ual iaust hrelude and saakes char Chat
the purprrse of lie «rsrnsal Cr to cantata
the eraployer's pcdicies for bnpbrelntdug
the requirements af ibe 08Kh. standard.
For Chb! reason. a aopy ef the standard
xuust be inHuded ln eveey safe practices
manual. For each dletag asode engagaf
in. the emy'bryer's manual shall hx8rrde
safety procechues sad HseekQste for div-
ing operations, dive tears msignrnents
and respcnSihllftira. Csidipment proce-
dures, and ernenseuey procedures, vrtth
appropriate checklists in be used to in-
spect equipmeut arrd brief emplreress be-
fore and after each eperrstlon The re-
quired safe practices esamsal ls to he dis-
tinguished fram I employer's cgrera-
Qons manual & that the staredsrd asan-
dates in@asian oaly of iteras and pro-
cedures zelathrg Co eafety and health.
and not to other csanpsny poitclss ar
tsrsinrsa saa¹ers. an empirsyer may,
hOWeVer, combine operational and Safe-
ty procedures hr * single dse~

g. Pr~fuss prooedsres C4 fOIPAH ! .
This section «rrmsrsssds wittr, but is
generally a reerdertng and resmhhsg ef,
several secticsss af Che peopaeai vrhich
appeared mrdre Che general opaetiens
persmlures" aectarss af Che gespcaal
 9 1910421! and aese fossnedy desig-
nated: fb! lgmerecssey abl: <d! hasarch
to diving ~ens; ff! tnroeobkar af
tOOlS. ergrtprnent aad Cgrecationsi eys-
tsses;  cr! diving p3ae: ski dcscssg at aai-
tsrde; CB thersnal -cxsrrsosre; fsL! tgsder-
waeer heasscbass caacMmm; <o} warn-
ing display; ead  s! pesitlcsdng. Tl cas-
tahe Chose prrrvhdea af gersravd appCC-
~, ~ aot sgrecNe Co a parttentar
disiug asede, srtsCHs snust he oonshareed
and essaplied vrith before lbe clear mr-
ters the water.

The emergency aH rerfsrhea~t K Che
eiandard is esserrlgaSy ihe ~ as the
ress fn Che faagroml. Three was beead
ragrport at Che heargsg -fm Che aaed te
nmbrtakr a ling of vmrem rd amsegserey.
aN at the dive ~m ~. lgg, 004-4!,

t%44}, as vs' as iesMrneny thai this is
~ heady industry practice CTr. 1'HM7!.
The category ef air transportstbrn" has
been replaced by emNa&e means of
transportation Cn response to testbneny
that air Crsjnstsrrtatlon may net rdvrays
be the vaost appropriate means to tsans-
port an injured diver te a medical treat-
ment fsrslity fTk. I'79! .

'Xhe requirement for Crst aid suppSes
approved by a physician at each dive
~n is abner to the one hr the pro-
posal. ~ used in a decompresrdon
chamber ar be8, the Crst rdd kit must be
sultsMe for «ee under hyperbaric con-
ditions because certain items in a stand-
ard kit  e.g., bottles of Squids, mercury
thermometers, ammonia caprsdes! create
a haaexd when subjected Co high pressure
ase m a deccrnprVssdon Chamber Or be5
 Tr. 1989, Es. 178, p, 49!. The xeqrdre-
nrent Chat an hmerican Red Cross stand-
ard Crst aid handbook er equivalent be
avaiiaMe ls related to the level of Crst aid
Csahring required of dive team rnsnrbers,
vdso wftl be able to use this as a basic
snd necessary reference srarrce. The bag-
tgpe rrurrrraQ xeeusrdtator with trans-
parent mask and tubhrg is specked be-
carsre such equlpmeut wradd not always
be lnchrdaf hr a standard krdustrSsl Cert
aid kit, but could be a Qfe-saving ahi in
aane breathing esaergeneles ~. $9!.
UnSke oCher types ef resrrscitators, the
bag-type msrmsi resuscitator. without
osygen Casks, mbdmises the danger of

aed asaruissed vrith Che iree of oxygen in
chambers  Ka. 178 p. g1!. h. tzansparent
nrask arsd tubing enables the operator Cn
dehuadne whether ihe Naesages are
Hear,

The rerfuh errsent far planning and as-
mmment of the diving operation derives
from the pnx!ossVs ~g phrn" re-
qrrireaeent. Tack aesraanreat and- Sdan-
ning are HosHy related lo the safety rrf a
dive and central to the role of the desig-
nated person-in-chsrge. Pmm the stand--
point of safety and health, Cask ~
menC must tnHude cosrskderatlon af at
least the factcss Sated in the stsLndard.
These faCtOrs sse directly related CO
other sdfirmative reqrrhements af the
stsndani,

Easussp4es of surface and underwater
osadftjons which nsay afrpeoprtatety be
evahrated fnHnde not ardy astral condi-
tions such as weather, «sLCer tesapera-
ture, current. snd bottom eondMons, but
surface corMStkms which msy pose a has-
ard to ihe «peratton; they also tnc4ude
underwater hasards sech as mechanclal
deebsss in the vtHnity af Che dive which
are eapaMe of creakbrg strorsg water ern-
rasrts, ar high fntsardty sonar, or electric
Brads ~ by rsLthra5c pretrcltten, hl-
though Ct ie recegntmf Neat it may not
~ be poadbte Co rdsut such devices
aif completely f Tr. 974-9;
Q&!, evaluation shouM @elude ooustd-
~ sation ef appsopriate preesrrtlons which
carr be Cakssr to fnacNvate l2ae devioe or
cttseevrtse mtnhrsbm er avotd the haaarvL

Theone rraeurce earentgat io any &ver
on msy dive is air er oCher breatMng gas.
Both the p~ and tare standard re-
qrdre a reserve breathing gas supply: the

phrrrning called for ln the standard
Should inClude canelderattOn of suCh fee-
lers as depth «nd duration of dive, work
load�anticipated bottom time, breathing
equipment, and gas handSng and recla-
mation capability,

consideration of thermal protection
@eludes protective clothing and other
measmes wtdch may be necessary to keep
the diver's body temperature in relative
thermal balance. Both hypothermia and
hyperthermia can be problems in diving,
ht the hearing, there was testimony that
spectCc thermal protection requirements
shauiri be included in the standard  Tr.
90, 140, 1S5, 789, 755; Comments R, V:
Kx. 154. p. 27! . However, because of the
complexity of this subiect and the tn-
deCnite state of the art, 08HA has de-
terrntned that it is premature to regulate
further in this area because there is no
satbrfactory way to specify what steps
must be taken to achieve the goal of
diver thermal balance in the widely vary-
ing conditions which prevail in diving
operations, other than to require that
thermal requirements be csrefuDy con-
sidered before each dive  Tr. 2t!97-80;
ltx, 177, 179, p. 88-9! .

The repetitive dive designation or re-
sidual inert gas status of dive team mem-
bers must be considered because each
diver's rraidual gas obligation affects se-
lection of the proper decompression
table  Tr, 105, 748-9, 928-4. 94t!-1, 1109! .
Oonslderaticn of decompression pro-
cedures includes choosing a decompres-
rdon table suited to the depth and bottom
tbne, breathing rntxture, wortr load, and
water tea@!erature. Altttude corrections
must be applied to decarupression tables,
if appropriate. It is also appropriate to
review all appropriate emergency pro-
cedures.

The request for employee briefing
follows direcCIy from the task assess-
ment requhement and also derives from
the diving plan" requirement of the
proposal. To perform theh' work safHy,
dive team member must be toM in ad-
vance by the designated person-in-
charge about the tadrs to be undertaken,
safety proced!ures for the diving mode,
unusual hasan% or environmental con-
ditions. as weIl as any modMcations to
the safe practices manual necessitated
hy the speciQc diving operation This is
currently a widespread practice within
the industry  Kx, 178, p. 52-3!, and the
need for pre&ive Instruction of the dive
team was testified to at the hearings CZr.
l~, 186!. 'Xhe dive team members
must also be asked to disclose any cur-
rent problems affecting physical fitness
and be told the procedures for reporting
phystcaI problems or adverse physio-
logical etfecta during the Nve. Ths,t af-
fhnmtive requtrement iollows from the
requirement cancerrdng temporary im-
pafrrnente or eonditbnrs in the persormel
section of the standard, In response to
other testimony, however, tt Is considered
unnecessary snd impractical to require
that the brtefbrg atways be tn writing
 Tr. 148$-4t!, &89-510I, 1735-7, 1749,
1087-81 Comment, R!, Rather, an oral
brteftng ts conrddered suf5ctent to satisfy
the goal served by this requirement, and
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may in fact be preferaMe to a written
dive plan tn many cases because of the
greater 'oppartuxdty afforded for group
die cusslan, coordination, and inter-
chanle. In conjuction with this require-
ment, the safe practtcea manual wMch
is a written document and generally ap-
plicable to all diving operations ls to ba
available to dive team members at the
«Hva location.

The equlprnent inspection requirement
prior to each dive derives from a com-
parable provision fn the proposal and rel-
atess dfrectly to the equipment checklist
require«nant in the safe practices man-
ual, which was the subject of testimony
 Tr, 138, 180-1!. It syecKes that the
breathfng supply system including re-
serve breathing gas supplies, masks, hel-
mets, thermal protection, aud bell han-
dling mechanism  when appropriate! be
inspected prior ta each diving operation.
Items singled out for pre-dive equipment
fnspectton are those whfch are critical
for the safety af the dive operation;
however, this list fs not intended to be aH
inclusive. It is expected that the items
of equipment included fn the check list
which require visual inspection wtH vary
depending on mode and individual com-
pany policies. An issue was raised at the
h~ con~ employer-provided
versus emplayee-awned equipment and
whether the diver or designated person-
fn-charge should be responsible for the
required pre-dfve equipment inspection
 Tr, 138 ~ 181, 1127-9, 1394, 173~, 1798-
9, 2193; Ex. 178, p. 80-2! . However, the
standard's inspection requirement recog-
nizes no such distinction, The employer
is responsible for overall compliance and
a designated person ts in charge of each
diving operation: how particular func-
ttons required by this standard are ap-
portfoned or delegated is the employer's
responsibility, sa Iong ss the perform-
ance required by the standard is met.

The standard requfres the internation-
al cade flag "A" to be displayed at the
dive location on structures other than
va«sais which are situated fn areas whfch
support marine traffic. As of July 15,
1977, a similar w Lrntng display require-
m«mt applies to aH diving operatfans sup-
ported fram vessels, pursuant to Con-
gressional ratification of the "Interna-
tt«mat Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea 1972, Rule 27." The
further requirement that the warning
dtspIay be fHumfnated at night is re-
sponsive ta testimony  Tr. 21W7; Com-
ment N!. Othe warning displays such
as the American diva flag raay sttH be
flown, but nat in Iteu of the interna-
ttanal code flag "A".

The xaqutxament that diving opera
ttons be coordinated with other activities
fn the vicinity which are likely to inter-
fere with the divfng Operatton corxa-
span& to the "hazards to diving opera-
tf«ras" requirement of the propceaf, which
was generaQy supported in the hearings
 Tr. 138, 1733!. The purpa««e of such
co«rdfxuLtfon fs to make appropriate ar-
rangements to mtnhntse hazards to the
dfve teaxn. Nearby blasting, movemexxt of
surface veasah, «r m«msnent of mata-
rfaIs directly over the diva location wouM

%JLKS AND IEGVMTIONS

be «xamples «f such activities. In ra-
spon«e to testimony, the requfrement has
been modified to require aaordinattan
only with those activities tn the vtctntty
which are '%kely" to tnterfexa with the
diving operation, and not with aH op-
erations that "may" fntarfere; the warn-
ing display should be sufficient notice to
such other activities to stay cfear of the
diving operation  Tr. 2037-4! .

7. yV.acedxrex «f««rt««9 dfle  I I 9f 0,422! .
The requirements in this section relate
prim««rtty ta procedures which umst be
faHovred between the time the diver en-
ters and the time the diver leaves the
water.

The requirements for water entry and
exit are similar to that of the proposal,
although a greater measure af specificity
has been introduced by requiring that the
xueans provided be "capable af support-
ing the diver" and that they "extend be-
low the water surface" when the diver
ts exiting  Tr. 739-41, 927, 1927! . In con-
junction with this modification the
proposal's provision on "posittonfng"
 formerly 5 1910.421 s! ! has been de-
leted since the concept of a stable work
platform is embodied to a great extent
in the final standard's requirement for a
means of entry and exit which is capable
of supparting the diver. In some situa-
ttons, depending on sea state and other
factors, a diver's entry into and exit fram
the water can be extremely hazardous,
as evidenced from the hearing record
 Tr, 849, 2203!. Recommendations in-
cluded requiring an open-bottom beH
 Tr. 849! or a stage for aH mixed-gas div-
ing  Tr. 740!. There was also testimony
that the British require a skip, stage, or
basket which ts incapable of turning over
 Tr. 2203!, However, because there are
a large number of passible alternatives
for different operattans under a varfety
of circumstances, precise means have nat
been specified  Ex, 178! . As written. the
requirement permits discretion, depend-
ing on sea state, diver dress, stress or
fatigue, or any other factor whfch might
affect the «frtvar's abfHty to enter or
exit the water safely, so long as the
means provfded are capable of support
ing the diver. Buch means might range
from a stable work platform fn the case
of a BCUBA diver in calm water, to a
ladder for a diver tn a Itgh~t dfvtng
outfit. or a stage and winch for a diver
fn heavy gear who may be carrying sev-
eral hundred pounds of suft and equip-
ment aud has greatly limited mabjtttty.
The latter stt,uatfon relates clasely to the
standard's requirement for an fnwater
stage far heavy-gear diving as weH as
for mixed-gas diving, discussed below.
BtmHarIy, tha pravfstan requiring that
the means for exitfng the water exten«t
below the water ts a recognftian that
divers are often fatigued at the comple-
tion of a dive  Tr. 927! . This fact, aom-
bfned with the weight they carry, neces-
sitates that whatever means are provided
be eaatly acoe«z«tbla to the dfvar upon
surfacfng. This is even more critical fn
the case of an injured diver, for whom,
the standard, lfke the px«eosal, raqzdxas
a means to be provided for azsfstsLuae
from the water; for example, ~ hofst

mfght ba required to help a tender assist
a disabled ever into a beH,

The requirement for an operational
tw'0-way voice cauun«rnicattan
between each surface~uppl fed
mixed-gas diver and a dive team mem-
ber at the dive location or beH  when
provided or required! ts essentially the
same as the proposal's requirement for
communication between the diver and
the tender, whfch was broadly supported
at the hearings  Tr. 135, 141, 822, 719,
783, 200, 1739-40! . The requirement, for
two-way voice cammuntcatian between
the bell and the dfve location is also a
particular applfcattan of the proposal's
requirement and equaHy necessary to
the safety af the operation. Pull sfgnats
are not considered an adequate substitute
for voice communication; the only ex-
ception to this rule is 8CUBA diving,
where reliable vota: cammunfcatfans are
nat generally an avaHable or technologi-
cally feasible alternative  Tr, 783!. The
requirement for operatfanai twa-way
communfcatfons at the dive Iacattan ta
obtain emergency assistance is cs-
sentiaHy the same as that whtch ap-
peared in the "emergency atd" require-
rnent of the proposal. The need for this
requirement was supported tn the hear-
fng record  Tr. 135, 720! and is in con-
sonance with au exfsting Coast Ouard
requirement for vessels <Tr. 822, 720! .

The ~utrements that appropriate
decompression fables be at the dfve loca-
tion and a depth-time profHe be made
for each diver and maintained for the
duration of the dive are basically the
same requirements as those whfch ap-
peared fn the proposal's "pressure ves-
sel for human occupancy  PVKO!" and
"employer's record of dives" provisions.
The tables are necessary to decompress
the dfver within prescribed limits ar to
assure that the dfver remains withfn the
no-decompression Ifmtts. Matntafning a
record of the dive prafHe, including any
b~8 gas changes, enables the
designated person-fn-charge or the dive
team member managing the decompres-
sion to determine tf the diver ts staying
within the no-decamprassion Hmfts, ar
fs being decamp~ or compressed in
accordance with the planned decompres-
sion table  Tr. 1548-9! . The proposal's
raqufremant for automatic recording af
tbne and depth for divas deeper than
190 fsw' and for all mixed-gas «Hves has
been deleted because testimony indicated
that automatic recorders were unreliable
for field use  Tr. 194, 1381-2, 1942-4; Ex.
178, p. 75! . cannot be used to calculate a
diver's decoraprasaton oblfgatfan  Tr.
147~. 1847: Ex. 178, p. 75!, and would .
not increase the diver's safety  Tr, 853,
1647, 1780-1; Ex. 178, p. 75!. Therefore,
the required information may be
recorded by whatever means and in
whatever form the employer deems ap-
propriate so fang as the dive profile is
raatntainad accurately.

The xaqutxaments for hand-held
power tools ara shear to those ln the
pxapassf. Requiring that hand-held
ahctrfcaI tools and equipment be de-
anergfsed before being placed fnto ar
ratrfsm5 from the water is a good safety
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precaution against shock becassse a diver age from I3C recti5ers! ts physdohogfa&y
in the water ts fscuss sreed bs a oon&scttve mme hasassteats than HC However, teett-
snedfum wjhich diverts atrcvy cssrrente; mony indicated that DC secttf less and
when a tool ts he'll eut of tgse crater by AC snactdnes have been vridely and
a partially hnmeraed diver, the ectly path safety used ln ssnderwater welding CTr.
for ~ current is through the diver's $844-9. Ex, 138, 178, p. 04-5! Poet-hear-
body CKx. 178, p. 1�s, The requirement tng comsnents recocamessded ffsat this
for a oenstant pressure switch or oan- tssue should he investigated tertkaer he-
trol an the tool has been deleted in.ac- cause the Marhl Board b! at ~ re-
cordance vstth testimony <Kx. 178, p. 92!, oonsfdertng the matter  Rx, 46P; Com-
Itisnot alwaysneseceasrythat thesetools meat K!. O8HA has, therefore, deter-
be eosstrelled from We dive location. vatned that it would be Premature to
There %s a requirement howeVer, that if prahlb}t the use of alf!ernathsg current
Power ts supplied from the dive location, scssd secttfled direct current for ender-
the tools nat be energized usstfl the diver water weldhsg at this time.
reqzassts that Ihey be turned on. This The explosives requirements are shnl-
pnsvfcdan assures that these tools or lar to those ln the proposal. Ho serious
equipment will ssot be supp@ed vrith bnues were raised concerning this sec-
power when it is not wanted or the diver tian and consequently little testimany
is nat ready. was presented an the subject. There was

The welding and burning requirements general testimony, however, concerning
the hazardous nature af tmderwater

the ProPosal, The requirement foracur- demohtton and thc need for skill and
rent supply swltdh to interrupt the cur- knOW1edge in handling explosives CTr.
rent fhsw to the welding or bursshsg elec- %0-4! . The req sirements of this section
trode is neocsmsry to control the power are addressed to the need for proper
aupplied to the weMing equipment CTr. handling, storage, and use of explosives
4�3! . The tending requirement ts h!- and the haxard of premature detcsnattan
tended to enable the tender or person- when the diver is still in a posNon of
hsmharge te operate the equipment and
oversee the operation at all ttsnes; voice T7!e requirement concerning the term-
oommunication is essential to operations tnation pf dives brings together several
of this type because of the need for oo- concepts which were explicit or implicit
ordination between the power supply at jn the proposaL Termination refers only
the dive location and the diver working to the working interval of the dive: de-
ucsderWater CRx. 12B, p. Cfg, 332!. The Compression praeedures Shauld nOt be
ewicch has to be bs the open Position omitted if this practlr.e would add greatly
except during the ~ weMtng ao that to the diver's overaU physical rjsk. Ter-
power is uot supplied to the welding o mfnatjon of a dive at the diver's request.
burning equipment at either tfuses- Ttse restates the proposal's prohibition
groundbsg recsufrecncust ocsmes from ~e against making a diver dive unwHlingly
Proyoscd and serves to Protect agamst fTr 137 3gP7~!; it, js Presumed that the
the ~ of shock te the diver cBx. diver would only request termination in
I2B p 88, 232!. The recfufrements for the event of serjocss dffnculty. If a diver
proper ~on and for equfpznent ~ fails to respond correctly to cammunica
pahle of carryiug the maximum current tgons or signals the dive shouhl be ter-
are also addressed to the shak hasssrd snfuated because of the likelihood that
fTr. glf!, 1743-4, R !lg; Rx. XQB, P, 66, ~ethh,g ts wrong with the diver, who
231-2!. X'estiuusny supported tbe safety ~ be unccsnsct acs, csat of hreathfng

ed  T. 844-7,
also pointed osct that emptoy«s canna 883'! Requdring that thesvorkinginterval
~ure that the diver underwater will h te' fnated when communications are
wear them  Tr. 1745, 3018! The ventIng ~ g e'en the diver and a dive team
flooding or purging requirement. derf~ ~ber at the dive location csr bell <et-
fracu the prapasal and iS directed to the th m Or Itne Pug�az appsepriate! iS
possjbility of exphsst m tn enche a ccsrolary te the standard's two-way
spaces containing fhusuna~ v~ o ~ucdcatfon requirement
wh ~v~~b g ~~eby ~ s~ ~m~ d~ the
the appifca~n of hot-work and ignited dh,~ ~unhssticsn is essential
 T 2cue. x* 1&L P. 84. K 178, p. portb the diver ~ST. B~ ~ the
9~! . There have been ~ acctdcmts, hh h potential foe hcssards to the diver in
caused by expkoeives of th ~~e ~ livehoattng ope~, a ahnihu termi-
44B ! Closed comps srtmenta, ~c~ ssattcm rosdsion is
and pipeifncs already under flow ~ h' ~~on is hast between the decdgnated
2!ot tapphuf ogeu'~- are ~ y lscmssn t cdsarge msd the pma m c
clefhsitfoa and 22scsregoze csseet this ~ the vessel tss these ofsezations.
re tujren cent.Th issue of hath not the stand ~ the dive must he tersssfnated
ard should prahjMt the use cf alternate when the diver begtne to use the diver-
ourrent kkC! sveidjssg machfnm assd di carried reserve ol' when the dive-location
rect current TDC! rectifters ln under reserve breathing gas caspfdy ts seduced
water vrcgdlng was raised a3 the hear %san alaossnt sufficient only toescpp]y the
hsgs. 'Zhe NIOBE debument fxx. 12B p 4kweredurtng deoceapsessstcsn, Ttsfsfclows
281! and thelfattnnal Academy uf Sct Oem She proposal's reserve breatfsing
maes Marine Board ~fort, entftbzl gas emptily soqutresnesste. Because the
Uaderu~ter ZicctcfcsLl~ prsu:tlces, dive~arrter reserve HEI- sut bottge!,
recxennMcuf 3!gcMhNNu ~ 3heae ma the manual atr reserve valve f J valve! of
shines because Af: curten3 TCe AC leak- a 8CtJSh cylinder and the reserve supply

available in heavy-gear dress are suf5-
cient for only $-4 minutes depczuijng an
depth, it is isssp watlve that the diver
stop work tssusMcUately anci seek refuge
csr another source ef breathing gas. Sim-
Qarjy, when the dive-location reserve
sscpply is reduced to a level which vill
only support the divers during decom-
prescdon, the working interval must cease
end the diver must begin decompression,

8, PostMioe procedures � 2910.423! .
This sectkm is concerned with procedures
whtch must be foQowed after the comple-
tion of a dive. The requirement concern-
lcsg pass-dive precautions fs similar in
mast respects to that of the proposal. The
steps to be taken must include checking
the diver's physical condition and watch-
ing for signs and symptoms of decom-
preastcm sickness. This requirement ap-
plies to all divers because of tesimony
that there may be sufncient inert gas in
the tissues of a no-decompression diver
to warrant post-dive surveillance  Tr.
822!, After completion of a decocnpres-
aion dive, the diver must also be in-
structed to report any physical problems
or adverse physiological effects, including
aysnptoms of ~ressjon sickness.
Similarly, the diver must be advised of
the location of an available decompres-
sion chamber. Decompression sickness
symptoms may not be apparent until sev-
eral hours after the dive, at which time
the dive team may no longer be at the
dive location. In such a situation, the
diver should know exactly what to do to
obtain proper treatment, Instruction on
the hazards of flying after decompression
diving derives from the proposal and
testimony jn support of the provision  Tr.
f�6, 1208, 1737!, although omission of a
time or altitude limitation reflects evi-
dence that the state of the art in this
area is not sufficiently developed to pre-
scribe specific restrictions  Tr. 822.
1323, Ex. 178, p. 76-8!. Zn addition, for
those dives which require the presence of
a decompression chamber, the diver must
he instructed to remain awake and tn the
vicinity of the chamber for at least one
hour after the dive including decompres-
sion or, if appropriate, treatment  Tr.
1104, 1472-3!. These requirements are
comparable to slmHar provisions jn the
proposal, and reflect a recognitlan that
delayed decompression effects can occur,
and that sleep may conceal the onset of
symptoms of decompression sickness,

The requirements for decocapression
chambeis derives from the pressure ves-
sel for human occupancy  PVHO! sec-
tion of the proposal, The acronym PVHO
is a general term encompassing any pres-
sure vessel designed to be occupied by a
human heing, Because of the potential
ccmfusion in using a term which is cur-
rently not used in the industry, "PVHO"
has been omitted fram the standard  Tr,
1486-8; Rx. 178, p 84!. Pressure vessels
for human occupany other than decom-
pression chambers  e.g., closed bells and
perscuuMl traxuder capsules! are not spe-
cifically addrer ed in this standard ex-
cept in respect to Choir recompremion
eapabUity. As dedned in the stamhud, the
term decompceslfon chamber ls used to
mean any pressure vessel, whether deck
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chamber or beII/deep diving system, used
for the purgeseaf treatment.

The standard requfree a decompres-
sion ctuLmber to be reedy for uee at the
dive Iocatkm for any Nve which Ie out-
side the no-decompression limits or
deeper than 100 fsw. Thr sughout the
standard, the no-decompression 1tmite
and 100 fsw are used ae s dividing line
for the hnposition of certafn requires
ments which are made mandatory onlv
outside these limits. For Instance, the
requirements concerning standby divers
and diver-carried reserves, as well ss the
requirements for a decompression cham-
ber, sre based on these limits. This tler-
fng of the standard reflects a determina-
tion that there is an increasing level of
hazard associated with dives outside
these limits. Decompression dives are
deeper or longer than no-decompression
dives. and they subject-the diver .to
greater exposure thnee and increase the
likelihood of diver fatigue and decom-
pression sickness. These dives msy also
involve greater operational complexitv.
Triune is aho a relationship between
depth and increasfng hazard. The diver
ts more frequently exlaseed to colder
water on deep dives, and fe constantly
sub]ected to the added risks of greater
preelne and pressure changes. All of
these factors contribute to the increased
stress associated with depth.

OSHA recognizes that, decompression
chambers involve relatively efgnfflcsnt
cost outlays and are sometimes cumber-
some to transport, but their Importance
to diver safety Is clear  Tr, 809, 817,
1272!, Decompression chambers serve
two primary functions. First they provide
the only effective therapy � recompres-
eion � for decompression sickness snd
embolism. Second, decompression cham-
bers are used for surface decompression,
to reduce the amount of time the diver
must be exposed underwater  Tr. 1272!.
Testhnony on the issue of when to re-
quire s decompression chamber resulted
in a nmnber of alternative suggestions
 Tr. 61, 181, 229-30, 239-40, 314-15, 397,
433, 598, 608-9, 720, 737, 747-4, 927-8,
969, 1645, 1941; Ex. 144, 145, 147, 154,
p, 26 178, p, 65 Comment A!. These
ranged from s statement reco~
that a decompression chamber could be
useful on all dive sitee regardless of depth
or conditions  Tr. 229!, to s recommen-
datlon that it be required at 132 fsw if
more than 30 minutes of ascent time is
involved in the dive  Tr. 315!. Other
testhnony supported the concept of s
combination of time and depth as s de-
terminant for decompression chamber
avsilsbflity  Tr. 61! . Other epeciflc
depth-time combination recommenda-
tions included from any mixed gss dive,

or dive deeper than 66 fsw decompression
dive  Ex, 12B, p. 70!, to 60 or 70 fsw and
sny decompression dive  Tr. 1941, 1972!,
to 120 few  Tr. 720!. By eettfng a depth
limit of 100 fsw in addition to the no-
dscompreseion/decompression cut-off.
OSHA has attenipted to weigh the con-
flictin evidence and hae chosen the
Ihnlt which had the widest support fn the
record  tr. 88, 181, 230, 608, 968; Ex. 154,
p. 26; Cctnment V!. By adding a depth
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limit to the decompreeefon chamber re-
qufremsstt the st Ludard eete a ~d
depth at which all divfng operations wiII
requhe a chamber, eliminating the safety'
hasaxC inherent fn operations which are
phLnned b gow that depth to xs~ccsn-
pressfon Hmfte without an  mme cham-
ber, but which exceed these limits when
the Job is actually carried out  Ex. 178,
p, 85!. While it is dNlcult for s single
rule to take into account sll conditions
where a decompression chamber might
be needed. OSHA believes that this pro-
vision will result in recompression capa-
bilfty being available for the great ma-
jority of diving situations where the
probability of its befng needed ie greatest

Most, if not all, decompression cham-
bers currently used in the fleld should
already meet the 6 ATA requirement
 Tr, 193!, The requirement for a sur-
face treatment cspsbflity to the maxi-
mum depth of the dive for dives exceed-
ing 300 fsw can be met by s Iarge-
capacity deck decompression chamber,
or s closed beII equipped for treatment,
or a closed bell capable of mating with
the chamber under pressure. A pressure
capability of 6 ATA fe suScient for most
decompression sickness treatment, but
recompression capability to the depth of
the dive is necessary for very deep dives
because of the possibfltty of having to
recnmpress a deep mixed-gas dfver to
the depth of the dive to carry out effec-
tive treatment  Tr, 192-3!. If a beII or
deep diving system ie used as a decom-
presefon chamber, it must meet the
other requirements for decompression
chambers ss weil.

The tres,tment chamber must be dual-
lock  two compartments! eo that sup-
plies and personnel may be transferred
into and out of the main compsrtxnent
 Tr. 950 � 1!. Multiplsce means that at
least the main compartment must be
large enough to accommodate and de-
compress two persons  a diver and an
attendant! simultaneously  Ex. 178, p.
66! . Ttie requfrement that the chamber
be located within 5 minutes of the dive
location ie in consonance with the pro-
posal's requirement that the chamber be
"ready for use" and wse supported in
testimony  Tr. 738, 1091! . The require-
ment that the chamber be located with-
in 5 minutes of the dive locatfon is
necessary because the surface decom-
pression tables are commonly designed
to be used with equipment which meets
@fs criterion  Tr. 193! .

The requirement, for a pressure gauge
for each compartment capable of being
pressurized follows from the dual-lock
requirement and also derives from the
depth gauge requirement of the propos-
al; it is comparable to the requirement
that s depth gauge be used for each dive.
A separate pressure gauge for each com-
partment is essential for dual-lock
chambers to control pressure in each of
two chambers ff two divers are befng
treated in different locke, or if personnel
have been transferred from outsfde snd
must be brought to the Pressure of the
inner lock  Tr. 170, 1069; Rx. 128, 42,
178; Comment N!.

The built-in-L I-stvstem re-
quirement derfves from the same section

of the proposal, but hss been made man-
datory in response to testimony that all
surface decompression and treatment
tables in existence today are designed to
uee oxygen as an internal part of the de-
oompreesion or treatment process  Tr.
181, 1069, 1073, 12'12: Ex. 178, p, 110!,
The requirement for voice communica-
tion between chamber occupants and
supPort personnel allows monitoring of
a diver undergoing decompression or
treatment, and is identical to the pro-
posal'e requfrement. A viewport is es-
eentfal eo that chamber occupants can
be o4uevef when in the chamber; this
provtsfon also appeared in the proposal.

The requirement that the chambers
be capable of illumination to permit
observation of occupants and essential
equipment is basic to the operation snd
tending of the chamber snd its occupants
from the outside  Tr, 1700, 1069!.

The requfreinent that treatment tables,
oxygen or other treatment gss, and
suflicient breathing gss to pressurize the
chamber during treatment be present
when treatment is conducted reflects the
need to treat divers with pressure-related
Illnesses or Inlurfes snd ie based on
testfmony that proper and prompt trea t-
ment must be available to divers under
such circumstances  Tr. 199. 1073, Ex,
176, p, 110! . The requirement that a dive
team member be available to operate the
chamber for one hcur after a dive derives
from the proposal's requirement that s
chamber operator be svsGsble to operate
the chamber and that divers should re-
main in the vicinity of s chamber for one
hour after completion of a dive. This
provision reflects the fact that decom-
pression sickness msy occur within ap-
proximately an hour of surfacing; a
chamber without a qualified operator
would be of no help to a diver needing
treatment and could itself pose a hazard
 Tr. 1077-8! .

The requirement to maintain a recmd
of dives is similar to the one in the pro-
posal. The heating record indica,tes that
keeping dive records is industry practice
 Tr. 794-5, 801, 1549, 1575! snd supports
the need for accurate dive records  Tr,
1546-7!. The msfn difference between
this requirement and the proposal's is
that certain items of information are
required to be kept for all dives, and
other information must be kept only for
dives which are outside the no-decom-
pression limits, deeper than 100 fsw or
fnvolve mixed gas, snd others must be
kept only for dives in which decompres-
sion sickness is suspected or its symptoms
evidenced. Dive records are particularly
relevant to accident reconstruction,
determining individual diver sensitivities,
and for making necessary operational
adjuetmente in decompression proce-
dures. The recordkeeping requirement
for shallow water dives has been reduced,
as recommended by evidence in the
record  Conunents A, 8!. M addition,
the detafls of underwater and surface
e mditione have been modifie and need
only be approximate  Tr. 1757-8; Ex.
178 p. 78-4!. The breathing gae profil
and the residual inert gas obligation of
each diver at the beghming of the dive,
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in addition to the depth-time prafQe has
been included in the list of required in-
formation for dive» deeper than 100 fsw.
outside the no-decompression limits,. or
using mixed gss to provide a compete
r x:ord of the essential dive information
 Tr. 1582! . The approach which I2!e
standard takes toward reducing the in-
cidence of decompression sickness is
based on assessment of the psst per form-
ance of tables and procedures, and
consequently relies on the availability of
records such as these.

Employers are required to keep accu-
rate records of those decompression dives
in which decompression sickness is sus-
pected or symptoms are evidenoed. These
records are to include the depth and time
of onset and description of decompres-
sion sickness symptoms. and the descrip-
tion snd results of tres,tment. Many com-
panies already keep such records  Tr.
1545-8, 1560-2! and the offshore diving
industry where the impact of this provi-
sion is likely to be greatest generally
recommends such a recordkeeping pro-
gram  Ex. 178, p. 74-5! . Tlds requirement
is in addition to the required investlga-
Cion, evaluation and appropriate correc-
tive action required in the decompression
procedure assessment section.

The stands,rd's requirements for de-
compression procedure as a>ament refIect
the testimony and comments received
in connection with the proposal's "de-
compression table assessment" section.
The evidence presented by experts in
the field of decompression indicated that
the present state of decompression table
development, performance, and verifica-
tion is not sufficiently advanced to war-
rant inclusion of specific numerical fleld
performance criteria of the type which
appeared in the proposal  Tr. 300-403! .
However, the record does support a pro-
gram of recordkeeping, investigation and
evaluation of each incident of decom-
pression sickness, with corrective action
to be taken, after evaluation of the in-
cident, to reduce the probability of recur-
rence of decompression sickness  Tr. 321,
886-7, Ex, 1'78, p. 89-91!. The factors to
be considered in the required investiga-
tion are 'the relevant information con-
tained in the dive record, including such
factors ss work, temperature, diver' s
repetitive status, consideration of the
past performance history of the decom-
pression table in question, snd the indi-
vidual susceptibility of the diver, since
these would be necessary to any inves-
tigation to determine what corrective
action would be appropriate. The ad-
vantage of this approach compared to
the criteria method oi' the proposal is
that this approach requires every inci-
dent of decompression sickness to be
assessed without waiting for the number
ef incidents to exceed a, prescribed nu-
merical ceiling  Tr. 309, 327!. Because
the- perfonnance criteria concept' hss
been deleted, the need for s decompres-
sian assessment, advisory committee, sn
ides which was explored by the panel
of expert witnesses at ihe hearings  Tr.
328, 341!, ts not being pursued by OSHA
at this time. However, after sufflcient ex-
perience with the standard's decompres-
sion asseement provision has been
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gained, OSHA will seelr. to have the data
reviewed and endeavor to reevaluate its
regulatory approach in this area of con-
cern.

The decompression procedure assee-
ment section is designed to aid employers
in the evaluation of the fleld perform-
ance of their decompression procedures
 Tr. 311. 305!. It is believed that such
evaluation will lower the incidence of
this occupational hazard, regardless of
diving mode or current Incidence, by
eliminating or modifying those tables
whose performance is not adequate and
by revealing other procedures o: condi-
tions which may be causing decompres-
sion sickness  Tr. 307!. OSHA antici-
pates that this requirement wIII result
tn continuing improvement, in decom-
pression tables and procedures so that
divers in the fleld can be protected to
the extent possible from the hazard of
decompression sickness.

9. SCUBA Diving  I 19 j0.424! . The
limits for SCUBA diving reflect testi-
mony as to industry practice and proce-
dure  Tr. 60-1, 779, '796 � 7, 851-2; Rx.
154, p. 80, 178, p, 80-1!, and NIOSH
and Ifavy recommendations  ETS Zx. 6,
1~9, Ex. 12B, p. 78-42!, Because the
SCUBA diver has a limited breathing
supply. does not generally have voice
communication, and is often not mon-
itored or controlled by surface support
personnel, more stringent, limits than
those for surface-supplied air diving are
considered appropriate to this mode  Tr,
1391, 1408!. These factors have caused
OSHA to limit commercial open-circuit
SCUBA diving operations to depths shal-
lower than 130 fsw. Although some testi-
mony was presented to OSHA recom-
mending an extension of the SCUBA
depth limitation for divers using self-
propulsion devices  Tr. 60; Ex. 154, p. 31,
178, p. 81!, OSHA believes that the in-
creased risks associated with the greater
depths and s severely limited breathing
gas supply do not justify this extension,
particularly since most tasks can be more
safely accomplished using other diving
modes

The standard requires s decompres-
sion chamber ready for use at depths
deeper than 100 fsw or outside the no-
decompression limits. No distinction be-
tween SCUBA and surface-supplied div-
ing is made in this regard; and the
reasons for the requh ement are the
same.

Untethered SCUBA diving, i.e., where
the diver is not IIne-tended from the dive
location, has been prohibited against
currents greater than 1 knot, because
divers in such situations must exert, con-
siderable effort to swim upstream, and
the risk of disorientation snd running
out of breathing gas is a distinct hassrd
 Tr. 1391, 1408; ETS Ex. 8, I~9; Ex.
12B, p. 79-42!, This requirement does
not preclude work swimming with, rather
than against, the current. Similarly, the
requirement that a SCUBA diver not be
allowed to perform wort in enciosed and
physlcsRy con5ning spaces unless iine-
tended hss been included because cf the
danger of the diver's exhausting the
breathing gss supply before re ~g the
surface in circumstances where the pos-

sible risk of temporary entrapment or
disorientation Ik high  KTS Ex. 6,
1~17; Ex. 62!,

The procedures required for SCUBA
diving include a standby diver available
at the dive location while s diver is in
the eater, The purpose of a standby diver
is to be ready to sid a diver who needs
assistance In the water, This requirement
for the SCUBA mode is based on a rec-
ommendation made by the diving con-
tractors, who testified that SCUBA div-
ing is generally not as safe as surface-
supplied air diving, snd that requiring a
standby is an appropriate means of re-
ducing the hazards associated with this
mode  Ex. 178, p. 81!.

The requirement that the diver be sup-
ported by either a diver in the water in
continuous visual contact or a dive team
member line-tending from the surface
derives from the proposal's exception to
the communications requirement for
"buddy diving" in the SCUBA mode, and
is a clarification of the intent of that
provision. While line-tending the SCUBA
diver from the dive location is considered
preferable to buddy diving  Tr. 1391-2!,
it is recognized that the latter is an ac-
cepted practice and is relatively safe in
Hear and calm waters, such as should
prevail when there are currents less than
1 knot. The "in continuous visual con-
tact," restriction hss been added because
the safety advantage of having two div-
ers in the water tending each other
 buddy diving! is iost If this condition Is
not fulfllled; without visibility, divers
cannot tend each other adequately  Tr.
79B!.

Stationing a diver at the underwater
point of entry to an enclosed or conflning
space wss a requirement of the proposal
which was endorsed as industry practice
in testhnony, and is necessary because of
the Incr~ danger of entanglement
or disorientation when diving in such
circumstances  Tr. 140, 791, 822!, The
diver at, the point of entry is required in
addition to sny standby diver at the dive
location. Because of the configuration
of many underwater structures, the diver
in a physicaBy confining space must be
able to rely on immediate assistance in
an emergency, particularly since in very
narrow spaces, such a diver may not be
able to carry an independent reserve
breathing supply. This is a psrticulariy
important requirement for line-tended
SCUBA diving in such circumstances
because of the limited sir supply.

The requirement that a diver-carried
reserve breathing gas supply with either
s manual reserve  J valve! or an inde-
pendent reserve cylinder be provided for
each diver allows alternative means of
carrying a reserve breathing gas supply
when diving in the SCUBA mode, such a
supply is essential to the safety of the
SCUBA diver  Ex 178 p 81! Requiring
that the manual reserve valve or supply
valve on the independent reserve cylin-
der be in, the closed position prior to
each dive is a safety precaution to as-
sure that the air reserve wfll not be
depleted Inadvertently during the dive
 ETS Ex. B~l; Kx, 12B, p. 141!.
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10, Surfcxce-supplied air cf f vf xx tx
<51f	4.42$!. The surface-supp1ied atr
diving Ifmfts are Che same as Chose which
appeared in the proposal; they were gen-

~ supported hy testimony <Tr. 142.
889-92; Ex. f78, p. 82!. Beyond these
Ifxnfts atr Nvtng ts considered unsafe
because of nitrogen narcosis.

'Xtxe stxLndsrd requires that a decom-
pression chamber be avatlahle snd ready
for use at Cbe dive location for any
surface-supp>ed str dive outside the no-
decompxessfon Ifmfts or deeper than 100
fsw: the SBQsQKS for stxch s requirement
sxe the same as thcxxe Nscussed in can-
nectfcm with the requirement for recom-

- ~n capabHity. 'The stan!lard sisa
requires the use of a 'beH for any dive
wtth an tnwater decompressian time
greater than 120 ndnutes, except when
txeavy gear is worn or diving ts conducted
tn phyefoally canttntng spaces. 'Itxe 120
xnfnute Itmtt for beH dfvfng, which ap-
~ tn the proposal, ts xxow xxpecfffed
ss "hxwster" decompression time t!e-
caase ft fs time actually spent tn the
water which most aft'sets the diver  Tr.
1574, 1952; Ex, 254, p. '81, 178, p. 83!.
'Xhe exceptions to the fxeH xequircnnexxte
have been xuodtffed to conform wfth tes-
timony m the record, Heavy-gear dtvfng
wfth an tnwster xfecompxusstan tfnxe tn
excess of f20 xxxfnutes ts~tted with-
out a bell because this type af gear
afforcts the dtver relatively greater pro-
tection <ETS E*. 8, I~1!. a d ts too
cumbersome to t!e used safely in con-
7unctfcm with an open-bottom beH. This
xnodfffcattcm accords wfth 4he 2GO8H
reccsnmendattcm  Rx. 12B, p. 82, 256!
and with testimony  Tr, 157, 100-1,
M!9, 197K. tgecond, the proposal's ex-
oeptian for "stxuctxxraHy enclosed dives"
hss been veworded as "phyelcaHy con-
fining spence" to make it clear that the
exception relates to .sny sp!xce whose
oonffguratfon is such that use ef the beH
is ~ous became of the ffkelibnc4 af
entanglement, ar infeasible because of
Lhe smaHness af the space  Tr. 848, 1298,
2951; Zx. 178, p. $2!. An easxnple of
such a situation would be fnspectfan er
work inside the structure of an offshore
phxtform, Ko depth requirements .are
established for the use of a closed beD
fn surface-supplied air diving, because
such cHving ls not pexmftted at the
depths st which the standard requires
closed beHs to be used, 'itxe depth limits
for closed bells are therefore dfscussed
in connection with mixed-gss diving.

The requtrement for each dfver to be
continuously tended whGe in the water
is a basic safety practice for surface-
suppffed sir diving. The requirement for
s diver io be stationed at the under-
water point cxf entry of an enclosed or
txhysfcaHy corxffxttng space ts included
for the same reasons as stated fn the
discussion ef HCUBA diving. The re-
quirements that there be a prfmary
breathing gas supply recognfsca the
most essentfal ccsxxponent of surface-
supplied atr diving. The system which
provtdes atr Le the surface-supplied
diver must have 'the tsxpcdxQtty to sup-
port all divers for the d!sratfon cxf 4he
planned dive fxxctudfng decompression.
 Ex. 12B, p. S8, 180!.

CURES AND 4&SULATJOh5

32ecause of the generally greater haz-
ards snd complexity ~ted with
delver or leaser Nves, the staxs5sxcX
spectffes Chat one member of the Nve
team shaH tend each Nver in the eater
for dives deeper fhsn 100 fsw or outside
the x!o-decamp~ Hmfts, I!ecsuse
She safety of the shiver could easgy be
aoxupmxntsed.tf the tender were.also xe-
eponcdbfe for tending a second diver.
This provtsfon ts supparted hy testhnony
<Tr. 925; Ex. 154, p. 24!.

XRxe oecfufremcuxt for a etandby diver
far all Nves deeper than MO Xsw snd
outside ghe no-cbxcompression limits is
~ to the zropossf's, The inclusian
of a depth factor tn this provision .is an-
other ~tfon by OSHA of the in-
oxeasfng-hsssxd associated with increas-
5xxg depth, Teethnany indicated that thts
gxrsatfae is essential to diver safety. <Tr.
sff0, 728,929! .

The requiremexxt for xL @iver-carrfesf
reserve breathing gas supply for surfsce-
xxupplfed atr Aves cfeeper than 100 fsw
xxr outside the no-decampression lixnits
derives from a comparable section tn
Me Ixroposaf snd has been amended to
«caord with testfmany recemmenNna
that ~ spec&city in this require-
snent would increase diver safety  M.
%0, 141, 187; Casement R!, xL diver-car-
ried reserve breathing gss supply is also
required tf a diver ts prevcxcxted by the
ccmffgurcxtfon of the dive area fram di-
x'ectly reachtng the surface, because of
Me greater risk ot' diver entrapment <Tr.
1927; Ex. 154! . 'The diver-carried re-

.serve required by the standard must, be
sufficient tinder x tsndsrd operating
conditions to allow the diver to reach the
surface or another source of breathing
gas, or to be reached by a st,andby diver,
Heavy-gear diving ts exempted from
these provisions, because the gear itself
carries fts awn reserve. There is also an
exemption where the physical space of
the dive area is such that a reserve sup-
ply cannot be carried safely.

The requirement for s dive-locsttan
reserve breathing gas supply at depths
deeper than 100 fsw or outside the no-
decompressian limits derives from the
reserve breathing gas supply section of
the proposal. The supply is intended ta
function as s surface reserve supply.
That this reserve system must be sutft-
cient to support the divers during de-
compression foHaws from the fact that
the working interval of the dive xnust be
terminated as soon ss the dive-location
reserve is reduced ta the amount needed
to, decompress any divers adequately.
%he working interval of s dive msy con-
tinue, however, if this reserve is itself
supplemented by sn additional reserve
supply. Thfs requirement interrelate s
with the requirement for s diver-carried
reserve suf5cient to get the Nver to s
beff or other underwater place of refuge
 which would have to be supplied by the
Nve-location system!, the surface  where
the diver xnsy xxeed a -cfecompxsssian
chamber supplied by the dive-location
system!, or te xsxpport the diver wh}le
awaiting a standby diver  who must be
supplied by the dive-locstton system!
<Ex. 12B, p. 84, 259! .

The requirements for an extra breath-
tng gas hose capable af supplying breath-
fng gas to the diver in the water and
-avail&le to the standby diver at the df ve
tncatton when heavy gear is worn for
tftves deeper than 100 fsw or outside the
xxo-decompression limits ts important
t!ecsuse the established way' to rescue the
diver whose breathing gas supply has
t!een Tost 1s by sending a standby diver
xvtth s spare hose whfch is either at-
tached to s secondary supply or contains
en emergency afr reserve. Ta be effective,
the standby dive must also have the nec-
essary tools ta attach the spare hose  Tr.
tfgg; Ex, 12B, p, 84! . Bfxnffsrly, an tnws-
ter stage fs provided for heavy-gear div-
tng outside these diving limits. This wiH
limit the fatigue ta which s heavy-gear
diver is subject by providing a place when
the diver csn rest and fram which s re-
serve breathing gss supply may be sus-
pended <Tr. 157, 190-1, 550! .

11. JRffzed-pas dtvixxg  l I 910.426! .
3iXfxed gss must be used ss the breathing
gss for any dive which exceeds the depth
snd bottom time limits for surfsced-sup-
plied str diving. This requirement is un-
changed fram the one in the proposal,
and the need far mixed gas st least st
these limits ts genersUy recognized.

A xfecompresstan chamber is required
for sll mixed-gas dives because of the
greater likelihood of decompression sick-
ness associated with this diving xnode
 Tr, 283-4; Ex, 12B, p. 70, 238! . In ad-
dition, diving belLs are required for such
diving below 220 fsw or if the inwster de-
compression time exceeds 120 minutes,
snd closed bells are required below 300
fsw, with exceptions made when heavy
sear ts worn in the 220-300 fsw and the
over 120 minute in water decompres-
sion ranges, snd far diving in physically
confining spaces, The basic depth lhntts
for mixed-gas diving with s bell ap-
peared in the proposal, and are sup-
ported in the record  Ex. 154, p. 31!,
There was also testimony that belIs al-
xssys enhance lab safety  Tr. 695! and
some suggestion that bells should be-
come mandatory st depths as shallow
ss 165 fsw, as is required in Creat Brit-
s,in <ETS Ex. 7!; but contrary testimony
urged s lhnit of 350 fsw <Comment EE!,
Vllhfle the Association of Diving Con-
tractors manual paralle1s the bell limits
provision in many respects, the depth-
tixne cambinations af the manual would
cxn occasion lead ta different results  Tr.
176~, 1713-14; ETS Ex, 4!. Testimony
tn' the record, however, was mare con-
cerned with discussing what appropriate
exceptions ta the bell requirements
should be rather than taking issue v ith
the prescribed depth limits <Ex. 178, p.
82 � 3!, As in surface-supplied str diving,
exceptions are made for heavy-gear div-
ing and diving conducted tn physfcalIy
confwfng spaces. The exception for
heavy-gear diving does not extend deeper
than 300 fsw because the hazards asso-
ciated vzith such depths are not ofFset
by the relatively greater. safety advan-
tclges of heavy gear.

It should be noted that the standard
does not include the section froxn the
proposal on limits for oxygen partial
pressures, long-duration oxygen expo-
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sure, snd partial pressures of nitrogen.
~timony at the hearing was opposed
to the proposal's limits because such
limits were too conservative  Tr. 81.
647! ~ have not yet been dehnitively es-
tablished  Tr. 1332, 1348-9; Ex. 178, p.
87!, might interfere rather than en-
hance diver safety  Tr. 316, 647, 1392!,
and would prohibit a number of safe
and successful procedures  Tr. 317, 647,
1332, 1348-9!.

The procedures required for mixed-
gas diving are similar to those for sur-
face-supplied air diving and the same
rationale supports them, except that no
depth or time distinctions sre made with
regard to the requirements for a sepa-
rate dive team member to tend each
diver, s standby diver, and a dive-loca-
tion reserve breathing gss supply. This
is because mixed-gas dives are inher-
ently camplex operations. Regardless of
depth or time in the water, mixed-gas
diving presents a relatively greater risk
than does air diving. Aho, because of
the cumbersomeness of the gear and
the fatigue to which mixed-gas divers
are subject. an inwater stage is required
to be provided for all mixed-gss dives
deeper than 100 fsw or outside the no-
decompression limits without access to a
bell and for sll heavy-gear dives regard-
less of time or depth  Tr, 927!. As a
practical ~tter, however, most zuixed-
gas dives are conducted for times or at
depths at which the comparable require-
ments would be applied if the surface-
supplied air diving mode were used.

in the case of mixed-gss diving, the
requirements with regard to the amount
of breathing gas that must be available
is particularly significant because the
mixed-gas supply is fixed in quantity snd
must be either mixed at the dive 1ocation
or brought pre-mixed. Further, these
dives are likeIy to be longer snd deeper,
snd the likelihood of decompression sick-
ness is consequently greater, thus neces-
sitating relativeIy longer dependence on
the available breathing supply. More-
over, because the decompression cham-
ber is generally supplied with sir even
though the dive itself was on mixed gas,
both p~ and dive-location reserve
systems must include sufficient air ca-
pacity in addition to the mixed-ggs
supply.

12. Zivebo ttirtg � 1910.427!. Livebost-
ing is defined as the practice of support-
ing s surface-supplied air or mixed-gas
diver from s vessel which is underway.
Xt is considered to be one of the more
hazardous divings operations because the
vessel is moving snd the possibility exists
of the diver's hose becoming entangled in
the propeller  Tr. 741-2! . As in the pro-
posal, liveboating is limited by the sur-
face-supplied sir diving limits, although
mixed-gas may also be used to 220 fsw.
This represents a determination that
liveboating is too hazardous for greater
times or depths and corresponds with the
minimum time snd depth limits at which
use of a diving bell is required  Tr, 751,
1432; Ex. 154, p. 32! .. Smce Hveboating
cannot practically or safely be conducted
with a bell  Tr. 761; Ex, 178, p. 184!, it is
not permitted beyond these depths. There

RULES ANO REGULATIONS

are alternative methods of accomplishing
the same work tasks performed by live-
boating operations  Comment EE! . The
limit for decampression time has been
changed to "in water decampression
time," in accordance with testimony, snd
for the reason stated in the discussion of
the diving bell limits. The requirement
that liveboating not tie conducted in
rough seas has been made "rough seas
which significantl impede diver mobility
or work function" in response to sugges-
tions that this be specified  Tr. 750.
1144-5; Ex. 154, p. 32!, the determina-
tion of rough seas is therefore directly
related to their affect on the safe con-
duct of the operation. The prohibition
on diving in other than daylight hours
remains because of the excessive hasard
of liveboating in the dark, when the diver
and hose cannot be adequately
monitored.

The procedures required for liveboat-
ing apply in addition to those for sur-
face-supplied air or mixed-gas diving,
snd are necessitated by the particular
characteristics and relative hazards of
this technique. The standard requires
that the propellers of the vessel support-
ing liveboating be stopped before the
diver leaves the last water stap  Tr. 742!,
This is a necessary precaution against
hose entanglement, Secand, a device
must be used in all liveboating operations
to protect the diver's hose from acci-
dental entanglement with the vessel's
propeller. Suggestions for the necessary
device ranged from a propellor shroud
 Tr. 742! to a weighted fair lead system
 Tr, 930-2, 1703-4!, to an air tugger with
s heavy weight  Tr. 1430! . Some of these
devices are said to interfere significantly
with the vessel maneuverability and thus
to increase the ~  Ex. 178!, snd
other testimony indicates that using a
weight off the baw is ineffective  Tr.
Darr!, Because of the conflicting testi-
mony and the lack of Qrm data as to
which is the preferred method, the
standard does not specify which device
must be used, so long as a device or
apparatus is used to minim ac the haz-
ard of hose entanglement. Third, the
proposal's requirement for two-wsy com-
xuunicstion has been extended to include
such equipment between the designated
person-in-charge at the livebosting dive
location and the person controlling the
vessel from which the operation is sup-
ported  Tr. 1132, 1431!. This provision
allows the person-in-chsrge instant
communication with the vessel captain
should sn emergency such ss hose en-
tanglement occur. Finally, a standby
diver must be available snd a diver-
csrried reserve breathing gas supply must
be carried during sll liveboating opera-
tions in recognition of the relatively
greater hazard. particularly the risk of
entanglement inherently associated with
this diving technique. In addition, the
working interval of a lfvebasting opera-
tion must be terminated if communica-
tion is lost between the diver and the dive
location, or between the person-in-
charge snd the person controlling the
vessel. The general personnel require-
ments that each dive team member must

-be assigned tasks in accardar!ce with the
individual's experience and training, and
that the designated person-in-cha,rge
have experience snd training in the con-
duct of the assigned diving operation, are
of particular hnportsnce in Hveboating
 Tr. 741. 778-9, 1134, 1952!,

13. Zquiprsest  f9f0.430!, The equip-
ment section provides basic requh ements
for equipment essential to diving oper-
ations, The general requirement that
work done on or to equipment used in
diving operations be recorded is simoa,r
to the "equipment log" section of the
proposal. Such recording is basic safety
procedure; the failure to keep records
concerning such operations as equipment
modification, repair, testing, calibration
or maintenance service could constitute
a serious hasard to the health or safety
of the diver  Tr. 142-3!. The standard
-permits either tagging or logging of the
recorded informs,tion, whichever the em-
ployer 5nds more useful or appropriate,
in accordance with testimony  Tr, 2072,
Ex. 178, p. 112! . Requiring the recording
of the date snd nature of the work per-
formed and the name or initials of the
person performing the work should pro-
vide the basic information necessary to
ascertain the conditions of the equip-
ment in question and whether or not it is
in need of maintenance, testing. or re-
placement. The record, i.e� log or tag,
must be kept until replaced by a sub-
sequent, up-to-date record or when the
equipment to which the record refers is
withdrawn from service, because that
is the period in which the record will
be useful to the employer and employees,

The air compressor system require-
ments are simHsr to the proposals. The
standard specifies that compressors must
be equipped with a volume tank, The
volume tank requirement is essentially
the same as in the proposal, except that
a drain valve has been included in the
list of required items, in accordance with
testimong  Tr. 977: Ex, 128, p. 37! . The
check valve prevents loss of sir from
the volume tank if the compressor fails;
the pressure gauge tells how' much pres-
sure is available, and the relief valve
prevents excessive pressure buildup in
the vessel. The drain valve can be used
to drain water from the volume tar!k.
The requirement that air compressor in-
takes located in an area away from ex-'
haust and other contaminants is a basic
and undisputed requirement designed ta
protect the purity of the diver's breath-
ing sir.

The air purity standards of the pro-
pasai reflect a.cancern with the quality
of breathing air in diving operations,
which was testified to bv several divers
 Tr. 781, 898, 1054-5, 1037-9!. The con-
taminant levels contained in the pro-
posal have been revised, however, in ac-
cordance with testimony and the new
U.S, Navy air purity standards for divers,
which indicate that 20 ppm for carbon
monoxide and 1000 ppm for carbon di-
oxide are acceptable exposure levels for
divers  Tr, 83, 317-20, 667-4� 1647, 1657-
69; Ex. 178, p. 106-7, Ex. 181! . The pro-
posal's hydrocarbon Hmlt of 5 mIHtgrams
per cubic meter has been defined as ail
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mist as reoasnmended in tes~  Tr.
569-71; .Kx. 178, p. 106-7!. Where the
air sample should be taken is an impor-
tant factor tn determining air purity
 Tr, 19 i-5! Rxsgutrjng sxunpljxxg at the
connectian to the distribution system al-
lows air to be monitored near where tt
«nters the ~ i.e., diver's hex' or
chamber. This 3xxxxvjdes a lxuer indica-
tion of 7xhat the diver is breathing. axe
exclusion fram oQ mist testize of air de-
livered by compress+ra which do not qse
oQ for hxbrjcation is in accordance «ith

- testimony that such testing is unneces-
sary, and the use of such nan-etl lubri-
cated compressors-should be encoxxraged
 Tr. 167; Ex. 11LB, p. 161-4. Ex, 1VB, p,
Q�!. %be yxxupcxsxl'a xequiremumt that
xxir purity be tested every iBGG home jxas
been deleted io respond to testimony that
compressacs which run frequently have
fewer prubhuns than those rxxxx intenxdt-
tently  Tr. I66, 163-4, 571-2!; the re-
quh'ement for testing at least every stx
months remains and was supported by
testimony  Tr. 167M!.

The xequfremexxts for breattdng gas
supply heses, connections and umbfiicals
are xdmilar to those in the proposal. The
xequtrexnent that %be hosea shaR fsave
a working pressure M hem' equal to the
working pressure of the total breathing
gas system derives fruxn, tsut is mere spe-
cific thxsn, the 3xeoposaf's requirement
that such hoses "be capable of the re-
quired gas fiow rates of the system used."
The requirement for bursting pressure
was in the prapcsxd and is a basic en-
gineering principle, while the pressure
testing rsspxtxxnnent has been rewarded
to better achieve the jxxtent,  Tr. 611,
%64-4, $075-7; jrx. 1%8, y. 104!, A ~
of 1.5 tunes the working pressure, rather
tguxn the xmxximum aRowahle workhxg
yxszmure, is s ppropxtate to determine
heee strength but. phxces less stress an
the h axe, since the pressure prescribed
wjR be weR within the designed pressure
sxapabfiftyof the hose..%equlrizgf the open
each oi hoses to be txsped, cxspped or
jxhxgged when not in use hx es s~v tbe
~ reqxxfrexnent es appeared hx the
profesai aud ts deefgmesl tN 3xsevxmt the
entry of foreign matter into hoses. With
asgard to breathing gas supply hose con-
nectors, the standard makes it clear that
the eonne%xrs, jtke the hosee themselves.
must have a working yxressuxe at least
equal to the wseking presxuxre of- the hose
to which they are at.taohed. That they be
"resistant to accidental disenga anent"
has been specified in accordance with
testimony indicating that such wording
establishes an achievable requirement
 Tr. 143!. The requirements for hose
marlxiniax, kink-resistance, and calcula-
tion of worktug pressure in relation to
depth apply specjficaily to breathing gas
supply hoses Kumhilie~! between the
supply Source �A... she driVe locatiOn Or
a beH! and the diver, because they are
not necessary for ether hoses used an the
surface, The reguirement for markings
at 10 ft. tuterxssl has heen extended to
100 ft,. because some dec ompxesxdon
tables require steps deeper Qmn 50 R.
WhQe ihe base suarkings shouid never
be used us the sxrfmxxry means of depth
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N!easurexnent, they have sometimes been
xxsed as a hack-up when the pneumo-
Sathome4x is djsconr!ected  Tr. 821-2,
4O4, 1165, 3483!. Xbe requirement for
s!akcula ing the working pressure ze1a-
tive to the supply source is so stated be-
cause the calculation is diff nant depend-
ing au whether the supply source is xxn
the surfaoe or - ~ submerged bell under
6!zessure. The determining factor is the
fxxexsxure differential between the suppiy
~uree and the diver  Tr. 16~!.

The bucrancy control requirement fs
sjmjl ar to the proposal's "dxy suite
4variable volume! - requirement, but is
xnodified in accordance with testimony
<Tr, 2030-l; Ex. 178, p. 103! . The purpose
of requiring exhaust valves in conn~
tion with buoyancy control is to mhxi-
edse the possibility of uncontrolled es-
~t by the diver. The requirement for a
buoyancy compensator, if used in SCUBA
diving, to have an infiation source sepa-
zate from the breathing gas supply is
related to the SCUBA reserve supply re-
quirement aud is necessary to ~ent
4fiversjon of the primary or reserve
supply to non-emergency use. The pro-
vision for an fnfiatabie ffotatton device
far SCUBA diving hss been gfven design
sxxecffications because au fmproperiy
designed device can be a greater safety
hazard than aid  ETS Ex. 6, 1~9! . Re-
~uiring the manuaHy activated device
allows for quick inflation while the oral
infiatton devjce provides for a back-up
aa!sshility. The functian of the exhaust
valve is the saxne on au inffatabje fiota-
tian device as an any buoyancy~ng
equipment.

X%e xequirexxxents -for compressed gas
cylinders are similar to those in the pro-
posal, Specffic design, cxmstructicsx and
saafntenance criteria for such equipxnent
axe already inc1uded in an existing OSHA
reguhstinn �9CPR 5l 1910.166-17V!, and
the -appHcabje p~ans of that stand-
ard asxpbx to diving operations as weH,
The protection cap requirement has been
maNfled to make ckar that a cap is not
xeqxxfred when the cylinder is manifolded
or when used for SCUBA diving  Tr.
W59; Kx. 176, p, lil!. The requirements
gar protection fram excessive heat and
faRing are d~ to prevent accjdxmtaI
rsxpture af the cylinders.

g!esign and maintenance criteria have
%eeu tnchxded for decompression cham-
bers tn that the standard requires such
ohxunbers to be buQt in accordance with
the ASME  Axnericsn Society of Mechan-
tcaI Engixseem! BoQer and Pressure Ves-
sel Code, Section %111 or an squfvalent.
~ere was testhnony that other pressure
vessel codes, such as Det Horske Veritas,
X2oyds, and tbs American Bureau of
Shipping, establish acceptable standards
which are recognized within the industry
 Tr. 320; Comment R!, 'IVxese would be
~red equivalent codes under this
standard. Hewever, decompressian cham-
bers manufacturered prior to the effec-
ttve state af %he etaxxdsxrd wlR be in cum-
~ tf they stre xxxaintained in oon-
foxmance with tbe code requiremexxts, to
~ they were buHt, or their equtvahmt.

%be regxxtxexaent for means of snain-
taining the oxygen concentration tn the

c~ atmosphere below a level of 25 fo
hy volume derives from the "instaRed
oxygen breathing system" section of the
proposai, which has been modified based
oxx te4xnony  Tr. 1486-8, 1442, 1953-4!.
Some xueans to control the chamber's
oxygen level is essential when oxygen is
being adxntnistered by mask for treat
xneut cr in surface decampression, as a
protection against fire, particularly since
the mask can leak  Tr, IV91!, The means
employed may be a ventilation system
or an overboard dump system. While no
written records or oxygen analysis are
required, OSHA would anticipate that
the oxygen concentration would be peri-
odf zxlly analyzed during oxygen admin-
istration  Ex. 178, p. 110-11! .

The muffler requirement, has been in-
cluded in accordance with testimony  Tr.
IVG, 184, 203, 1104; Ex. 154, p. 40; Com-
ment R! . Noise suppression in the cham-
ber ts essential to protect against hearing
loss and to permit communfcation  Ex.
ZZB, p. 55, 209! . It is recognized, however,
that noise muf5ers can be a fire hazard
because oil coHects on them, Accordingly.
they must be regularly inspected and
maintained, The exhaust muf6er protects
hearing of personnel outside the cham-
her and also prevents the noise of decom-
pression from excessive disruption of
voice communications.

Tbe requirements for guards an ex-
haust line openings and a means for ex-
tinguishing fire are essentially the same
as appear in the proposal,.and have not
been the subject of comment. They are
directed to the suction and fire hxuxards
that can occur in chambers. The require-
ment to equip and xnaintain the chamber
to mlnfmfze sources of ignitfon and com-
1mstlble materials is directly addressed
to the problem of chamber fires. It has
been modified from the proposal in ac-
cordance with testimony that fire haz-
ards can and must be minimized, but
cannot always be eliminated entirely  Tr.
169! .

The requirement of a depth gauge for
all divers is essentiaRy the same as in the
Sxzopceal and follows from the need to
xnonitor the diver's depth-time profile,
which is a basic component in calculating
decompression  Ex. 1'lg, p. 75! . This
gauge must be readable at the dive loca-
tion for all surface-supplied and mixed-
gas dives, but, as in practice carried by
the SCUBA diver. A. pneumofa,thoxneter
is not, specifically required because a
digital gauge may also be used. The re-
xpxfrement for deadweight testing or cal-
ibration against a master reference gauge
every 6 months appeared in the proposal
and is intended to achieve the necessary
accuxaCV  Tr, 1545!. The factor of 2,.
discrepancy is based on testixuony' Tr.
220!, A thnekeeping device is also speci-
fied to effect the requirement for main-
taining and recording the key times of
each dive.

The rsquirexuents for masks or helmets
are sfmfiar to those in the proposal, The
sion-return valve was specified in the
prupceal and is' designed to prevent re-
verse fiow of the breathing gas if the
supply is cut off; this is a protection
against diver squeeze. axe exhaust valve

46D%RAL ~STER, VOL es, t40. 141~AY, JliLY 22, lory
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requirement ta the hehnet/mask equiva-
?ent to the proposal's dzy suit exhaust
valve: the valve ia used to control buoy-
ancy and reduce the ztak of uncontro??ed
ascent to the surface. This ta standard
equipment anS Ex. 8, 1-89, Ex. 84Aiti,
ldel, e2!, The mask or he?met ventt?s-
tion requirement for surface-supp?ied air
diving ts identical to the one appautng
in the proposal. except that the standard
adds a performance apeci5cstian which
wouM a?low helmets or masks with lower
ventt?ation rates to be used or developed,
provMed they meet the performance re-
quirements. This modi5cation ts in ac-
cord with the testimony at the hearings
 Tr. 180-2, 195-8, 204-8!, and NIOSH
 Ex, 12B. p. 32-33!,

The requirements for oxygen safety
procedures have systemwide application.
The oxygen safety requircmen& ad-
dresses primarily the hszszd of com-
bustion, and derives from the "oxygen
c?eaning" snd the "oxygen piping in
FVHO's" requirements af the proposal.
That equipment used with oxygen or
mixtures containing over 40% by volume
oxygen must be designed for oxygen
service was testi5ed to at the hearings
 Tr. 1393!. Exsmp?es of meta?a which
are suited to oxygen service are copper,
brass. and moneh Non-metal materia?s
should have low flammability  Ex, 128,
p. 133! . Structural factors such as avoid-
ing sharp turns and edges snd using
slaw-opening valves should also be con-
sidered in determining suitabt?ity for
oxygen service. The requirement con-
cerning cleaning for oxygen service gen-
eralizes the proposal's requirement by
applying it to all components  except
umMtcsls! used in oxygen ~, in
aeasdsnce with testimony  Tr. 154!.
Umbilicals are excluded from the re-
qutzement because there is no agreement
as to how they should be cleaned snd this
is not current industry practice  Tr,
184!. The standard does not specify
which cleaning agents shouM or should
not be used, because of lack of s gener-
al?y zecognised preferred method. and
because many gffective agents cah be
used, It should |!e noted, however, that
NIOSH zeconunends that tztchl~

- ene, a non-5uorhlated chlorinated hy-
drocarbon, should not be used because
of potentially toxic effects of the solvent
and its breakdown products; tzi-sodium
phosphate, trtch? orotrt5uazaethsne and
nan-ionic detergents are ~rcd ac-
ceptable agents, while use of u1trssonic
c?e u!ing devices facilitates quick and ef-
fective cleaning  Ex. 12B, p. 83! .

The requirement for slow-opening
shut- zff valves in high-pressure systems
a?ao addze les ths hazard of combustion.
It ta tn~ to prohibft the use of a
ba?? valve or other quick-opening valve
1!scause quick~ning valves avow a
'rapid buiMup af pzssauze, snd therefore
heat tn tbe ptph!g tysten. If any hydro-
carbons aze present in such a situation,
combustion may result It ia not zneant
to apply to huU-stop va?vea, which aze
open under norma? operating easzdttions
Oem pressed air systems over 500 psig are
~ed in this requirement beauee a
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atm5ar combustion hazard exists in high-
preasuze air systems.

T71e weights and harnesses require-
ments derive from stmQsr provisions in
the pzzgsssal, The weight belt or assem-
bly zesfutrmnent its intended to permit
weight asasmb?les, such sa weights osr-
ried in pockets, to be used; this is pref-
ersb?e to specifying on?y belts. In ac-
cordance with the proposal and testi-
mony, the atandszd requires the weights
ta be quick release, but does not specify
that the quick release must be "simple"
 Tr. 141, 152, 423, 1949: Ex. 178, p. 80!.
The harness requirement exempts
SCUBA diving in addition to hcavy-gear
diving, since harnesses are not used or
needed in these situations. The hazz!ess
requirement has been modi5ed in ac-
cordance with testimony that the har-
ness does not have to be "separate"  Ex.
178, p, 82! . No teathnony wss presented
against the positive budding device re-
quirement, which remains from the pro-
posal. The attachment and lifting point
zequirements have been modified slightly
to achieve the intent both of preventing
strain on the mask or helmet and dis-
tributing the force over the diver's body.

14. Bewrdkeepiap rs fatresseat
� I&f 0.449!, The zecozdkeeptng require-
ments of the standard are consistent
with general OSHA policy cancerning the
recording, reporting, snd svs5sbi?ity of
zecords, Part 1&04 of 29 CFR is the basic
OSHA regulation on the recording snd
reporting of occupaUonal iniurics &nd
i??nesses. Reference to 29 CFR Part 1904
is included in the 5nal standard, as in
the proposal, to remove sny uncertainty
as to its applicabt?ity. In addition, em-
ployers sre required to record the occur-
rence of any diving-related Wury or Ql-
ness which requhes hospita?tzat1on of 24
hours ar more. Hecause of the relatively
small size of the diving population and of
tndivMual diving operations, reports of
fata?itiss'ar 5ve or more hospitsltzatiana,
as z upzired by 29 CPR Part 1904, may
leave unrecorded a substantial propro-
tton of diving accidents. Requiring a rec-
ord of hospitsltxsttons of 24 hours or
more vsOI preserve information which
can provide a maze complete indication
of the incidence of diseue and injuries
in the diving industry. The 34-hour hoa-
pitaUzstion period haa been used for the
same reasons that have been discussed in
relation to the reexamination-after in-
jury or illness requirement; again, this
represents a modi5cation of the 72-hour
hospftaltzation or 5 days' treatment by
a doch!r criteria which appeared in the
proposal.

Iu addition to zecozding and reporting
of -occupational tniuries and i?lneaaea
there are other documents or reports
which the standard requires. 'Hmse are:

�! &futt5cat5on of deviations from the
stan bLzd in an emergency situation and
a written submtedan of the same upon
~ of the Azea Director � 1910.401
 c! !;

-�! Physician'a written report to the
egzployer � 1910,411 e! !;

�! Safe pr !ettcss manual � 1910.420
 b! !;

�! List of emergency aid � 1910.421
 b!!:

�! Record of each dive �1910.423
 d! !;

 8! % rttten evaluation of the decom-
p~ procedures ssaessznent � 1910.-
423 e! !; and

�! Tagging or logging of equipment
procedurea � 1910,430 a! ! . The ration-
ale and record support for each of these
documentation requirements have al-
ready been discussed in the order in
which they appear in the standard,

The requirement to make records
avaUsb?e to OSHA of5cisls snd ta retain
records required by the standard for
varying periods depending on the type of
record. remains from the proposah Rec-
ords which contain essential medical in-
formation, including dive team medical
records, records of dives when there has
been an incident of decompression sick-
ness, decompression-procedures assess-
znent evaluations, and records af hospi-
talizstians, are required ta be kept for 5
years. This ts consistent with the reten-
tion period for occupational illnesses and
Wuztes reports required by 2& CFR Part
1904. The 5ve year zetentian period is
considered an appropriate time period in
which emp?oyeza must maintain the data
fram which the safety snd health prob-
lem of diving can later be studied. After
a record has been retained 5ve years by
the employer, the records must be for-
warded to the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health, which,
under Section 20 snd 22 of the Act, is
authorized to conduct research, experi-
ments, snd deznonstrations relating to
occupational safety snd health.

Depth-Ctme profiles are required to be
kept until completion af the recording of
dive or, if appropriate, a decompression
procedure assessment. A separate record
of the pza5?e information is not needed
at that point. Records of dives, when
there has been no incident of decompres-
sion sickness, must be retained for a year
for OSHA enforcement purposes: they
may s?ao be used for research or study by
NIOSH or OSHA. The safe practice
manual and equipment records must bs
eurzent because they serve only an op-
erational functian for which no histori-
cal record is necessary.

In addition, the standard provides for
the avaOsbility of sny record which per-
tains direct?y to the employee for inspec-
tion and copying by employees, former
employees or their authorized represent-
atives. This re5ects a statutory pro-
vision in section 8 c! �! of the Act that
emp?oyees have a right to know their
«ork exposures and medical status. A
pzavtstan which ~res successor em-
pleyers to keep dive and employee medi-
caI records and the forwarding of records
of the type required to be kept for 5
ysaze to?8IOSH in the event that au em-
p?oyer ceases to do?xudness and there
ts no ~or, hss been included so that
such records w$1 be preserved for at hest
the required zetentlon period,

developing these requirements,
OIHA has endeavored to require zecnrd-
keeping to the extent which is minimally
necessary from the standpoint, of safety
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and health, On the whole, the Tequfre-
mentz shauld be less burdensome fOr the
~ water employer, because the safe
practices manual wfII be less comply. lees
information is required to be kept for
each dive, and the need to assess an.inci-
dent of decompression sickness should
not arise in these operations.

Moreover, the recordlr.eeping require-
ments have been ghnpIffled in other re-
spects from the proyeuQ. First, as has
been dtSCussed, there iz ne requirement
for automatic recording of thnedepth
profiles, and no need to maintain com-
plicated statistical data in order to
satisfy specified performance criteria for
decompression sickness. secondly, the re-
quirement for a diver's log has been de-
leted. OSHA believes that since the Ieg
would, by its nature, have to be main-
tained by the employee, it would be diffi-
cult and unrcntiistic to enforce against
the employer, Testhnony at the hearings
maintained that «mployers would not be
willing to rely on the diver's log to verify
an employee'6 diving-related work his-

' tory or experience  Tr. 1522-7! . that em-
ployer Iogkeeping placed an unnecessmy
burden on both employer and elnployee
 Tr. 1478-31, 1711-2, 1753-6; Ex. 178, p,
78! . and that such a log could not be used
as a substitute for an accurate and corn-
plete diving-related medical history far
each. diver  Tr. 1478-41, 1522-7! . OHHA
encourages divers to maintsdn logs for
their own personaI use, but the agency
has determined that the essential infor-
mation required by this section of the
proposal can best be obtained and msdn-
tsdned in the fortn of accurate dive and
medical records, such as those required
by the Standard.

VI. Iirt>hl, AUTsrosxr>r

'Ihis standard is pramul gated pursuant
to sections $ b!. 6 c!, and 8 c! of the
Occupational Safety and Health Aci of
1970  the Act!  84 Stat, 1393, 1596, 1699;
29 UD.C. 655, g57!, Secretary of Labor's
Order No, 8-76 �1 FR 25059! . and Title
39, Code af Federal Regulations  CFR!
Part 1911. By that authority, Part 1910
of 29 CFR is amended by adding a new
permanent occupational safety and
health standard for conunercial diving
operations 93 subpart T, 111910,401-
1910.441, In addition, pursuant to the
above authority and section 41 of the
Longshoremen'6 and Harbor Workers'
COmpensation ACt, 33 amended �4 Stat.
1444; 33 U,S.C. 941! and section 107 af
the Contract Work Hours and Safety
Standards Act  the Construction Safety
Act!  83 Stat. 96; 40 U.S.C. 333>, Parts
1915, l916, 1917, 1918, and 1926 of 29
CFR are amended by adding to thdse
Parte refelenCeS ta the neW standard fnr
commercial diving operations to clarify
the applicabfiity of this standard to div-
ing operations conducted in the mari-
time and construction industries. A con-
forming' amendment is also made to 29
CFR 192821 b! . to Include this Subpart
T of Part 1910 among the general in-
dustry standards not applicable to
agriculture.

This document was prepared under
the direction of Eula Bingham, Assistant

p~g!,~P RgjM~TlONS

Secretary of Istbor for Occupational
Safety and Health, V.S. Department of
Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue NW.,
.Room ~K5�Washington, DP. �02-
523-9261 ! .

SIgned at Washington, D.C., this 1&th
day af July 1977.

Em» Bntsshl,
Assistartt Secretary of Labor.

PART 1910 � iDCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
AND HEALTH STANDARDS

Pari 1910 of Title 29 of the Code af
Federal Regulationa is-amended by add-
ing a new subpart T to read as follows:

aeapect T~nnmece>SI DiVing operas>eni
 lax xasr.

1910.401 Scope and appltcat>on.
1910.402 . Def>ntttons.

Pxasorcxxt Rxamaxcsxrrrs
1910.410 g>unlit>cations of dive team.
1910.411 lgedtaal requlremente,

Qxrcxast Open&Tron s Paocxouaxs
1910h20 Safe practice manual.
1910.421 Pre-dive procedures.
1910.422 Proceclures during dive.
1910,423 Post-dive procedures.

Spxcxrrc Oeaasrrorrs Paoaxsc>axs
1910.424 SCUBh diving.
1910.425 Surface-supplied air diving,
1910.426 lgtaed~ dlvtng.
1910,42'7 Live boating.
RCltrCPSCXCcr Pac~cuase erra RauutaXMXXTS

1910.43G Rqulpment.
Rxcoanxxxr nco

1910.440 Recordkeeping requirements.
1910.441 Rtfectlve date.

hrrxrcntx
hppendlx h: Rxamp>es of Conditions

V>rblch Msy Restr>ct or Limit Rxpncsure to
Rypertrarlc Conditions,

huvrroarrr; Sec. 6, 3. 94 .Stat. 1593, 1596,
1599 �9 U.S.C. 656, 657!; Secretary of La-
bor's Order 3-76 �1 PR 25059!: 29 CPR Part
1911: sec, 41, 44 Stat. �8 UB.C. 941!; sec.
107, 88 Stat. 96 �0 U.s.c. 333! .

Subpgrt T~ri>ereirl Diving Operetianz

Gmrgxax.

g 1910A01 Scope and application.
 a! Scope. �! This subpart  stand-

ard! applies to every place of employ-
ment within the waters of the United
States, or within any State, the District
of Columbia, the Commonwealth of

Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Ameri-
can Samoa, Guam, the Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands, Walre Mand,
Johnston Mand, the Canal Zone, or.
within the Outer Continental Shelf lands
as defined in the Outer Continental Shelf
Lancis Act �7 Stat. 462, 43 U.S.C. 1331!,
where diving and related support opera-
tions are performed.

�! This standard applies to diving
and related support operations con-
ducted in connection with aD types of
work and emplaylnents, including gen-
eral industry, canstruction, ship repair-
ing, shipbuilding, shipbreaking and Iong-
shoring. However, this standard does not
apply to any diving operation:

 i> Performed solely for instructional
purposes, using open-circuit, com-
pressed-air SCUBA and conducted with-
in the nO-deCOmpression limits;

 ii! Performed solely for search, res-
cue, or related public safety purposes by
or under the cantrol of a governmental

-agency: or
 III! Governed by 46 CFR Part 46  Pro-

tection of Human Subjects, U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare>
or equivalent rules or regulations es-
tablished by another federal agency,
which regulate research, development, or
related purpeses involving human sub-
jects.

 b! At>f>lfcatio>t in emergencies. An
employer may deviate from the require-
ments of this standard to the extent nec-
essary to prevent or minimize a situation
Which js likely to cause death, Serious
physical harm, or major environmental
damage, provided ths,t the emplOyer:

 I > Notifies the Area Director, Occu-
patiOnal Safety and Health Adlniniatra-
tion within 48 hours of the onset of the
emergency situation indicating the na-
ture of the emergency and extent of the
deviation from the prescribed regula-
tions; and

�! Upon request from the Area Di-
rector, submits such information in writ-
ing.

 c! Employer obligatfo>t, The employer
shaU be responsible for compliance with:

�! AII provisions of this standard of
general applicability; and

�! All requirements pertaining to spe-
Cif>C diVing lnodes tO the extent diVing
operations in such modes are conducted..

gj 1910.402 I>eflnitions.
As used in this standard, the listed

terlnl are defined SS follows:
"Acfm": Actual cubic feet per minute.
"ASME Code or equivalent": ASME

 American Society of Mechanicai Engi-
neers! Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section VIII, or an equivalent code which
the employer can demonstrate to be
equally effective,

"ATA": Atmosphere absolute.
"Bell": An enclose8 compartment,

pressurized  closed bell! or unpressur-
fzed  open beli!, which allows the diver
to be transported to and from the un-
derwater work area and which may be
used as a temporary refuge during diving
operations.

"Bottom time": The total elapsed
time measured in minutes from the time
when the diver leaves the surface in de-
scent to the time that the diver begins
ascent.

"Bursting pressure": The pressure at
which a pressure containment device
would fail strUbturally.

"Cylinder"; A pressure vessel for the
storage of gases.

"Decompres'sion chamber": A pres-
sure vessel for human occupancy such
as a surface decompression chamber,
closed bell, ar deep diving system used
to decompress divers and to treat de-
CompressiOn SICkness.

"Decompression sickness": A condi-
tion with a-variety of symptoms which
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which supplies the Nver or bell with
breathtng gas, communications, power,
or heat-as appropriate to the diving
mode or  x!ndittons, and includes a safety
jtne bepse m the diver and the dive lo-
cation.

"Volume tank": A pressure vessel con-
nected to the outlet of a compressor and
used as an afr rgservoh,

"%'orking pressure": The maxhnum
pressure to which a pressure contain-
ment. devtce may be exposed under
standard operating conditions,

PxxsoataaxL REQUIaxxtxNTs

I 1910.4IO Qualificattoaas of dive team.
 a! General. �! Each dive team

member shall have the experience or
training necessary to perform assigned
tasks in a safe and healthful manner.

�! Each dive team member shall
have experience or training in the fol-
lowing;

 i! The use of toots, equipment and
systems relevant to assigned tasks;

 ii! Techniques of the ysigned div~
ing mode; and

 iii! Diving operations and emergency
procedures.

�! All Nve team members shall be
trafned fn cardiopulmonary resuscita-
tion and first aid  American Red Cross
standard course or equivalent!,

�! Dive tea'm members who are ex-
posed to or control the exposure of
others to hyperbaric conditions shall be
trained in diving-related physics and
physiology.

 b! Assignments.  I! Each dive team
member shaft be assigned tasks in ac-
cordance with the employee's experience
or training, except that limited addi-
tional tasks may be assigned to an em-
ployee undergoing training provided
that these tasks are performed under
the direct supervision of sn experienced
dive team member,

�! 'Ihe employer shaft not reftuire
a dive team member to be exposed to
hyperbaric conditions against the em-
ployee's wilI, except when necessary to
complete decompression or ~atment
procedures,

�! The employer shaH not permit a
dive team member to dive or be other-
wise exposed to hyperbaric conditions
for the duratfon of any temporary
physical impairment or condition which
is known to the employer and is ttkety to
affect adversely the safety or health of
a dive team. member.

 c! Designated per s rn-tn-charge. �!
The employer or an employee designated
by the employer shall be a,t the dive lo-
catian in charge of all aspects of the
diving opera,tion affecting the safety and
health of dive team members.

�! Tbe desfgnab< person-in-charge
shall have experience and tr afntng in
the conduct of the assigned diving op-
eration.
Q 191 D.41 l Xedical requirezsaents.

 a! General, �! The employer shall
determine that dive team members who
are, or are likely to be, e! posed to hyper-
baric conditions are m a@cally fft to per-

 naia  dnnual
examinsuon reexamine etionTest

a To ba s vs a0 the cap!oree once, st age ss ar over.
 e! Physician's u!rit ten report. �!

After any medical examination required
by this standard, the employer shall ob-
tain a written report prepared by the
exsuntnfng physician containing:
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may result from gas or bubbles in the
. tissues of divers after pressure reductfan,

"Decompression table": A proSe or
set of proflhe of depth-time relationshfps
for ascent rates and breathing mixtures
to be followed after s, specific depth-time
exposure or exposures.

"Dive lOCatiOn": A SurfaCe Or Vessel
from which a diving operation is con-
ducted.

"Dive-locatian reserve breathing gas":
A supply system of gr or mixed-gas  as
appropriate! at the dive location which
is independent of the prfmary supply
system and sufficient to support divers
during the planned decompression

"Dive team": Divers and support em-
ployees involved in a diving operation,
including the designated person-in-
charge,

"Diver": An employee working in
water using underwater apparatus which
supplies compressed breathing gas at the
ambient pressure,

"Diver-carried reserve breathing gas":
A diver-carried supply of air or mixed
gas  as appropriate! sufficient under
standard operating conditions to allow
the diver to reach the surface, or another
source of brea, thing gas, or to be reached
by a standby diver.

"Diving mode": A type of diving re-
quiring specific equipment, procedures
and techniques  SCUBA, surface-sup-
plied afr, or mixed gas! .

"Psw": Peet of seawater  or equiva-
lent static pressure head>.

"Heavy gefar": Diver-worn deep-sea
dress including helmet, breastplate, dry
suit, and. weighted shoes.

"Hyperbaric oonditions"; Premre
conditions in excess of surface pressure.

"Bawater stage": A   uspended under-
water platform which supports a diver fn
the water.
- "Ltveboattng": The practice of sup-
porting a surfaced-supplied air or mixed
gas diver from a vessel which is under-
way.

"Mixed-gas diving"; A Nvtng mode in
which the diver is supplied fn the water
with a breathing gas other than air,

"No-decompression limits": The
depth-time limits of the "no-decompres-
sion limits and repetitive dive group des-
ignation table for no-decompression air
dives", U.S, Navy Diving jtjfanuat or
equivalent limits which the employer can
demonstrate to be equally effective.

"Psi g! ": Paunds per square inch
 gauge! . !

"SCUBA diving": A divfng mode inde-
pendent of surface supply in which she
diver uses open c~uft self-contained
underwater breathing apparat !s.

"Standby Nver": A Nver at the dive
looatfan available to assist a diver in the
water.

"Surface-supptfe t air Nving": A div-
ing mode fn which the diver in the water
fs supplied from the dive location with
compressed ah for breathing.

"Treatment table": A ~th-time and
breathing gas proftte designed to treat
decampression sids'.

"Umbilical": The composite hose bun-
dle between a dfve location and a diver
or bett, or, between a Nver and a beli,
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form assigned tasks in a safe and health- .
ful manner, e

�! The employer shall provide each
dive team member who ts, or is likely
to be. exposed to hyperbaric canditions
with all medical examinations required
by this standard.

�! All meNcal examinattans required
by this standard shall be performed by,
or under the direction of, a physician at
no cost to the employee.

 b! Frequency of naedfcaf examina-
tions. MeN eel examinations shall be
provided;

  I! Prior to initial hyperbaric exposure
with the employer, unless an equivalent
medical examination has been given
within the preceding 12 months and the
employer has obtained the results of the
examination and an opinion from the
examining physician of the employee's
medical fitness to dive or to be other-
wise exposed to hyperbaric conditions;

�! At one year intervals from the
date of initial examination or hast equiv-
alent examination; and

�! After an injury or inness requir-
ing hospitalixation of more than twenty-
four �4! hours.

 c! lnforvnation provided to e!xamin-
ing f!faysician. The employer shall pro-
vide the following information to the
examining physician;

�! A copy of the medical require-
ments of this standard; and

�! A summary of the nature and ex-
tent of hyperbaric conditions to which
the dive team member will be exposed,
hacluding diving modes and types of
work to be assigned.

 d! Content of naedicaf examinations.
�! Medical examinations conducted ini-
tially and annually shall consist of the
following:

 i! Medical history;
 ii! Diving-related work history:
 iii! Basic physical exazntnatfon;
 iv! The tests required by Table I;

and
 v! Any additional tests the physician

considers necessary,
�! Medical examinations conducted

after an injury or illness requiring hos-
pitalization of more than 24 hours shall
be appropriate to the nature and extent,
of the injury or illness as determined by
the examining physician.

Tsar.s I,� Tests for diving medical
ezaratnahon

chest x-rsr......... x
Vlajal acuity ...... X
Co!or blindness.. X
RKG: standard 
L>
Bearing test .... X X
Hvmstocrli or X X

hemogiobin.
8 i&!e ceil index .. x
Wbiteb!ood count .. X X
Ur!nalys a... x X.
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to each Nving operation, unless other-
wise speal@ed

<b! gvserye¹cy aid. A Hst shaH be kept
at the dive location of the telephone or
caU nuxubers of the foH xwing:

�! An operational decompxession
~bez  if not at the dive locaMon!;

�! Aco »aible hospitals;
. �! Available physicians;
�! Av~ xneans of ~rtaMon;

snd<5! The ~ UB. Coast Guard Res-
cue Coordination ~.

 c! Eiraf afd supplies. �! A first aid
kit appropriate for the Nvlng operation
and approved by a physicixm shaH be
avaHaMe at the dive locqMon,

�! When used in a decompression
chamber or Ml, the Hrst aid kit shaH be
suitable for usc under hyperbaric condi-
tions.

�! In addition to any other 5rst aid
suppges, an American Red Cross stand-
ard first aid handbook or equivalent, snd
a bsg-type manual resuscitator with
.transparent mask snd tubing shsH be
avaHsble at the-dive loc!xtfcsx.

 d! Pia¹n<sg and asssssrnenf. Plannlug
of a diving operation shaH include an.
assessment of the safety aud health as-
pects of the foHowing;

�! Diving mode;
�! Surface and underwater conditions

and hxusLzds;
�! Breathing gas supply  h!eluding

reserves!;
�! Thermal protection;
�! Diving equipment and systems;
<4! Dive team assignments snd physi-

cal fitness of dive team members  in-
cluding any hupairmcnt known jp the
employer!;

�! Repetitive dive designation or re-
sidual inert gss status of dive team mem-
bers;

 8! Decompression and treatment pro-
cedures  including altitude corrections!;
snd

<0! Rxnergency procedures,
 e! Hazardous act< ! ties, To mirdmhe

hazards to the dive team, Nving opera-
tions shaH be coordinated with other sc-
Mvities ln the vicinity which are likely
to interfere with the diving operation.

 f! Employee bricjing. �! Dive team
xnembezs shaQ be briefed on:

 i! The tasks to be undertaken;
 ii! Safety procedures for the diving

mode;
 iii! Any unusual hazards or environ-

mental conditions Hkely to affect the
safety of the diving operation; and

 iv! Any modificaMons to operating
procedures neceadtsted by the specific
diving operation,

�! Prior to making inNvidusl Nve
team member assignments, the employer
shsH inquire into the dive team member's
current state of physical fltncss, and in-
dicate to the dive team member the'pzo-
oeduxe for' reporting physical problems or
adverse ~logical effects during and
after the dive.

 g! S fsfp!¹snf <aspect<on. The breath-
ing gas supply system incluNng reserve
bxeathing gas supplies masks helmets
<2xermal protecMon, and beH haudhng
mechanism  when appropriate! shall be
inspected prior to each dive.
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�! The xesults of the meNcal examhxa-
tlon: snd il! The ~lng physician's oph!fon
of the employee's fitness to be exposed to
hyperb xric conditions, incluNng any rec-
omxnendsd zestrlcMox!s or HmitaM ms to
such exposure  see Appex¹Hx B!,

�! The employer shaH provide the em-
ployee with a copy of the physfcbxn's
written report

 f! f!stervsfsaffo¹ o f evnpfogee fitness.
�! The employer shaH detexvn ne the
extent and nature of the dive teem
mern~.fitness to engage in Nving or
be otherwise expose to hyperbaric con-
Nticns consistent vdth the recoxumenda-
Mons in the ezlnining physicbxn's report,

�! If the exsxnining physician has rec-
ommended a restriction or limitation on
the dive team xuember's expoxture to
hyperbaric conNMons, and the affected
employee does not concur, a second phy-
sician selected by the employee shaH
zendcr a meNcsl opinion on the nature
and extent of the restricMon or Hmita-
tion, if sny.

�! If the rsccsnm sndsMon of the sec-
ond opinion differs from that of the
exxLmining  first! physician, and if the
employer and employee are unable to
agree on the nature snd extent of the
restriction or lbnitation, an opinion from
a third physician selected by the fhzt two
physicians shaH be obtained, The em-
ployer's detczminaMon of the dive team
member's fitness shall bc coxxsistent with
the medical opinion of the third physi-
cian, unless the employer and employee
reach an agrecxnent which is otherwise
consistent with the recomxnendation or
opinion of at least two of the physicians
involved.

�! Nothing in this procedure shaH be
construed to prohibit either a dive tesxn
xnember from accepting, or an exnploycr
from offering, an assignment which is
otherwb!c consistent with at least one
medical opinion while s fhxal determina-
tion on the employee's fitness is pending.

Gznxzsz OpzsszxoNs Paocxx!xrzzs

I 1910.420 Safe prseticee manual.
 s! General. The exnployer shall de-

velop snd maintain a safe practices
manual which shall be made available st
the dive location to each dive team
member.

 b! Contents. �! The safe practices
manual shaH contain a copy of this
standard and the employer's policies for
implementing the xequirements of this
standard.

�! Por each diving mode engaged in,
the safe practices manual shaH include:

 i! Safety procedures and checklists
for Nvtng operations;

�! Assignments and rcsponsibiHMes
.xxf the dive team members..

�i! Xqufpinent procextures and check-
Hsts; and

 iv! Emergency proceduxes for fhe,
equipmeut faSuxe, adverse environmental
con Ntions, and meN »xi Qlness and
fnlury,
f 1910.421 ~ve ysvxxlslxxres

 a! Ucscr¹L The employer shall com-
ply with the foH nsing requix<snents prior

%SLY AICD R%5ULATIOHS
 h! Warn<ng s< !naf. When diving from

surfaces other than vessels in areas capa-
ble of supporMng marine traffic, s rigid
replica of the international code flag
"A" at least one meter in height shaH be
Nsplaycd at the dive location ln a man-
ner which allows aH-round visibility, and
shall be iHuminated during night diving
operations.
I 1910.422 P'rocechxzes during sHve.

 a! General. The exuployer shall
comply with the foHowing requirements
which are applicable to each diving
operation unless otherwise spec5ed.

 b! Water entry and cz<f, �! A means
capable of supporting the diver shall be
provided for entering snd exiting the
water.

�! The means provided for exiting the
water shaH extend below the water
surface.

�! A means shsH be provided to assist
an injured diver from the water oz into
a bell.

 c! Communications, �! An opera-
tional two-wsy voice communication
system shall bc used between:

 i! Each surface-supplied sir or
mixed-gss diver and a dive team member
at the dive location or beH  when pro-
vided or required!; snd

 ii! The bell and the dive location.
�! An operational, two-wsy com-

munication system shaH bs available st
the dive location to obtain emergency
assistance.

 d! Decompression fables, Decompres-
sion, repetitive, and no-decompression
tables  ss appropriate! shsH bc st the
dive location,

 e! LH !s proj fss. A depth-time profile,
including when appropriate any breath-
ing gas changes, shall be maintained for
eaCh diver during the dive inoludiflg
decompression,

 f! Hand-!Mfd poM!cr tools and equip-
menf. �! Hand-held electrical tools and
equipment shaB be de-energized before
being placed into or retrieved from the
water.�! lfsnd-held power tools shall not
be suppHed with power from the d ve
location until requested by the dfvez.

 g! Weld ng and burninp. �! A cur-
rent supply switch to interrupt the cur-
rent flow to the welding oz burning
electrode shall be:

 i! Tended by a dive team xnembez in
voice communication with the diver
performing the welding or burning; s,nd

 li! Kept in the open position except
when the diver is welding or burning.

�! The welding rnachine frame shsH
he grounded.

�! Welding snd burning cables, elec-
trode holders, snd connections shaH be
capable of carrying the maximum cur-
rent required by the work. and shaH be
properly insulated.

�! Insulated gloves shall be provided
to divers pezfanxdre welding and burn-
ing operations.

�! Prior to welding or burning on
dosed compartments, structures or
pipes, which contain a 5ammable vapor
or in which a flammable vapor may be
generated by the work, they shall be
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vented, flooded, or purged with a mixtuxe
of gases which wtH not support ~-
tion.

<h! gxphefoes.  I! En!ptoyers shall
transport, store, and use explosives in
accordance with this section and the
applicable provbgons of 1 1910.109 ang
41928,912 of Title 29 of the Code of
Iasderat Regulations,

�! Electrical continuity of explosive
circuits shall not be termed until the diver
ts out, of the water.

�> Explosives chait not be detonated
white the diver is tn the water.

 I! Terrafseattoa oj diss. The working
Interval of a Nve shall be terminated
when:

�! A diver requests Ierminatton;
�> A Nver fails to respond correctly

to communications or stgngs from a
Nve team member;

�! Communications are lost and can
not be quickly rs-established between the
diver and a dive team member at the
Nve location, ang between the designated
person-in-charge and the person con-
~- the vessel tn Itveboattng opera-
tions; or

�! A diver begins to use Nver-carried
reserve breathing gas or the Nve-location
reserve breathing gas.

S 1910.423 Positive pvoce hares
 a! QeaeraL Ihe ~er shalt

~ with the following requirements
which are appttc !hte after each diving
operation, unless oth~ speclfled.

 b! Prscaatfoas, �! After the ~-
tion of any dive, the engkayer ahaH:

 I! Check the phxrstc LI condition of the
diver;

 it> Instruct the dtver to report any
phxsrtcaI problems or adverse phyatotcert-
cal effects including syxnptoms of de-
compression sickness:

 itt! Advise the diver of the location of
a decompression chamber which is ready
for use; ang

 iv! Alert the diver to the potential
hasards of ftytng after Nvtng.

�! For any Nve outside the no-de-
compression limits, deeper than 100 fsw
or using mixed gas as a bre~ ugx-
tuxe, the employer shall Instruct the Nver
to remain awake and in the vtctntty of
the decompression charaber which ts at
the dive locattcm for at least one hour
after the Nve  tncluNng decompression
or treatment as appropriate! .

 c! Itscomprssst m capabQtty. �!
decompression chamber capable of re-
compresstug the diver at the surface to a
minimum of l05 fsw � ATA! shaH be
avILttabte at the Nve location for:

 t! Surface-guppHed atr diving to
depths deeper than 100 fsw and shallower
than 220 fsw;

 tt! Mixed gas diving ~er than
300 fsw; or.

 itt! Diving outside the no-deoomprm-
sion Itmtts shaHower than 300 fsw.

�! A decompression chamber ~
or xeccsnpresstng the diver at the surface
to the maximum depth of the Nve shaH
be avr!flab!e at the dive location far Nves
deeper than 300 fsw.

�1 'Ilm d E pseseteu chamber shalt
be:

, 4@I.ES AMIS IKSUUPIObiS

 I! Dual-lock;
 tt! Multtplace; ang
 ttt! Iecateg within 5 minutes of the

dive location.
�! The decompression chamber shall

be equipped with:
 I! A pressure gauge for each premu-

ised compartment designed for human
occupancy;

 ti! A buflt-in-breathing-system with
a minimum of one mask per oocupant;

 tit! A two-way voice communication
system between occupants and a dive
team member at the dive location;

 iv! A vtewport; and
< v! IHumtnatton capabiflty to tight the

interior.
�! Treat x!ent tables, treatment gas

appropriate to the diving mode, and suf-
flctent gas to conduct, treatment shall be
available at the dive location.

�! . A diVe team Inernber ShaH be aVail-
able at, the dive locatton during and for
at least oue hour after the dive to operate
the decompression chamber  when re-
quired or provided! .

 d! Record of Nse, �! The following
information shall be recorded and main-
tained for each Nving operation:

<I! Names of dive team members in-
cluding designated person-in-charge;

 ti! Date. tirue, and Iocatton;
 tii! Diving modes used;
 iv! Qencral nature of work per-

formed;
 V! Approxhnate underWILter and Sur-

face conditions  visibility, water temper-
ature snd current!: and

 vi> Maximum depth and bottom thne
for each Nver.

�! For each dive outside the no~-
compression Itmtts, deeper than 100 fsw
or using mixed gas, the foHowing addi-
tional information shalt be recorded and
maintaineg:

<I > Depth-time and breathing gas pro-
flles;

 ii! Decompression table ~tton
 including rnodiflcation!; and

 ttt! Elapsed time since last pressure
exposure tf less than 24 hours or repeti-
tive dive designation for each diver.

�! For each dive in which deexnpxes-
sion sickness ts.suspected or symptoms
are evident, the following adNttonat in-
formation shall be recorded and main-
tatneg:

 I! Description of decoxruxresston sick-
ness syruptoms  tncluNng depth and time
of onset!; and

 ti! Description and results of treat-
ment.

 e! Decorapresston proce fare asssss-
axe¹X. The ernplcyer Shall:

  I > Investigate and evahsate each in-
cident of decompression stckness based
on the recorded information, considera-
tion of the past performance of decom-
pression table.usegr and individual sus-
ceptibility:

�! Take appropriate corrective action
tO reduce the prob AN+ of reo!rrrence
of decompression sickness; and

�! Pxepaxe a written evatuatfon of the
deeompxesgtan proOedure ass srsment, tn-.
ehxNng any corresttve action taken,
Wgthhx 49 days of the Ixxatdent of decom-
pression stokrwes.

SFECIFIC OPERATIOX 8 PROCEDVREE

S 1910.424 SCUBA diving.
 a! �cnsraL Employers engaged in

SCUBA diving shall comply with the fol-
lowing requirements, unless otherwise
specifled.

<b! Ltmffs. SCUBA diving shall not be
conducted:

�! At depths deeper than1SO fsw;
�! ht depths deeper than 100 fsw or

outside the no-decompression limits un-
less a decompression chamber is ready
for use;

�! Against currents excecNng one �!
knot, unless line-tended; ot

�! In encloseg or physically confln-
ing spaces unless line-tended.

 c! Procedaree.
�! A standby diver, shall be avaOaMe

while a diver Is tn the water.
�! A diver shaH be line-tended from

the surface, or accompanied by another
diver in the water in continuous visual
contact during the giving operation.

 S! A diver shaH be stationed at the
underwater point of entry when diving
is conducted in enclosed or ph~
cca!fining spaces.

�! A diver-carried reserve breathing
gas supply shalt be provided for each
diver conststing of:

�! A manual reserve, J valve!; or
<ti! An independent reserve cylinder

with a separate regulator or connected
to the uxa~vater breathing apparatus.

<5> The valve of the reserve breathing
gas supply shaH be in the closed position
prior to the give.
I 1910A25 Snrfacoeuppitcd air diving.

' a! �eneraL Employers engaged in
surfacewuppttcg air diving shall comply
with the following requirements, unless
otherwise specifie.

 b! X traits, �! Surface-supplied atr
diving shall not be conducteg at depths
deeper than 190 fsw, except that gives
with bottom times of 30 minutes or less
may be conducted to depths of 220 fsw.

�! A decompression chamber shall be
ready for use at the dive location for any
dive outside the no-decompression ttmtts
or deeper than 100 fsw.

�! A bell shall be used for dives with
an tnwater decompression time greater
than 120 minutes, except when heavy
gear ts worn or diving Is conducted in
phyxJcaHy conftntng spaces,

 c! Procedures. �> Each diver shall
be conttnuously tended while in the
water,

�! A Nver shall be stationed at the
underwater point of entry when diving
Is conducted in enclosed or physically
conflntng spaces.

�! Each Nvtng operation shaH have
a primary breathing gas supply suffl-
elent to support divers for the duration
of the planned dive induding decom-
pression.

�! Per dives deeper than 100 fsw or
outside the ~compression limits:

 t! A separate dive team member shall
tend each diver tn the water;

 tt! A standby diver ahaH be available
white a diver is in the water;



 iii! A dtver~rfed reserve
gas supply shaD be provided for each
di'ver except when heavy gear is worn;
and

 iv! A dive-location reserve breathing
. gas supply shall be provided.

�! S>or hcavy-gear diving deeper than

lhnits:
�! An extra breathing gas hose cap-

able of supplying breathing gas to the
diver in the water shaH be avaHable to
the standby diver.

 ii! An inwater stage shaH be provided
to divers tn the water.

Cd! Except when heavy gear ts warn or
where physics!l ~ does not permtt, a
dtver-c uTied rw!erve breath hrg gas
supply sbaH be provided whenever the
diver te prevented by the conflguration
of the dive area fram ascen Hng direct y
to the surface.

Il 1910.426 Mix~  Svnsg.
 a> General. Employers engaged in

ndxed-ges diving shaH oomply with the
following requirements, unless otherwiec
epecifled,

 b! I testts. Mixed-gas diving shall be
conducted onty when:

�! A decompression chan>her ie ready
for use at the dive location; and

 i! A bell is used at depths greater
than 220 fsw or when the dive involves
inwater decompression time of greater
than %20 ruinutee, except when heavy
gear is worn or when dtving in phyeÃaily
cenfl!utng spaces, 'or

 ii! A closed bcH is used at depths
greater than 200 few, except when diving
is conducted in physically confining
spaces,

 c! Procedures. �! A separate dive
team member shaH tend each diver in
the water.

�! A standby diver shall be avaflable
while a diver is in the water.

 S> A diver shaH be stat oned at the
underwater point of entry when diving
-ie conducted in enclosed or phystcaHy
confiruz!g spaces,

�! Each diving operation shall have
a prhnary breathing gas supply suflicier! t
to support divers for thc4uration of the
planned dive including decompression.

�! Each diving operation shaH have
a dive-loc ttion reserve breathing ges
supply.

�! When heavy gear !sworn:
�! An extra breathing gas hose ca-

pable of supplying breathing ges to the
diver in the water shall be available to
the gtandby diver; and

 ii! An inwater stage Cudl be pro-
vided to divers in the water.

�! An lawater etage shaH be pro-
vled fm divers without access to a bell
for dives  Sseper thin 100 fsw or outside
the no-deccenpreadm Hmi e.

�! Whea ~ ch»ed beH te used, ane
dtve team member in the beH shall be
avaQable and tend the dtver in the water,

�! Except when heavy gear is wryor where physical space Vices not permit,
a dtver~Lrried reserve breathtng gas
supply shaH tee provkfed for cash dtver:

~ Agn RgqVtAtIONS

�! Diving deeper than 100 fsw or out-
side the no-decompression limits; or

 ii! Prevented by the conflguratton of
the dive area from Nrectly aecen Hr!g
to the surface.
I 1910.427 Uvel>eerfssg.

 a! Genera@ Employers engaged in
diving operitions involving Iiveboatlng
shaH c xnply with the foHowtng require-
ments.

 b! Lfsetts. Dtving operations involv-
ing Qveboating shaH not be conducted:

�! Wjth an inwater decornpreseian
time of greater than 120 mtnutes;

�! Using surface-supplied air at
depths deeper than 100 fsw, except that
divee with bottom thnee of SO rrdnutee or
less may be conducted to depths of 220
fsw;

�! Using mixed gae at depths greater
than 220 fsw;

�! In rough seas which stgntflcantly
hnpede diver mobility ar work function;

�> In other than daylight hours.
 d! Proce fares, �! The propeller of

the vessel ehaH be stopped before the
diver enters or exits the water.

�! A device shaH be used which mh!t-
miees the posslbfltty of entanglement of
the diver's hose in the propeller of the
vessel.

 S! Two-way v'olce commurdaNon be-
tween the deslgzusted person-tn-charge
and the person controlling the vessel
shaH be avaHale while the diver ie in
the water.

�! A standby diver shaH be avatar%!e
while a diver is in the water.

�! A diver-carried reserve breathing
gas ~ shaH be carried by each diver
engaged in Hveboating operations.

ZqurplsNT Psocecuass sND
RxqvtsslxNTs

Il 1910.450 Kquipmenr.
 s! General. �! AH employers shall

comply with the foHowing requirements,
unless otherwise specifie.

�! Ksch equipment modiflcation, re-
pair, test, csIibration or maintenance
service shall be recorded by means of a
tagging or loggtr!g system, and include
.the date arid nature of work performed.
and the name or initia1e of the person
performing the work,

 b! htr cmnpressor systenu!. �! Com-
pressors used to supply air to the diver
shall be equipped with a volume tank
with a check valve on the inlet side, a
pressure gauge, a reHef valve, and a
drain valve.

�! Ah compressor intakes shall be
located away from areas containing ex-
haust or other contamI!nants.

XS! Respirable sdr supplied to a diver
ehaH not contain;

�! A level of carbon monoxide  CO!
greater than 20 ppm;

 H! h level cf carbon  Hoxtde  CC4!
gteater than 1.000 ppm:

 Hi! A level of oQ mist ~ than 5
mfHIgreni» per cubic met x; pr

-flv! A noxious or prrmounced odor,
�> The ~ of air compressor eys-

tesms shaH be tested for air purity every

stx months by meat>s of samples taken at
the connection to the distribution sys-
tem, except that non-oil lubricated com-
pressors need not be ~ for oH mist.

 c! Breath ny gas srspply hoses. �!
Breathing ges supply hoses shall:

�! Have a working pressure at least
equal to the working pressure of the to-
tal breathing gas system;

 ii> Have a rated bursting pressure at
least equal to 4 times the wyrking pres-
sure;

 lii! Be tested at least annuaHy to 14
thnes their working pressure; and

Have their open ends taped,
capped or plugged when not in use.

�! Breathing gas supply hose can-
neetors shall;

 I! Be made of corrosion-rest rtant ma-
terials;

 it! Have a working pressure at least
equal to the working pressure of the
hose to which they are attached; and

 iH! Be resistant to accidental disen-
gagement.

 S! Umbilicals shaH;
 i! Be marked in 10-ft. increments to

100 feet beginning at the diver's end,
and in 50 f t. increments thereafter;

 ii! Be made of kink-resistant ma-
terials; and

 N! Have a prorking pressure greater
<an the pressure equivalent to the max-
huurn depth of the dive  relative to the
supply source! plus 100 psi.

 d! Baoyancy control. �! Helmets or
masks connected directly to the dry suit
or other buoyancy-changing equipment
shaH be equipped with an exhaust valve.

�> A dry suit or other buoyancy-
changing equipment not directly con-
nected to the helruet or mask shaH be
equipped with an exhaust valve.

 S! When used for SCUBA diving, a
buoyancy compensator shaH have an in-
flation source separate from the breath-
ing gas supply,

�! An inflatable flotation device ca-
pable of maintaining the diver at the
surface in a face-up position, having a
manually activated inflation source ir!-
dependent of the breathing supply, an
oral inflation' device, and sn exhaust
valve shall be used for 8CUBA diving.

 e! Ca>nyressed  >as cyflnders, Com-
press  d gas cylinders shaH:

�! Be designed, constructed and
maintained in accordance with the ap-
plicable provisions of 2& CFR 1 1910.156-
171;

�! Be stored in a ven'tilated aiea and
protected from excessive heat;

 S! Be secured from faHing; and
�! Have shut-off valves recessed into

the cylinder or protected by a cap, ex-
cept «hen in use or manifold&, or when
used for SCUBA diving,

 f! Decons press on chambers. �!
Each decompression chamber manufac-
tured after the effective date of this
standard, ehaH be buflt and maintained
in accordance with the ASME Code or
equiva!ent�

�! Each decompression chamber
manufactured prior to the effective date
of this standard shaH be maintained in
ccoformtty with the code requirements
to which it was buHt, or equivalent,
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ance with requ}rsnn<mts of 29 CFR Psst
1904.

<2! The employer shaG record the oc-
currence of any d}v}ng-related injury or
}Guess wh}ch requires any dive team
xuember to be hosp}talised for 24 hours
or more, specifying the circumstances of
the incident and Che extent of any in-
juries or }Guesses.

 b! At>aQabtlfty of records. �! Upon
the request of the Assistant Secretary of
Labor for Occupst}onsj Safety an }
Health, or the Director, National Insti-
tute for Occupational Safety and Health,
DepsrCment of Health, Education snd
Welfare or their designees, the employer
shall make avaOable for inspection and
copying any record or docuxuent xequ}red
by this standard.

�! Upon request af any employee,
former employee or author}sed repre-
sentst}ve, the empIoyer shaD make
ava}hsble for inspect}on snd copy}ng sny
record or document required by this
stamlsrd which pertains to tbg individ-
ual employee or former employee.

<3! Records and documents required
by Chis standard shaG be retained by the
employer for the foDow}ng period:

�! Dive team member medical records
 phys}c}sn's reports>  I 1910,411> � 5
yeas's;

 i}> Safe practices nusnual <I1910.-
420 > � current document only;

 }}}! Depth-time prof}Ie  I 1910,422!�
until completion of the recording of
dive, or untG completion of decompres-
sion procedure assessment where there
has been an incident, of decompression
sickness;

 iv! Recording of dive  tt 1910.423!�
1 year, except 5 years where there has
been an incident of decompression sick-
ness;

 v> Decompression procedure assess-
ment evaluations < I 1910.423> � 5 years;

 vi! Equipxnent inspections and test-
ing records � 1910,430! � current entry
or tag, or unt}1 equipment is withdrawn
from service;

 vii! Records of hosp}tal}>sstions
  I 1910.440! � 5 years.

�! AfCer the expiration of the reten-
tion period of any record required to be
kept for 5 years, the employer shall for-
ward such records to the National In-
stitute for Occupational Safety and
Health, Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare.

�! In the event the employer ceases to
do business;

 i! The successor employer shaG re-
cetve snd retain sD dive snd employee
medical records required by this stand-
ard; or

<tt! If there is no successor employer,
dive and employee m'edical records shall
be forwarded to the National Institute
for Occupational Safety snd Health, De-
pa,rtment of Health, Education, and
Welfare,
II 1910. 441 ' KS'essive sisse.

This standard shall be effective on
October 20, 1977, except that for pro-
visions where decoxnpression chambers
or bells are required' and such equipment
}s not yet avs}}able, employers shsD com-
ply as soon as possible thereafter but in

�! Each decompresston ch<smhar shaD
be equipped with:

�! Means to mstnta}n the atnxosphere
below s level of 25% oxygen by volume; i

 il! Mutt}ers on intake snd exhaust
lines, which shall be regularly inspected
anima}nta}ned;

 iii! Ssxct}on guards on exhaust I}ne
openings; and

 iv! A means for extingu}shing f}re,
snd shall be maintained to m}x}}mixe
sources of }gn}t}on snd combustible ma-
terial.

<g! Qaxsges ass<I f}sssekeep}ssp dex>tees.
�! Gauges indicating dive" depth which
can be read at the dive location shaD be
used for aD dives except SCUBA.

�! Each depth gauge shall be dead-
weight tested or calibrated sga}nst a
master reference gauge every six months,
and when there is a discrepancy greater
than Cwo percent �%! of full scale be-
tween sny two equivalent gauges.

�> A cylinder prsesure gauge capable
of being monitored by the diver dur}ng
the dive shall be worn by each SCUBA
d}ver.

�! A timekeeping device shall be
available at each dive location.

 h! lfasjss aud jsefssets'. �> Surface-
supplied a}r and xu}xed-gss maslm aud
helmets shsD have:

 i! A non-return valve at the attach-
ment po}nt between helmet or mask and
hose which shall close ~ snd pos}-
tively; snd

 ii! An exhaust valve,
�! Surface-supplied air masks and

helmets shall have s minimum ventils-
t}on rate capability of *5 acfm at any
depth at which they are operated or the
capability of ma}ntsining the diver's in-
spired carbon dioxide partial pressure
below 0.02 ATA when the diver is pro-
ducing carbon dioxide at the rate of 1.8
standard Gters per minute.

�! Oxygess safety. �! Equipxnent used
with oxygen or m}xtures conts}ning over
forty percent �0%! by volume oxygen
shaD be designed for oxygen service.

<2! Components  except umbilicsls!
exposed to oxygen or mixtures contain-
ing over forty percent �0%! by volume
oxygen shall be cleaned of flammable
materials before use.

�! Oxygen systems over 125 psig and
comprende air systexus over 500 psig shaD
have slow-opening shut-oF valves.

 j! N'etghts ass } Isarssesses. �! Except
when heavy gear }s worn, divers shsG
be equtpped w}th a w'eight belt or assem-
bly capable of quick release.

�! Except when heavy gear is worn or
in SCUBA diving, each diver shall wear
a safety harness w}th:

 i! A positive buckling device;
 ii! An attachment point for the um-

b}Gcaj to prevent strain on the mask or
helmet; aud

 }ii! A lift}ng point to d}stribute the
pull force of Ihe Dne over the diver' s
body,

Rgcoxsx!xxxex xxso

}! 19IL440 Record }seep lug reqss}re-

 s! Recording axs<f Reporttxsp, �! The
employer shaD record and ceport occu-
pat}onsl injuries and Qlnesses in sccord-

RREC A%! RBsULATIOlIS 87673

no case later than 6 montjxs after the
effective date of the standard.

heegzmns A
EKAMpK,xxs OF coNDxTxosss wxsxcsr Msv sjssTsxcr
osL x.xsKxr ExpoBvss vo HTFELlhlRIc coNDrrxo&s

The following  t>soraers may restrtcs or
!!mls occupsttasssl exposure to hyperbaric
aoxxatttoss dspcxsatssg oxs severity, presence
of restassal ettscss, response to therapy,
number of oceuxresxces, dtvtng moae, or
degree and duration of iso!aston.

History of sstsurs disorder as>sex than
early Xebrtte convu!stoxls.

Msugoancies  scstve> unless treated and
without recssrrexxce for S yrs.

Chrontc sxssbutty to squsltse ssbxus sxxd/or
Nudd>e ear pressure.

Cystic Or cavltary dtj!ease Of the lungs.
xmpssrea argass function causes} by slcotxot

or drug use,
Couatttoxss requtrtag cossussuosss xxmsttcs-

tioxx for control  e,g., axxtuststamtxses,
stsretas, barbiturates, moodslsertug drugs,
or sxssultxs!,

Mess!era's s}tsssse.
Xfesssoglobtnopathiss.
Obstrueuve or restrtettve tuxsg disease.
VesubulsLr sssd otxsxx destruction.
Psseumothoras.
Cardiac sbssorznaltttes  e.g., pathological

heart block, vaxvutsx disease, sntrsvcsssrtculsLr
emsduetton daf sess other t>sssx xsolsssa r gilt
blase t!rsssch blocls, sugtsss psesar>s, sr-
rxsyshsnis, corasssry artery disease>.

Juxta-arttculsr Osteoxsecxos!s,

Pj}RY 1915 � SAFETY AHD HEALTH
RKGUU}T}f!I4S FOR SHIP REPAIRING
2. A new I 1915.59 is added to 29 CFR

Part 1915 to read ss f oGows:

II 1915.59 Cmnxsere}sl diving opera-
tions.

Commercial diving operations shaD be
subject to Subpart T of Part 1910,
I I 1910.401-1910.441, of this Chapter.

PART 1915 � gAFETY AND HEALTH
IIEGUU}T}ONS FOR Sk>PBUILDI}4G

3. A new I 1916.59 is added to 29 CFR
Part 1916 to read as foGows:

II 1916.59 Commetetal diving opera-
s lusus

Commercial d}v}ng operations shaG be
subject to Subpart T of Part 1910,
1I 1910.401-1910.441, of this Chapter,

PART 1911~FETY AND HEA}.T>4
REGUIATIONS FOR SHIPSREAK}NG

4. A new I 1917.59 is added to 29 CFR
Part 1917 tO read sS f OllOws:

II 1917.59 Commercial diving opera-

'Commercial diving operations shall be
subject to Subpart T of Part 1910,
II 1910.401-1910.441, of this Chapter.

PART 191~FETY AND HEALTH
IIKGUCATIONS FOR LO}4GSHORING

5, A new section 1918.t!9 of 29 CFR
Part 1918 is added to read ss foGows:

I 1918.99 Commercial d}vissg apera-
lions.

Commercial div}ng operattons shall be
subject to Subpart T of Part 1910,
II 1910.401-1910:441, of this chapter,

SSMRAC ggO<stgk, VOC. 42, >40. ill~>DAY, jutv 22, Xeyy
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" PART 1926 � SAFETY AND HEALTH
~ "� ='..- - - . =--..- -REGULATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION

tL Paragrayh  i! of j 1928.8 $ Is
. '., = - %mended to riad as follows:

I 19S6.605 Marine, esmatione and '
-,=,- ~pment.

~ . ~
 e! Cofamercfaf dfsf off eyer tffoas.

Oommercfal diving- Dyerattoni shall be
Subject to Subpart T of Part 1910,
.III 1910.401-1910.441, Df this Chapter.

..PART 192S � SAFETY AND HEALTH
Il'ANDARDS FOR AGRICULTURE

$1028.91 'f Amended]
7. Section 192831 b! of 89 CPR Part

1928 fs amended by substituting the let-
ter T for 8 tn the fourth line of the
paragraph.
 Secs. 9, 9, 94 BtsL 1599, 1599  99 tfB.C.
955, 957!; Bec. 41, 44 Btst. 1444  SS US.C.
941!; Bec. 107, SS Btst. 90 �0 UB.C. SSS!;
Secretary df Labor'e Order S-76 [41 FR
95059!; as CPR Part'1911!.
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